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QUESTION M Rutherfoord

How many Registered letters for the First Day of the Pro Juventute stamps in the

years 1917 (1918?) were sent to P 0 Box 2921 Lugano, from Lugano 1?

Figures 1 & 2 are of the same series, Nos 161 and 167, but with no time given in

the canceller, which was not allowed. Did the sender notice this and then when he

came back with another bunch of covers, Figures 3 & 4, Nos 203 and 223, he asked or

demanded that the time be given, ie, before 11 a.m.
One often sees these covers in auctions, but I have never noticed the 

T R' numbers

in such sequence before, so I will keep my eyes open in future for this, and I hope

Members will follow suit. 

FOCUS ON STAMPS — It would seem that members do not read the Newsletter or the Swiss

Post magazine of New Issues for collectors. Three replies have reached the Editor

on the subject. They may remain anonymous under the Data Protection Act: "I received

a Focus yesterday and I haven't ordered New Issues for 3 years."; "I suspect I am

'persona non grata' for having queried their stamp issuing policy"; "So SF do not

want to send 'Focus' to collectors unless they buy their 'novelties' and new issues

direct from them. As I only collect postally used the only thing I will miss will

be the information about the building, person or scene depicted on the stamp."

Now read the first item of the 'Did You Know' column on page 7.
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THE FIRST "RETOUR" LABELS OF SWITZERLAND

INTRODUCTION

ON 1 FEBRUARY 1887 THE UPU SENT OUT A CIRCULAR
INFORMING MEMBER COUNTRIES that labels or

handstamps were to be introduced giving reasons for
the non-delivery of mail. This had been suggested by the
Imperial German postal administration and was due to
come into force on 1 April that year.

Referring to modifications to article )0(1 of the rules
concerning the implementation of the UPU Convention it

stated:

4. Avant de renvoyer a rOffice d'origine les
correspondences non distribuees pour un motif
quelconque, l'Office destinataire dolt indiquer d'une
maniere claire et concise, en langue francaise, au verso
de ces objets, la cause de la non-remise sous la forme
suivante: inconnu, refuse, parti, non reclame, decode,
etc. Cette indication est foumis, autant que possible, par
l'application d'un timbre ou /'apposition d'une etiquette.
Chaque Office a la faculte d'y ajouter la traduction, dans
sa proper langue, de la cause de non-remise et les
autres indications qui lui conviennent

In other words the reason for the non-delivery of the
item was to be indicated in French, with the possible
addition of the country's own language, in a clear,
concise manner (unknown, refused, gone away,
unclaimed, dead etc) by means of a handstamp or label.

The Swiss Post Office responded with a circular in
the Postamtsblatt of 12 April 1887. Here it reiterated in
German the UPU circular:

4. Vor der ROcksendung der aus irgend einem
Grunde nicht bestellten Korrespondenzgegenstande an
die Aufgabe-Verwaltung hat die Bestimmungs-
verwaltung den Grund der Unbestellbarkeit in
franzasischer Sprache klar und bOndig auf der Ruckseite
dieser Gegenstande in folgender Weise anzugeben:
unbekannt, verweigert, abgereist, nicht abgeholt,
verstorben u.s.w. Die Angabe hat thunlichst unter
Anwendung eines Stem pals oder duch Aufkleben eines
Zeddels zu erfolgen.* Jeder Verwaftung steht frei, die
Uebersetzung des Grundes der Unbestellbarkeit in ihrer
Landessprache, sowie sonstige fur angemessen
era chtete Angaben hinzuzufOgen.

In a footnote the Swiss Post Office explained: *Wir
haben feür jede dieser Angaben besondere Etiquetten
erstellen lassen, welche, in Blattem zu je 40 Stuck, in
Oblicher Weise bestellt werden kOnnen. Der erste Bedarf
wird den Poststellen ohne besondere Bestellung
geliefert werden.

The German postal administration had provided a
model or template for the labels with its first suggestion
back in 1886. Labels were small, landscape and
rectangular with black type within a green, boxed frame.
Paper was gummed and printing was in letterpress. This
model was followed in large part by many
administrations who decided to introduce labels —

by Douglas N Muir FRP SL

Germany, of course, but also Denmark, Hungary and
Switzerland. In the case of Switzerland, the format was
the same but the printing was entirely in green.

Other administrations such as Britain, the United
States and all British colonies used handstamps. Some,

like Austria or Romania, had a different format of label.
When the labels were first supplied and brought into

use is not absolutely clear. The Swiss circular mentions
that they had already been ordered by 12 April and
would be supplied automatically. At present, the first
known usage is on 5 August 1887, but it is likely that
earlier dates than this will be found.

Form number 537 was allocated to these new labels
and initially five different versions were introduced —
those listed in the UPU circular. These were:

Another, quite different label, exists printed in red
inscribed "Rechtzeitig refusirt/ Refuse a temps" for use
on printed matter refused within a given timescale, but
this does not fall into quite the same category as the
UPU-inspired labels, nor the same format.

Later, at different times, three more labels for different
purposes were added to the existing five. In 1889 or
1890 one was created to indicate that a soldier had
been discharged or released from his unit. At the same
time, or shortly thereafter, another label indicated that
the address was insufficient. Then, between 1896 and
1898 a third label was added for cash on delivery bills
which were unpaid. These labels were:

Nr. 537e Entlassen/ Licencia
Nr. 537f Adresse ungenugend/

Adresse insuffisante
Nr. 537g Nicht eingelost/ Impaye
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PRINTING

Printing was in letterpress in sheets of 40 (4 x 10)

initially by the firm of Stephan Collin in Bumpliz near Bern.

This is indicated by the printer's imprint "C.B.". Later, in

1899, the firm was taken over by Alfred Benteli who also

took over the Swiss Post Office printing contracts held by

Collin, and indeed the existing printing plates. The imprints

were now "B. & Co" for a short period and subsequently

"A.B.". Throughout the years this type of label was printed

(up to 1908) the printing formes remained the same. From

1909 a new series of labels replaced them with the third

language, Italian, added. The typefaces used did not

follow the German model. Essentially, standard serif faces

were used except where the wording was too long, when

a narrower sans face kept the legend to one line.

As suggested by the UPU the paper was gummed.

Separation was by roulette although in most other

countries it was import. At first, the gauge was 10;

however, from 1899 to 1907 this changed to gauge 9,

then reverting to 10 again. A number of printing dates and

quantities printed are known from sheets preserved in the

Swiss PTT Archiv, and occasionally in private collections.

Unfortunately, not all printings are known. In particular, the
first printings are strangely missing from the archives,

where the earliest known date from 1892 or 1893.

This becomes clear from the examination of labels

used on mail. Several examples predate the earliest

printing dates recorded and many more distinct shades of

green exist than are known from complete sheets. These

very distinctive shades are often common to all, or several,

labels and are not the result of fading_or change with age.

'RETOUR' LABELS: PRINTING DETAILS

The first printing of 1887 was in a distinctive yellow

green and all examples seen before 1890 fall into this

category. There were also two phases of a very bright

green, the first about 1893 and the second after 1900.

Various dark greens and intermediate shades punctuate

the series but it has not yet proved possible to allocate

specific periods to these. A late dull yellow green is

characteristic of the Abgereist label from 1907. It is clear

there was no real quality control on the ink used; 'green"

was all that was specified.

SCARCITY
In terms of scarcity something can be gained by a

study of the number of sheets printed where known for

particular printings. It is obvious that the "Entlassen" label
with printings of only 2,000 sheets - was seldom required

and indeed finding examples is very difficult indeed. That

for "Verstorben" can also be very difficult, though not as

rare as the three-language types which immediately
succeeded it. The most commonly found are those for

"Annahme verweigert", "Nicht abgeholt" and "Nicht

eingelost" but particular printings and shades can still be

awkward. Anything prior to 1890 is also very scarce.

SOURCES
This article is based on research inspired, and greatly

assisted, by Michael Rutherfoord. The listing has been

created from sheets held in the PTT Archiv, Bern; the

book Guignard G. & Vuille L Les Etiquettes postales
suisses/ Die Postvermerketiketten der Schweiz 1876-
1997 1998; and- private collections.

Number Wording DNIlit Type Printer Printing date Format Separation Earliest Use Print figure Notes

Nr. 537. Unbekannt/ 04.01 15/8/87 yellowish green

Inconnu 04.01a C.B. X1.93. 4 x 10 rout 10 15,000 bright green

04.01b 11/3/98 dark green

04.01c 6/4/06 mid green

04.01d AB. 1. 07 4 x 10 roul 9 15,000 bright green

Nr. 537a. Annahme 05.01 1/8/89 yellowish green

verweigert/ 05.01a C.B. VI.94. 4 x 10 rout 10 15/3/93 10,000 mid green

Refuse 05.01b 29/10/04 bright green

1V.06 30,000

05.01a  A.B. tV.07 4 x 10 roul 10 13/10/05 30,000 mid green

A.B. 111.08 30,000 bright green

Nr. 537b. Abgereist/ 06.01 C.B. VI.93 4 x 10 rout 10 21/4/90 10,000 dark green

Parti 06.01a 13/8/01 bright green

06.01b 16/11/04 mid green

06.01c A.B. III:07 4 x 10 roul 10 15,000 yellow green

Nr. 537c. Nicht 07.01 5/8/87 yellow green

abgehott/ 07.01a C.B. V1.94. 4 x 10 roul 10 7/8/95 10,000 dark green

Non reclame 07.01b B & Co. IX.99 roul 9 26/8/97 10,000 mid/bright green

A.B. 1.02 10,000

X11.03 10,000

07.01c A.B. 11.07 4 x 10 roul 10 10,000 bright green

111. 08 10,000

Nr. 537d. Verstorben/ 08.01 12/4/89 yellow green

Decade 08.01a C.B. XI.93. 4 x 10 roul 10 5,000 dark green

08.01b A.B. 1X.03 27/10/02 5,000 bright green

08.01c A.B. 1.06 4 x 10 roul 9 28/10/09 6,000

Nr. 537e. Entlassen/ 09.01 C.B. 111.94. 4 x 10 roul 10 2/9/90 2,000 dark green

licencie 09.01a B. & Co. VI11.99. 4 x 10 roul 10 2,000 bright green

VI.08

Nr. 537 f. Adresse 11.01 C.B. 11. 92. 4 x 10 roul 10 10,000 bright green

ungenugend/ 11.01a 25/8/99 dark green

Adresse 11.01b A.B. 1. 05 4 x10 roul 9 10,000 bright green

insuffisante X11.07 10,000

No 537g. Nicht
eingelost/

12.01 A.B. 111.06. 4 x 10 roul 9 7/98 20,000 bright green

Impaye
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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

Northern Group, January 8th - Cantonal Forgeries, Cedric Dry.

February 5th - Instructional Marks and Labels, All members.

London Group, February 9th - Odds and Ends, All members.

Wessex Group, February 26th - Landscapes, Neville Nelder et al.

JOHN PEARSON (1932 - 2004) who passed away on the 10th of October 2004 had fought

a long battle with non-Hodgkins lymphoma over the last 8 years. It was during this

time that I met John when we formed the Wessex Group and he became a regular attender,

always sitting in the corner in what became his armchair.

John was interested in most aspects of Swiss Philately, but particularly Soldier

Stamps and Railways.
You learn a lot about a person when others speak.  happened at the Service of

Thanksgiving. John had many interests outside philately and many other groups are

going to miss his friendly advice, not least his church.

It is a pleasure to have known John these past few years and he will be sadly

missed by all who come to Salisbury. D.S.

ANSWERS TO QUERIES

Industrial War Economy (IMO, envelopes on p66, September 2004 from Charles LaBlonde.

Ralph B Soderberg of Michigan USA writes to say that franking of these official covers

was the norm as an accounting procedure to keep track of postal use and avoid long

lines at the postal windows where they previously had to go for registration, express

and other fees. The stationery and overprinted stamps also cut down on pilferage and

private use. Most IKW covers went registered and/or express so it was more common

to have added franking.The 10c cover shown has nothing to do with registration but

is the 10c local letter rate, more common are the 15c domestic rate covers.

Covers such as this did, however, contribute to the early ambivalence regarding

proper government issue of the IKW stamps and stationery as private companies and

others could have their stationery similarly imprinted.

STRAIGHT-LINE CANCELS query from Bob Johnson on p76, October 2004. Karl Gebert has

replied drawing my attention to the note on pI8 of the Poststellenchronik Schweiz

that Canton names are not given unless it is one of several places with the same

name. Also 'Engstlenalp' is a private cancellation (gum not metal). 
I Zofingen' (Alte

Winkel) is a cancel showing the view of the other side of the card rather than the

postal cancellation. 'Lampenberg (Baselland)' is new to him and he is going to explore

the reason. In the case of 'Olten Wilerweg', he has sent me a photocopy of the page

in the current edition of the 'Chronik' (p117), an update of my page 183, which

quotes a choice of 'Olten Wilerweg 65, or 'Olten Wilerweg', but the other one in

the 1999 edition, 'Olten Wilerweg 101', is missing now.The updated 'Chronik' is only

available on a 3" disk for PC costing CHF 15.-, or EUR 10.00, overseas being $US 15-

including airmail postage, or pay to PostCheck a/c 70.5939-8. This way single pages

can be printed out with any PC text program and additions made according to the

Swiss Post 'Phila News' (but see this month's DYK column).

POSTAGE DUE QUERY from Bob Medland on p83, November 2004. Martin Mantell writes to

say he had one important fact wrong in the published reply. He stated the (inter-

national) mail had to have a 'T' cancel before it could be charged postage due -

this is rubbish! The notes I took this from relates to Swiss internal mail and I

think relates to post 1950s when they stopped using postage due stamps. The rest

of the explanation is correct.

NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS are about preserving our collections. Until a few years ago

gum staining and foxing were our main concerns. Now, do we need mothballs for the

Lace stamp, space in the refrigerator for Chocolate, preservative against woodworm,

wet or dry rot, and deathwatch beetle for the latest wooden stamp? What new novelty

for 2005? A stamp made from Goat's cheese? Edward Quinten

THE RESOLUTION YOU MUST KEEP FOR 2005 is to send your subscription of £15- to the

Honorary Treasurer at:'Brightside' 7 Church Road, HOVETON, Norfolk NRI2 8UG.

When the Editor has finished this Newsletter he must get the cheque-book and send

his subscription off as well, and then search for copy for the February issue!
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INTERCITY EXPRESS, a rare cover Michael Rutherfoord

The service is operated by special
couriers, and is very expensive.
From Bern to Luzern, or say,
ZUrich to Bern, the price is
CHF 61.- starting before midday.
The route and time determine
the price, and the service is
only available from the major
cities. Usually bulky parcels
are sent, or large covers, so
the example shown here is an
exception, as only a C5, for
an unknown price. No date stamp
needed, as the place is prob-
ably in label code. The label
on the right is green and that
on the left is yellow.

The removable 'Distribution'
(Receipt) tag is still in place.
Probably the postman found no
one at home, so wrote out a

'Fetch me' note, see ' Avis 1.10.04, Zeit 13.30'. When the cover was handed over at
the PO counter it was apparently not necessary for the receipt label to be removed.
The line of dashes I drew in to separate the address from the 'Avis'. Is this cover
unique? It was found by a good friend in a 'vertical filing system'.

CROSS BORDER REGISTERED COVER OF 1881

After the request by Peter Vonwiller
for information on registration markings
on page 80 of the October 2004 Newsletter
this item turned up.
"Signau (BE) to Berlin in 1.111.81 with
'Charge No. 2498' in black and an
arrival mark '64.3/3 II' in black on
the reverse. The German registration
label for incoming foreign letters reads
' Vom Auslande/ilber Bahnpost 6/ (Frankf.
a.M.-Eisenach)/ Eingeschrieben.' The
cover has been franked with a 50c
lilac of the 1867 issue (4th March)."
(What did the addressee do? Ed.)

Sent in by Peter Pavey.

A PLEA FOR HELP from Fred Hoadleyi

I recently bought this entire,
from St.Gallen to Vicenza 1811.
It has the mark 'L.T.', similar
to others used after the Franco-
Swiss postal treaties of 1828-9,
LG -lettre Cenevoise, LV lettre
Vaudoise, LZ lettre Zurichoise.
I found nothing in my reference
books. Then Napoleon ruled the
Venetian Republic, including
Vicenza, until the Treaty of
Vienna, 1815. Would the route
have been via the Grisons and
the Ticino? Could this be a
'lettre Tessin'? I know of no
Swiss-Italian treaties.

More small items such as these are needed for your Newsletter. What can you do?
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Northern Group Meeting. "Cantons Bern & Fribourg" was the theme for the December meeting of
the group, with eight members making a contribution. As might have been expected items relating
to Bern outnumbered those of Fribourg and inevitably there was some overlap where Canton Bern
was concerned. Nevertheless, many pieces were being seen by others for the very first time. As
is usually the case when all attending are invited to make a contribution, I rarely mention individual
names, although I feel sure that those who read such reports have a pretty good idea who some of
the contributors might be! Who amongst us could it be in 2004 celebrating 50 years since he first
visited the Jungfraujoch? His display was a fine selection of postmarks of the stations along the
railway line, Rothstock, Eigerwand, Eismeer and Eigergletscher, the two varying altitudes of
3,457m. and 3454m. being in evidence on some items. All of these were complemented by a
variety of postcards and more recent photographs. A small selection of pre-stamp entires from
both Cantons was outstanding and included one letter of 1790 from Frybourg (sic) to Paris and a
Fischer Post item of 1824 from Bern to the U.K. Sometimes it is forgotten just how many small
private railway lines there are or were in these two Cantons. We were reminded of this by a
selection of mail, postcards and letters with marks relating to such lines as the Wengeralp,
Lauterbrunnen, Brienzer Rothorn, Emmental and the Fribourg Railways. Military matters within the
two Cantons was covered with a display of military mail, Red Cross items, mail for helping
P.O.Ws, often in the form of pre-printed cards in various languages and similar items from the
Catholic Mission in Fribourg. Early postcards with postmarks of places in the two Cantons were
much in evidence, as were postage dues, special commemorative covers, printed commercial
envelopes and not forgetting T.P.Os and a few airmail items.
All in all, the displays took up three rounds on our frames instead of the usual two and as can still
be heard in this northern part of the country, all agreed that this had been another "reet good do"! It
is too late to send Christmas greetings but the Northern Group do wish one and all the very best for
the year in which this report will be published. D.C.

(S.

IS THIS OF INTEREST asks Keith Fletcher

It was the only item with any Swiss
connection at a recent meeting that
he attended. Can members add anything
to: The Ild was the rate for Forces
letters to UK; Foreign letter rate
was 21d so it was underpaid Id. Taxed
T in hexagon & 50 in blue by FPO 4
which then was at British Fort, Shan,-
haikwan, then put on the Mukden train

for the Trans-Siberia route. There are
no arrival marks on the back(?). The
PO in Luzern converted the 50 gold
cents to 60c Swiss, the going rate
then and marked 60 in grey crayon.
Our old friends the Sekula family
were the recipients, their business
could be described as 'extensive'.

What can you add to this description?
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U NE LETTRE,
LE DEBUT
D'UNE
H I STO1RE.

I NA BREV
PO MIDAR
TUT.

Figures 3 & 4

Zuruck/Retour/Ritorno
0 Emptartger konnte unter angegebener Adresse nicht ermitteit werden.

Le destinataire est introvvable l'adresse indiquee.
II destinatario 6 irreperibite all'indirino indicato.

CI Firma edoschen/Raison sociale n'existe plus/Ditta cessata

0 Weggezdoen. Nachsendefrist abgelauten.

A demenage. Mai de reexpedition expire.
Traslocato. Terrnine di rispedirione scaduto.

Gestorben/Decede/Deceduto

Figures 1 & 2
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that the official PhilaNews monthly, issued by the Philatelic Services in Bern,

has ceased publication, in that it has been absorbed into the Schweizer Briefmarken

Zeitung (SBZ). It is rumoured that, following the Austrian example, the Philatelic

Focus on stamps will follow suit. This will be cheaper, but will it be better for

specialists? All three are, separately, suffering from falling sales and rising costs.

- that at the Philatelic Counters (only six left) an exact record is being kept of all

purchases, per collector. This will help them decide who is no longer deserving of a

free copy of Focus on stamps. They have realized that not all collectors have a stand-

ing order. Not many are satisfied with only an annual delivery, either.

- that the Swiss railways, SBB/CFF/FFS, made the biggest reorganization ever on the

12th of December 2004. They successfully changed 907. of the timetable, and also the

platforms in all the main stations. More trains, better connections, some new routes.

For philately the last two manned TPOs were taken out of service on Friday the 10th

of December 2004. Mail in bulk will be transported between sorting centres only, the

rest goes by van and truck. Figures 1 & 2 show the very last TPO cancels: the SBB

route from Brig to Bern, and the RhUtische Bahn from Chur to Klosters. I can let

Members have a pair of covers for CHF 6.- in mint Swiss stamps, but I only have very

few, as the cancelling office got mixed up. On the 1st of October 1857 the first TPO

started from arich to Brugg and back. Now we have reached the end of an era, another.

- that I have found an up-to-date list of the abbreviations for all the 85 present

rail transport systems in Switzerland, including cross-border traffic. The Editor

has copies for all those interested (C6 sae in GB, or I.R C. for abroad please).

- that the Austrian Post has done what Swiss Post refused, namely issue a commemorative

stamp for 500 years since the birth of the famous Swiss Reformer, Heinrich Bullinger

(1504 - 1575), who carried out the work initiated by Ulrich Zwingli (10c stamp Z 471,

in 1969). A most interesting article on page 505 of the SBZ 12/2004. This curious

incident confirms the present philatelic policy of ignoring most historical and

cultural subjects. It seems only the Pro Patria Committee carries the flag today.

- that the Swiss Post is at present promoting the writing of personal letters, not

a bad idea. For this 16 POs in January will use a new slogan in their cancelling

machines, and in February another 16. Figures 3 & 4 show the French and Romansch

Grischun texts. There are ten places which use the German text, four the French

(figure 3), the Italian one, and the Romansch Grischun one (figure 4). The latter

is the new constructed written language, which has not been completely accepted by

the users of the present five dialects.

- that once again new 'Return labels have appeared, see figure 5 for the more import-

ant one. The other is similar, but for returned items which have incurred costs. Both

are self-adhesive, 60 x 37mm, black text on white paper, yellow flash for the PostMail

field. Note only three languages, which is normal for such texts.

- that at the recent Stage III and 'Day of the Stamp' exhibition in Dietikon (near

ZUrich) our New York member, Harlan Stone, received Gold and a special recommendation

for his most interesting display of old Swiss Stamped to Order stationery.

- that in the latest issue of the Ganzsachensammler (No. 79, December 2004) there

are 20 pages of corrections, up-dating, etc of the Zumstein Ganzsachen Schweiz Cata-

logue of 2002, very useful. At the same time they mention that they intend to issue

the first Supplement to their Perfin Catalogue by Martin Baer of 1998. Please send

your corrections/additions to him at: Hohmoos 10, CH-805I ZUrich. He also has all

the illustration pages, loose-leaf, for CHF 15. The catalogue itself is CHF 33.-.

- that from March 2005 the telephone and Fax Area code number fou ZURICH changes fram

01 to 044. Michael Rutherfoord's number will be 0041 44  341 6357 or ...08 f
or Fax.
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Another Postal Rate Query

My luggage label accumulation doesn't increase very much
these days because there don't seem to be too many interesting

ones on offer. However I came
across this item at Philatex and
couldn't resist it!. Now having got
to the stage of examining it in detail
the postage charged eludes me.
Attached to a package weighing
2.700kg sent from BASEL to
ZURICH the label has an
interesting combination of
cancellations. The label has two
machine ' ovals',valued 60c and 20c and then two company adhesive labels with
10c and 20c 'ovals'. Everything ties in with all 'ovals' having the company
number 1118. All four 'ovals' have been cancelled with a PTT cds dated
February 13 1945. In the first instance I wondered if the label had been used
twice but if that had been the case I would have expected the adhesive company
labels to have covered the 'ovals' on the luggage label instead of being applied
at the angles they are. The total postage appears to be 1.10f, not a rate I
recognise. I would have expected 90c for the package weight.

So at present this item has a very incomplete write-up. I think it's an attractive and unusual piece but I would
appreciate it more if I could explain the postage rate.

DON SYMONDS thanks everyone who has written to him and wishes all members the very
best for 2005. Packet circulation will continue as usual. Queries to 01 202 88 36 09.

FIGURE 1 on p94 in December - The stamp shown on the letter is overprinted in French
'Timbre Mobile / Double valeur'; these stamps still turn up in collections.

JUNGFRAUBAHN CANCELS which were listed in the September to November 1999 Newsletters
and now are in a 14 page schedule continue to interest members. Colin Griffiths has
added several more that he has found on postcards of the period, a rich field for
any collector of cancellations. The Hon. Librarian has a copy of the 'schedule' and
should be contacted direct if you are interested in the Jungfraubahn.

I. G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://wwvv.igstamps.com  
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.

You can search for your particular collecting interest.

As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.

Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin©igstamps.com 
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ACROSS THE NORTH ATLANTIC! - a few observations Jesse ldog

In the October 2004 issue of the Newsletter mention was made of the DEUTSCHE LUFTHANSA (DLH)

catapult flights which began in 1934 across the South Atlantic. Most of the mail carried was of a
commercial nature with little that was philatelic. The situation in the North Atlantic was very different.

In August 1927 there was an attempt to transfer mail from shore onto the `ss LEVIATHAN' of the

United States Line then on the New York-Southampton service. There exists US originating mail from the
failed attempt.
The French Line `ss ILE de FRANCE' entered the Le Havre-New York service in 1927. Experimental

catapult flights were made from the ship's stern from August 1928 until October 1930 when the launching

apparatus was removed. There is philatelic mail from these flights although I suspect that most originates

from 'on board' postings and all carry French stamps.

The catapult flight covers from the Norddeutschen Lloyd liners `ss BREMEN' and `ss EUROPA' are again

mainly philatelic although this was not the intention of the flights. This was an attempt to save up to a

day's time in the transport of mail to North America by catapulting it off the boats up to 1000 km off the
coast. For a variety of reasons the flight distances varied, some as little as 120 km so savings were not

consistent.

These catapult flights began in 1929 from the `ss BREMEN'. No Swiss originating mail was carried until
the third west bound catapult flight which has a '10 Septbr.1929' dated red octagonal cachet. This was an

unsuccessful flight because fog caused the plane to
return the mail to the ship. Only 3 sailings of the
`ss BREMEN' during 1929 catapulted Swiss mail. In
1930 this liner was joined by the `ss EUROPA' but it
wasn't until September that she catapulted mail- Swiss
included. The number of Swiss originating items was
comparatively small. While a total of 212 letters and
cards were catapulted in 1929, the average per sailing
for 1930 is variously quoted as 46-50. 1931 numbers
were much smaller averaging only about 30 but for
1932 and 1933 increased into the top 80s before
reducing to just over 50 in 1934 and 60 odd in 1935.
As collectors, sometimes it's difficult to realise that
these flights took place 70 years ago and that over the
years items will have got lost or destroyed resulting in
even fewer covers in collections.

The first cover was one of 54 catapulted off the `ss EUROPA' on September 22 1932. Posted in LUZERN

on September 13 the item has no routing mark so I assume there must have been Post Office directions as

to how these covers were to be handled. The cover has 80c postage. This would be correct as the foreign

letter rate was 30c and the special airmail rate BASEL-CHERBOURG to include catapult fee, was 50c.

The cover has the roller cancellation typical of much mail from BELA SEKULA at that time.

Until 1934 each catapult flight had a cachet applied that
was unique to that flight. The second cover has the 1934
'standard' design cachet Within this basic design the
dates and name of liner distinguish between the flights.
This item was one of 61 Swiss originating covers
catapulted off thess BREMEN' on September 27.
The flight was one of the longest at 1213 km and took
over 8 hours.
The additional red rectangular cachet is a directional
route mark to be applied on mails delivered to the
seapost offices where the sender does not specify a
catapult flight.. In this instance the cachet should not
have been applied, but this is not unusual.

iiiME—rail; nth. Now-Yek 

(continued on the next page, page 11.)
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For the collector of Swiss material much of the interest in the catapult flight covers lies in mail originating
in Switzerland and travelling to the US. However, mail was catapulted from the liners on their return
voyages to Europe and some was destined for Switzerland. The number of covers originating in
Switzerland going westbound was small in comparison to the total number carried on each voyage -10 500
were mailed on the first westbound flight in 1929. Numbers did drop off especially when very different
cachets for each flight were discontinued. I suspect that the number of covers coming eastbound addressed
to Switzerland is not much different from those on the corresponding westbound voyages. Items offered in
auctions over the last year seem to support this.

Further Note:

The catapult flights in both North and South Atlantic featured the same difficulty - getting the planes back
on board. In 1917 a Sopwith Pup, piloted by Sqn Cdr E.H.Dunning,landed on the Royal Navy cruiser
HMS Furious after the forward turret had been removed and replaced with a 228 foot long deck. This was
the first landing on a ship underway. The second landing went well but on the third attempt due to a
mechanical failure the plane went overboard and Dunning was drowned. No mail was involved! I have
seen offered for sale mail that during the late 1930s had been sent to and from aircraft carriers, notably the
`USS Ranger' - all very philatelic but of interest to the aerophilatelist if not the Swiss collector.

Recommended reading: "German North Atlantic Catapult Flights 1929-1935" by James W Graue & Dieter Leder
Photograph from the intemet - non-attributable source.
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Despite the London catchment area having the largest number of Society members, attendances at
London meetings have for a number of years been relatively low and are declining still further. The
average attendance of late is below ten. It has been suggested that the present Wednesday evening
meetings were not convenient for many members who might prefer to meet at the weekend. Trial
meetings on a Sunday and recently on a Saturday have proved disappointing with below average
attendances. It has to be said though that these meetings did attract some members who had travelled
considerable distances and who would normally not attend a weekday evening meeting.

Why are members not coming? Is the programme not attractive to them? If not why not? Do they feel
that the content is not as good as that at regional meetings, which do enjoy a reasonable attendance?
The members who do attend always enjoy the displays and the friendship and interchange with other
members. Meeting reports are always published in the Newsletter. If these do not appear attractive to
you, the absent members, what exactly do you want? Live contact between members stimulates greater
knowledge of Swiss philately and creates and builds upon friendships; tangible benefits which are also
part of the lifeblood of our Society. This can lead to new areas of research, which can be
communicated to the entire membership through the Newsletter. Insufficient communication from the
London area is reflected in the dearth of articles appearing.

Your Committee, having already taken steps to reduce meeting costs and accepted the membership's
decision to hold next year's AGM on a weekend, will now take such further appropriate action as is
necessary to meet members needs in respect of London meetings. We do need to know though what
these are and you need to tell us. You can either write to our Secretary Peter Vonvviller (postal address
on page 1) or e-mail him at peter.vonwiller@btinternet.com Alternatively write to me Claude Mistely
at "Beech Dene", 15 Holymeoak Road, Chipstead, Coulsdon, Surrey CR5 3QA. Either way we do
need to hear from you. C.P.M.

I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://vvvvvv.igstamps.com  
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.

You can search for your particular collecting interest.

As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.

Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin igstamps.com 
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THE RAZORBLADE SAGA, continued M Rutherfoord et allii

Some years ago a collector claimed that he had something new - another de Coppet

forerunner. After a bit of persuasion he showed it to me under the promise of complete

secrecy. Now he has thankfully agreed to have his remarkable find published, but with-

out his name, see figures 1 & 2 for the front and rear of the pc (Bern 21.IX.89);

figure 3 shows the first 'de Coppets' for Lausanne and Bern. Note the 'II' and 'III'

at the lefthand side for the Postkreis (PK) for Lausanne and Bern respectively, with

'A' Arondissement postal and 'K' for Kreispost on the right (Postal District).

Now- for the second surprise, from Hawaii, namely from an enthusiastic and knowl-

edgable philatelist and Razorblade collector Roger A Heath, an AHPS member. Figure 4

shows the postcard he has come across from the Hotel Schweizerhof, Luzern, 15 Feb.89;

figure 5 shows the detail of the hotel nark, in blue. Roger suggests that this could

be another de Coppet forerunner, made for the Patent No. 215 issued to de Coppet on

the 21st of February 1889. The diameter is 27.5nm, the date box is 20 x 9 mm, the

hatching bars top and bottom are 18 and the inner circle is 16 mm. Roger states that

it is a close fit to the other forerunners.
This Hotel nark came into use after the previous oval mark of the Schweizerhof he

has found, dated 1886, and before that owned by Max H Wehrli, dated 2 Mai 88, so could

have been seen by de Coppet, and copied by him for his new flexible postal date stamp.

Giovanni Balimann thinks that an hotel would not have been interested in buying an

expensive flexible canceller from Lausanne. As we know from the Ste-Croix canceller

(now in the PTT Museum) that in 1893 de Coppet had made a much more robust canceller

(which was in use for about 30 years). The round mark found by Roger Heath was in use

until at least April 1901 (four examples found by our Editor, but in red, and a

larger one of 321m) thus proving that it was better than those used in 1889 for

Lausanne and Bern.
Please check your Swiss Hotel cards and covers, for red and blue, large and small,

round or oval, send photocopies to the Editor or 'me. Whatever the result the find

made by Roger is important for the history of Swiss cancellers.

Postkarte.
Carte postale. — Cartolina postal

Nur ftir die Adresse.

•

•

f $

Figure

Figure 5
enlarged

U 1stale urov mell Weltpustverein. Unione posthlo
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Figure 4
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London Group Meeting — Saturday 4 th December 2004

The Alps — Mountains and Passes

Very disappointingly only six members attended although some had travelled considerable
distances to be present.

The Packet Secretary, Don Symonds, reported that the Society had been able to obtain at
auction some interesting postal stationery from the collection of the late Ernie Jones. This was being
sorted prior to being offered for sale to members.

The presentations started with the Chairman displaying a selection of mountain panorama cards
showing the Alpine ranges from the shores of Lake Geneva right across Switzerland to the Santis in
the north east and Canton Ticino in the south. Fred Pickard backed this up with a display of PTT postal
coach advertisements on cards from the 1920s through to the 1940s. Neville Neilder majored on the
Jungfrau showing an attractive selection of cards and labels, followed by covers commemorating the
first winter postal coach services on the Julier Pass in February 1935 with different postal markings.
Included was a scarce late use of the Chur razorblade cancel as a receiving mark.

Derrick Slate provided the afternoon's main display with a selection of stamps, cards and
advertising labels featuring mountains and their railways; a specialist display of the First World War
Third Division, Battalion 40 stamp (the design incorporates the Jungfrau) including several varieties
and a set of progressive proofs; the 1910 Postage Dues which also show the Jungfrau; cards of postal
coach routes on the Gotthard, Furka and Susten passes; interesting cancels of the San Bernardino
Hospice and Pass; culminating with a comprehensive show on the Matterhorn which included cards
and labels, also featuring the Gornergrat and Riffelalp hotels and railways.

In proposing the vote of thanks, Bob Medland praised the high quality of the displays,
deploring that more members were not present to see them. He was always impressed with members'
ability to provide interesting material on virtually any subject. C.P.M.

Northern Group Report. To be extremely brief there is nothing to report except to comment on
the atrocious weather experienced here in the north over the weekend in which the Group's first
meeting of 2005 should have been held. For only the second time in many, many years it was
deemed wise to cancel the January meeting. As I phoned round the regular members early on
that Saturday morning, one reported that a fallen tree had damaged part of his garden whilst another
had been sweeping broken glass since seven o'clock. Therefore I considered myself lucky that
only one small section of my garden fence had parted company with the rest.
Members had been looking forward to our member Cedric Dry giving his display "Cantonal
Forgeries", therefore this will be given at the February meeting with the advertised topic,
"Instructional Marks & Labels" having to wait for another season. D.C.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

Northern Group, February 5th - Cantonal Forgeries, Cedric Dry.
January, see the meeting report on page 14.
March 5th - Something for Everyone, Derrick

February 9th - Odds and Ends, All members.
March 9th - Canton Ticino, All members.
February 26th - Landscapes, 1936 definitives,
also Postal Mechanisation, Pauline Luscombe.

WORPEX 2005 - Two prominent speakers expected on May 14th. Further
details soon. Werner Gattiker of Leo Baresch Ltd. will also be there.

Transferred from

Slate.

Neville Nelder et allii

T.PFAFF, Horlogerie soigne, Neuchatel (Suisse) has come up again in the QUERIES.

Derek Doling has been shown some 50 of his 'cancelled to order' picture postcards.
This enterprising man seems to have been able to get his photographic postcards
cancelled on the picture side, on a 5c green Z 65B, without having to send them
through the post.? The number on one card of 1904 suggests he published, and may even
have taken the photographs himself, -more than 2000 different views across Switzerland.
Can any member supply more information that would make an article for the Newslettet?

FORGERIES are in the news again and available from the internet as well as from the
auction houses. If any member is interested then see - www.stamps.org/CAC/art004.htm
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that at a recent philatelic exhibition I heard an irate collector complaining at
the Philatelic Bureau stand that the IDCs he had sent in for cancelling had been
returned to him, as requested, direct by post, ie, not under cover, BUT they had been
coded in red. That was unacceptable so he had sent in another set, same thing. I could
not risk 'my neck by explaining to him that if he wanted 'correctly used' then the
coding marks were the easiest and cheapest proof, let alone telling him that if my
coyers were NOT coded T would send them back to the MPO concerned, This is no longer
possible with the present code dated system, but it would be churlish to complain
about that. I have been informed by the Philatelic Bureau that the usual practice is
for such letters to be hand sorted,

- that another example of how collectors expect too much: A i letter to the Editor' in
a local newspaper contained a bitter tirade against the SF in general and specifically
that he had been refused a single stamp to be taken from the Christmas block of five,
which are correctly sold only as a unit.

- that a new system of Return labels has been introduced late last year as noted in
the DYK last month on page 7. Now I have found a third type, in fact a set of three
sheets each of 15 labels, with the printing data at the top right; Formular No.,
(Order No.), date, PM (for PostMail, ie, Letter Post) see figures 1, 2 & 3. Type
238.26 is a combination of four previously separate labels; 238.27 indicates that
the sender has some dues to pay, all yellow; 238.28 'Please inform the sender of
your correct address', on a grey background. All the old labels, tonnes of them, had
to be thrown away immediately. Do you remember the old PTT? They would have used
them up over 20-odd years but that apparently is not the way to make a profit in
our present 'throw-away culture'.

- that there were even more millions of text messages, SMS, sent over the last
festive season than in 2003, but this time there was a dramatic rise in the number
of voice and picture, MMS, messages sent, 70.4 million all together, for New Year only.

- that in 1892/3 the Yverdon-Ste.Croix narrow-gauge railway was built by a firm owned
by one man, William Barbey of Valeyres-sous-Rances (SW from Yverdon). His condition
was that for 25 years the train was not to run on Sundays! The Opening Day was Friday
the 17th of November 1893. In the official 'magazine for young collectors, Zack, of
March 2003 there is shown a rare ppc 'Souvenir de Ste.Croix', and the cancellation
on the address side is 18.XI.93.-, see figure 4. This is probably the earliest known
date of the newly redesigned flexible handstamp by Frederic de Coppet, who lived
near Yverdon.

- that Markus Seitz has discovered that the SF will also supply 'Frankieren Post'
marks in label form (see page 87 DYK for November 2004). In addition both customer's
covers and the labels can be supplied without the date, as this is not required for
a 'PP' item; figure 5 shows an example of the new label, without the date.

that_ the SP PC DIY 'Webstamp is about to be launched at last to all, as the trial
period with about 100 potential customers (they say) had to be extended by about
6 months. See figure 6 for a genuine stampless cover I have lust received.

238.26 (208354) 10.2004 PM 238.27 (208355) 10.2004 PM 238.28 (208356) 10.2004 PM

FZuruck/Retour/Ritomo
o Empfanger konnte unter angegebener Adresse nicht ermittelt werden.

Le destinataire est introuvable it l'adresse indiquee.
11 destinatario it kreperibile aIl'indirizzo indicato.

0 Firma erloschen/Raison sociale n'existe pius/Ditta cessata
D Weggezogen. Nachsendefrist abgelaufen. visum

A demenage. Delai de reexpedition expire.
Traslocato. Termine di rispedizione scaduto.
Gestorben/Decede/Deceduto

EZuriid/Retour/Ritorno
Annahme venifeigert/Refuse/Respinto

Nicht abgeholt/Non reciame/Non ritirato
VisumTaxpflichtig

Soumis a la taxe
Sogetto a tassa

PostMail
DIE POST IAPOSTI 1APOsrAU

PostMail
off posr u posir uposm,

Bitte richtige Adresse dem . Abse.nder melden.
Danke. Ihre BrieftrageriniIhr'Brieftrager .

• ' • " •• •• Veuilk4 commtinieuer votre adresse exacte a rexpediteur:
Votre factrice/Votre.facteur

Pregasfcdmunicare l'indirizzo esatto al mittente.
Grazie..II vostro postino.' . . •

Figure 3
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Figure 4 Figure 5
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A NEW INDEX FOR THE NEWSLETTER Bob Medland

The Society's Newsletter contains a wealth of information on Swiss and other philately as well as

articles of general interest about Switzerland. Frequently I have found myself working through the

back numbers to locate some half-remembered article or other, wishing that there was some form of

index to subject matter etc. Well, now there is one: a database that can be e-mailed or down-loaded

from the Society's website www.swiss-stamps.org.uk — and, of course, a printed copy is available.

So far, the index covers the Newsletter from 1987 to date. All articles except those of a general

nature have been recorded under a category with a brief summary. Reports of meetings (unless

including a subject-specific article) and reports of new stamps are not mentioned. All other articles -

including Michael Rutherfoord's short notes in DYK' - have references under appropriate categories

such as railways, cancels, postage due etc. Where articles touch upon more than one category then it

is listed under each of them. For example, if there is an article with postage due stamps on a cover

with an interesting cancel then it will be listed under Cancels, Covers and Postage dues. Members'

queries and the answers have been cross-referenced, as have subject matters of recurring interest.

For computer users the great benefit is that it may be interrogated thoroughly and very quickly

through `Edit\find' functions to find articles with the use of 'search' words. Hence, type in a word

such as 'Geneva' or 'Strube!' and the program will report all references that contain the selected

word(s). Alternatively, searches may be carried out over the whole I 8-year period by sorting the

references into date order - or into the various categories - in a matter of seconds.

Primarily it is in electronic format and can be downloaded from the Society's web-site. The index has

been prepared in MS Excel for optimum use. The layout consists of an Introduction page, then a

'Consolidated' worksheet comprising all 1,600+ references. Finally there are individual worksheets

for every year since 1987. An alternative version is available in MS Works format, with slightly

reduced program functionality. If anyone has difficulty in accessing the web-site or in downloading the

index, please let me know by e-mail bobehirundo.freeserve.co.uk

If you do not have access to a computer or e-mail do not worry, you have not been overlooked. The

index is also available in printed form, in two alternative layouts: (1) articles in chronological order;

or (2) articles listed grouped into categories. The printed versions comprise approximately 23 pages

each: copies of both have been sent to the society's library.

The period of reference corresponds to the period of the current editorship and, to give an idea of

the scale of the index, it covers the last 18 years — that is 216 issues or 1,728 pages of fascinating

reading to date. Let us hope that it will continue to be of such a valuable source of information but,

of course, this is entirely dependent upon members continuing to provide contributions. 1 intend to

extend the index 'back in time' but its publication is appropriate now that I have completed work on

this phase of the Newsletter, having started on the task over two years ago.

Finally, there are doubtless errors and omissions and I will be happy to be advised of these so that

the index can be updated and improved regularly.

Published by The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Design & Print, Chichester GB

http://www.swiss-stamps.org.uk
http://bobehirundo.freeserve.co.uk
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FIRST WORLD WAR SWISS MILITARY COVERS AND CARDS Peter Vonwiller

When talk over the teacups at a Salisbury Meeting turned to this subject a member posed the question
"what did the three-digit imprinted numbers to be found on some covers and cards indicate?"

No one appeared to know. The Writer commented that all such items in his collection appeared to be of
a definite philatelic nature. Another member promptly produced a cover that had quite evidently been
through the postal system!

It fell therefore to the Honorary Secretary to write to the Editor of the recently produced and quite
excellent "Soldier Stamp" catalogues in the hope that he might have the answer. He didn't but very
kindly passed the enquiry on to a retired Swiss auctioneer and expert on Military Mail. His response was
to the effect that such numerals on Soldier Stamp entires are of a private nature having been
consecutively numbered by a collector. The numerals, see illustrations, appear to have been applied with
a hand numbering machine although whether prior to or after entering the Field Postal system is not at
all clear.

The obvious question remains — what was the purpose of these numbers? Would members who collect
such material please examine them and then write to The Editor with details (photocopies would be ideal
but not essential) together with any thoughts they may have on this subject. It seems amazing that this
subject hasn't been raised previously but then that's philately and shows one particular benefit of
members chatting over the teacups!

I HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL 58* year No.3 pp 17-24 London Mar 2005 ISSN 0951-0001 I

http://www.swiss-stamos.org.uk
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London Group Meeting Wednesday 9 February - "Odds and Ends"

The excellent standard of previous years' displays on this subject
was continued. The Vice-Chairman, Eric Lienhard, showed cards
featuring the Vevey Wine Growers' Festival over different years
(including one with the Hotel Schweizerhof, Luzern cancel featured
in the February News Letter), the construction of the Simplon
Tunnel, the Appenzell pasture festivals and the Santis. Derrick
Slate's display of Franco labels included an explanation of the
differences between the various issues. He also showed patriotic
cards, postal stationery envelopes, Travelling Post Office
cancels including a very early use of TPO No 16, Schaffhausen to
Winterthur, on 8 December 1868 and examples of the Rayon Limitrophe
and Pay g a Destination marks. Fred Pickard brought some forgeries
by Fournier and Sperati of the Poste Locale issues plus some
used Achille Hirsch labels with stamps affixed, forerunners of the
Kocher advertising stamps. The Chairman then combined with Fred
to show a joint display of essays, some emanating from the Frank
Bulstrode collection. These included Libertas, Standing Helvetia
(some in two colours), a good selection of Keller-Kehr items, some
early high value proposals, many designs from the 1932 competition
including those judged the ten best as well as suggestions from
Courvoisier for photogravure printing with designs by R8ssli and
Baumberger, transport designs to commemorate the 1939 National
Exhibition and the 1942 town essays by Paul Artaria. The Chairman
also showed some Liechtenstein airmail covers. Michael Atherton
had some interesting covers including a 1799 Helvetic Republic,
a Dornier Do X flight, Atlantic catapults with Swiss franking
from both the "Bremen" and the "Europa", plus an extremely scarce
(only 167 sent) Rocket Flight cover with affixed vignette from
the daytime mail experiment by the German engineer , Gerhard
Zucker, who had fired a rocket from a ship on Lake Constance on
7 June 1935. Other displays were Art Nouveau Bundesfeier Cards
by Geofferey Allen, unofficial cards marking the final use of
the 1900 UPU issues by John Mitchell and cards of some private
Swiss railways by Derek Dowling. The Chairman thanked all
participants, praising the very high quality of what was shown.

CPM

MODERN SWISS TPO POSTMARKS sought by a non-member. If you have modern TPO postmarks
on cover or piece you wish to sell then please contact Martin Robinson, 31 Tuckwell
Close, Stockton, SOUTHAM CV47 8JP or mandse.robinson@virgin.net

AWARDS FOR HELVETIA MEMBERS 

Congratulations are in order! Derrick Slate was awarded the
Harold Edwards Cup at the Hertford PS for a display of Tell Boys.
At the Pinner PS in February, Helvetia members swept the board
in the Annual Cup Competition. In the Stamps Section, Richard
Akers took First Prize for his Tell Boys and Fred Pickard came
second with Swiss Tax Stamps. In the Postal History Section,
Fred Pickard took First Prize for his Geneva Pre-Stamp Markings.
Finally, in the Thematics Section, Richard Akers was awarded
First Prize for a display on Swiss Railways.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS - Open to all members and Guests!

Northern Group, March 5th - Something for Everyone, Derrick Slate, Hon. Librarian.
April 2nd - AGM and Competition, open to all members of the Society.

London Group, March 9th - Canton Ticino, All members welcome.
April 13th - Cup Competition, Details from any Committee Member as

all members are eligible to enter.
Worcester at WORPEX 2005, May 14th --- displays by Ian Gilchrist and John Cordingley

as well as a chance to see the stock of two prominent
dealers with Swiss item -s, don't miss the oppportunity!

Wessex Group, June 4th - Customs Cancels and lots more.
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The Commercial Development of Swiss Airmail Services 1919-40 Dennis Cairns

The article that follows this introductory paragraph was first published in the Helvetia Newsletter
between September . 1980 and March 1981. With the passage of time a few amendments and corrections
have been made. For example, as we all know, Swissair as it was up to shortly after the destruction of
New York's twin towers (9/11) no longer exists and hopefully my own knowledge on the subject has
improved as my collection of relevant material has increased!

In his book "Flying Adventures" published in 1936, the Swiss air pioneer Walter Mittelholzer devoted a
very brief chapter to 'Night Air Mail', another to the 'South American Air Service' and a third entitled
'A Modern Passenger Air Service'. Read in the light of our present day knowledge of air transport and air
mail services those chapters have an air of unreality about them. Yet Mittelholzer makes comparisons
with conditions as he knew them only 17 years previously when flying first became a commercial
proposition and he marvels at the progress that had been made. Progress, as far as Swiss air development
was concerned, that owed much to Mittelholzer himself until his untimely death in 1937.

Again when one views the extensive network of routes that was operated by Swissair, it is difficult to
realise that these expanded only after the Second World War and that prior to 1939 the company's routes
were very limited indeed. The Swiss PTT in common with other national postal services was quick to
take advantage of this new form of transport and a study of the marks applied to much of the pre-1940
airborne mail can help to build up a picture of the routes taken by airmail originating from within
Switzerland.

The writer claims in no way to be an expert on the subject having commenced his interest in Swiss
Aerophilately only a few years ago and having at his disposal only a small number of commercial air
covers relevant to the study. But one hopes that the following comments and illustrations may be of
interest to those who specialize in this aspect of the hobby and perhaps prompt one or two others to look
more closely at any air covers found in their collections.

At the close of the First World War there was a problem, not unique to Switzerland, of how best to use
the pilots and planes of the Swiss Army Flying Corps and the idea of a regular air service for mail and
passengers initially between Zurich and Bern was conceived by Major Arnold Isler, then Commandant of
the Air Corps. So on the 8th January 1919 using military aircraft, the DH-3 `Haefeli' biplane having a
maximum speed of 75 mph and piloted by members of the Corps, the first experimental commercial flight
was made between the two cities. Three weeks later on the 1st February the experimental flights were
extended to Lausanne. In preparation for the inauguration of the first scheduled Swiss airmail service on
the 30th April 1919, the 50c. stamp of 1908 (Zu 113) overprinted in red with wings and propellor was
issued as a provisional airmail stamp. The use of this stamp on mail flown along the route was obligatory
(50c for each 250g ) and was additional to the normal inland letter rate, then 15c. Mail cancelled at
Zurich (Dtibendorf) often carried the octagonal canceller of the Army Air Corps, whilst from May until

the termination of the service, the second canceller was used on all

E....= -
(* .-... X „iN'T. 411ffillie 

airmail coming into or leaving Lausanne (Blecherette). On the 1st
-52 7 A., September the route was extended to Geneva. A flight was made in each

-1.V.19. ,;,
c> 

111- .)
 direction every day except Sunday unless weather conditions were bad -.., 4.-

co-Nczaptio. 1 tr.,4:1 and never at night!
.3c'sr.posct 4aft-mkt The timetable for the flights was as follows:

The DH-3 'Haefeli' was a two.seater plane and it was Major Isler's intention that the second seat should be
for a fare-paying passenger at a cost of SFr 300 for the 2 hours 20 minutes flight over the full distance of
the route. Unfortunately this exposed passenger seat in such a frail aircraft was empty more often than it
was occupied and, because of cash shortage, Isler was obliged to close down the service at the end of
October 1919. Switzerland's first airmail service had lasted just six months. =zoo.
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The year 1919 saw the formation of three Swiss commercial air firms. The first was in April when

Walter Mittelholzer and Alfred Comte formed 'Aero-Gesellschaft Comte-Mittelholzer & Co.' with just

two planes, Mittelholzer concentrating on aerial photography. The company's name is to be found on

numerous postcards used at the air displays with special postal flights of the 1920s. In June 1919 'Genf

die Avion Tourisme S.A.' came into existence to be followed in September by 'Ad-Astra Aero' of

arich. Within twelve months however, first 'Comte-Mittelholzer & Co.', then 'Avion Tourisme S.A.'

were bought by 'Ad-Astra Aero' which then established itself as the leading Swiss air carrier for a
number of years.

Whilst this development was taking place in Switzerland a short-lived air service had been established
in November, 1920 between Frankfurt - Mannheim - Karlsruhe - Lorrach (for Basel) by the German

company 'Badische Luftverkehers-gesellschaft'. It was for the purpose of the supplementary airmail fee

applied to Swiss mail carried along this route that the 30c provisional airmail stamp was issued on the

11th November of that year. It was recommended that this stamp be used on such mail but was not

obligatory as had been the 50c stamp for the Zurich - Geneva route. Although this new service lasted

only two months, with interruptions to flights, Switzerland's two provisional air stamps were valid until
the 1st March 1923, when the first definitive air set was introduced.

Following the termination of these two early air services the provisional stamps were sometimes used

on foreign mail despatched from Switzerland through the normal rail services but carried at a later
stage from places where commercial air services had been established. For example, Strasbourg had air
links with various Central and Eastern European capitals, Konigsberg (East Prussia) with Northern
Europe and Paris with London. However, the presence of an airmail label on a letter emanating from

Switzerland in the early 1920s was no guarantee that it would be flown along more than one stage of

the route and even that would depend upon favourable weather conditions. Additionally, depending
upon destination, there was a wide range of airmail surcharges which had to be added to the normal
foreign letter rate and any other charges (e.g. registered mail) that might apply.

But 'Ad-Astra Aero' was flourishing and became an international air carrier on the 1st June 1922 with

the opening of the Geneva - ZUrich - Ntimberg route for passengers, mail and freight. Henry Pillichody,
then chief pilot with 'Ad-Astra Aero' opened the weekly service piloting a Junkers 'F13' monoplane.

Only 36 items of mail are known to have been carried on this first flight. Nevertheless, coinciding with

the arrival of the plane in Niirnberg was a rail connection to Berlin and shortly afterwards a German air
link three times a week between NUmberg and the German capital. It should be remembered that in the

early days of commercial air transport because of winter weather conditions the flights operated were

virtually 'summer services' only. The Geneva - NUmberg service closed at the end of September 1922

and when resumption was possible on the 15th May 1923, the service terminated at Munich instead of
Nurnberg. This service, particularly the Zurich - Munich section, seasonal though it was, proved to be

one of the strongest links during the years ahead for the airmail services from Switzerland.

Two examples of the way in which the route Ziirich -
Munich was used are illustrated. A cover from the Chur
Air Display of 30th September 1923 was sent to
Nastved in Denmark. Franked with the 40c foreign
letter rate plus 25c airmail surcharge, it bears the special
cancellation for that occasion but not, owing to an
oversight, the 'Schweizer Flugpost' receiving mark of
that same date which should have been applied in
Zurich. Most of the mail carried on this special flight
suffered the same omission. However, the strike is there
but carrying the following day's date when the letter
would have been put on the daily Ad-Astra Aero flight
to Munich when the second -transit mark, in red, 'Mit
Luftpost befordert, Flugpostamt Munchen 2' was added
before the mail was put onto the rail connection for
Berlin. Here, it would appear, was an airmail service to Denmark for the cover is backstamped with the
Berlin Luftpost canceller and finally the Nastved receiving mark dated '4.10.23 8-3'. One cannot help

thinking that the cover would have travelled as quickly had it been sent all the way by rail!

(To be continued)
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from D R BrinkleyMORE QUERIES ON THE SUBJECT OF POSTAGE DUES

A cover in 1937 from the Grenz-
wachtdienst in airich to the

Grenzwachtkommando in Basel.

Presumably it should be free
since it is military business;

it is in an official envelope
-except that the word Amtlich
has been 'blacked out'. OK, so
we have an honest official who
knew the contents were of a
personal nature and wanted to
pay the postage himself to
keep a clear conscience:!
Except that the stamp added
is not a normal stamp but an
'Official' one with the
perforated cross!

This cover of 1936 from Geb. Scheiw. Kp.4
(presumably in training) to a private
address in Dlibendorf. Understamped and
postage due of 30c charged. But why any
stamp in the first place? Military mail
should have been free. Admittedly it
has not been countersigned by an officer,
but I could show plenty of similar ones
where postage due was not charged on mail
that had not been countersigned.

A VISIT TO THE NORTHERN GROUP by Don Symonds, Honorary Packet Secretary

On the first Saturday in February I venttred north to Leeds and had a very enjoyable

day. - AYriving at- Le-ed-S—Station I -was met by Tony Hoyle, our President, and Dennis

Cairns, the Northern Group Honorary Secretary & Treasurer. With it being close to

lunch time we satisfied the inner man before moving to the Northern Group's meeting

room. I was introduced to each member as they arrived so was able at long last to

put faces to what had just been names for such a long time. I immediately felt at

home among such a friendly gathering.
The speaker for the meeting was Cedric Dry: whoshould have given his display in

January, but the meeting was cancelled due to the weather conditions at that time.

Wasn't I lucky as Cedric produced a wonderful show of Cantonal Forgeries, all beauti-

fully written up more of which can be found elsewhere in this Newsletter.

I hope that other members from all parts of the country will make an effort to

journey not only to Leeds but also to London, Salisbury and Worcester where you will

always receive a warm welcome and be among friends for a few short hours.

A NEW YEAR RESOLUTION that was fulfilled for Edward Quinten! (page 4, January 2005.)

Swiss Post has granted a wish with the issue of an official sheetlet-cum-first-day

cover of a comic mouse miniature sheet of ten 85c stamps where the border is printed

as a slice of cheese. Printed in France but with no indication as to storage below 5C

and "best before" date. It must have a short "shelf life" as it will not be supplied

as standing orders from Swiss Post, although it has unlimited validity from 8.3.2005.
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Northern Group Report After having had to cancel January's meeting because of the weather
conditions, it is a pleasure to report this month that Cedric Dry was able to present his display of
"Cantonal Forgeries" to a full house of regular attenders plus the pleasure of having the company of
the Society's Packet Secretary, Don Symonds. This gave Don the opportunity of putting faces to
voices previously heard only over the telephone which is always a good help when fostering closer
relationships.
So, how does one set about reporting on such a specialized aspect of our hobby with a
presentation of some 120 sheets built around ten stamps? The short answer is "With great
difficulty", but that of course is not enough! The first impression one had on viewing the sheets was
to appreciate the vast amount of research, time and effort that had gone in to compiling the display.
However, it was rather puzzling to find that this Swiss presentation commenced with three stamps
of Great Britain; the ld black and 2d. blue of 1840 alongwith the ld. red of the following year. The
obvious query was "Why"? Why had these earliest of G.B. stamps not been forged in the way that
applied to the issues of Swiss Cantonal & Transitional stamps that appeared only two or three
years later and, indeed, are still being forged today? Two explanations were offered; (a) because
of the superior engraving of the G.B. stamps and (b) because of the quantities of stamps issued by
the two countries. These early issues of Swiss material were not produced in the large numbers as
was the case with those of Great Britain. As an example Cedric quoted the commonest of the
"ZOrich" stamps, the 6 Rappen which, he said, was approximately 350 times rarer than the 1d.
black! From that point we were taken through the various issues, illustrated either by the genuine
or forged stamp, often accompanied by photographic enlargements of a particular piece. First the
three Cantonal issues where, for example, those of Geneva were difficult to forge because of the
complexity of their design. On the other hand, so Cedric informed us, where the Basel 'Dove'
stamps were concerned there was an urge by the forgers to improve on the original design! Then
to the Transitional issues, 'Vaud', 'Neuchatel' and 'Winterthur', where each had intricate design work
making them difficult to forge but where, with the 'Vaud' issues particularly, forgery identification
was also difficult as each of the impressions on the original plate is different. The next logical
question was "How did our presenter acquire the knowledge that he has about these forgeries"?
The straightforward answer was by reading the various books and papers that have appeared
during the last century and analysing the information contained therein. This has led to Cedric
discovering flaws in some of his material not identified in any of the literature he has read. Therefore
is it too much to hope that in the foreseeable future there may be available another volume on
"Cantonal Forgeries" attributed to C. Dry? In presenting him with a certificate of appreciation for his
display one of our more recent attenders, Norton Wragg, expressed what most of us felt that a
difficult topic had become a little easier to understand through what we had seen and heard even
though we may not aspire to such material ourselves. Thank you Cedric. D.C.

I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://www.igstamps.corn  
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.

You can search for your particular collecting interest.

As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.

Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail adminigstamps.com 

http://www.igstamps.corn
http://adminigstamps.com
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Did you know? M Rutherfaord

- that the 100th issue of Postgeschichte, published by Hans Schwarzenbach during the
last 25 years, has appeared as a special number written entirely by Urs Herman, on
the variations of the regular postal rates during the i Strubel l period 1854 to 1863.
No less than 132 pages packed with information with many illustrations, in German.
The author is also the the chief co-ordinator for the long-awaited standard work on
the stamps of this period.

- that once again the annual Catalogue from Honegger Philatelie AG is full of colour
illustrations of Swiss classic stamps and covers, a treasure trove which can not
be thrown away (A5).

- that on the 15th of February 2005 the Swiss Post finally got round to moving into
the definitive era of PC homemade stamps after a prolonged trial period. Marcus
Seitz can supply letter and parcel labels, and correctly used covers to Swiss and
foreign addresses. Another step towards a stampless postal system, a sad reality.

- that another curious stamp will be issued on the 8th of March but I feel more
interesting than the previous Ding-Dong example - the Matterhorn upside down -
amazing. Is Tony Hoyle behind this for his remarkable Matterhorn collection?

- that the latest really innovative idea from the Philatelic Bureau namely the MMS
designed stamp (Multimedia Messaging System, mobile phone with speech, text and
picture) could become a great success among the young. Take your own photo, or design
your own stamp and send it immediately, with a prize lottery every week too. All
entries received can be seen on www.mms-stamp.ch , and the public will choose the
best 100 by the end of March. From these a qualified jury will select the four to
be printed, and issued on the 6th of September; I wait expectantly.

- that the appeal for Hotel non-postal marks made in the February issue has produced
no less than eight useful items from Colin Griffiths, in particular the new find of
Luzernerhof adjacent to and owned by the Schweizerhof. Figure 1 shows a slightly
retouched copy of the original, in blue, and note no hatching lines2 Now who amomg
our members and readers will find the next one?

- that on the 22.11.04 Liechtenstein issued three stamps with religious themes, on
lace or so it seems. By the very clever use of the most complicated perforating
machine ever, the effect of lace is beautifully represented. Note the special perfs
for the new style of stamp separation in figure 2.

- that I visited the Museum for Communication in Bern a week or so ago to see the
show of entries, or some or them, to the PTT competitions of 1901, 1932 and 1995.
The Stamp Department wanted to know what artists and lay designers thought new de-
finitives should portray. As the Mother Helvetia and the Swiss Cross were in need
of suitable replacements what image should represent Switzerland both internally
and externallyl The first designs issued in 1907 produced a howl of disgust in all
newspapers and elsewhere, and this in turn resulted in the Tell boy and father,
which was acceptable. The 1932 competition resulted in a general turn to landscapes.
The 1995 children's competition gave us the four stamps Z Nos 905-8. A very good
exhibition with lots to study. It remains open until the 25th of September 2005,
Some of the 1901 and 1932 designs are shown in figures 3 & 4,

- that the REMA project (three super MLOs and six sub-centres for letter coding and
sorting) has really started on the 10th of February. This was the official stone
laying for the first step of 5nstalling the first new MLO machinery in the renovated
'Mulligen' building in ZUrich-Schlieren (called the 'Aircraft Carrier', being the
biggest PTT building anywhere), which for 20 years was the most modern parcel sorting
centre in Switzerland. (See pages 82 & 83 of the Newsletter in November 2003,)
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PIONEER FLIGHTS 1913 - The Flight Lugano-Mendrisio 8th June, Pilot Attileo Maffei

The 31st of May should have been the mail flight, but Maffei had to make an emergency

landing on arrival in Lugano on the 30th May, and damaged his plane. The mail flight

had therefore to be put off until the 8th of June to allow repairs to be carried out.

Mail, which was handed in at Lugano, Bellinzona and Locarno, was flown from Lugano

to Mendrisio. Those posted in Chiasso and Mendrisio were flown on the return flight

to Lugano. The plane left Lugano at 4.38 pm and arrived at Mendrisio at 4.50 pm. On

the return flight the plane left Mendrisio at 6.45 pm and, after circling four times

over Lugano, landed at 7.07 pm.
The stamps were printed in a sheet of ten stamps with five horizontal rows of two

stamps each. While the right vertical strip of five is always well centred, the left

vertical sheet row is always indented. The perforation goes through the left side

of the borderline so that only parts of it show, or it protrudes so far into the

design of the stamp that the left borderline disappears completely.

Norman A Thompson wrote to say that he had lust finished writing UD his Lugano

Pioneer Airmail Stamps and had difficulty in understanding the differences between

the five types. He used the 'Schweizerisches Luftpost Handbook', the 'Lugano Pioneer

Airmail Stamps 1913' book from the Society's Library, and an article it the October

1996 issue of the Newsletter, translated by R S Johnson. He hopes his information

clearly sets out the differences between the five types, and will be of interest

to members; a copy has also been sent to the Library to put in the Pioneer book.

THE FIVE TYPES - The ornaments and borderlines were composed five times typograph-

ically. In so doing several types and ornaments, differing slightly from each other,

were used, with the result that five easily distinguishable types came into exist-

ence. The Printing forme of the vertical strip of five was printed twice next to

each other on the sheet, and thus the sheet of ten resulted.
The pairs 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, and 9-10, differ from each other as follows:

Type I (pair 1 & 2). Upper and lower arch curves have even thick lines with blunt

ends. '0' of 'Lugano' is broken below.
Type II (pair 3 & 4). Upper arch curve has two blunt ends. Lower arch curve has two

pointed ends. 'Z' of 'Nazionale'and '9' of '1913' are of different type from

the others.
Type III (pair 5 & 6). Upper and lower arch curves pointed. Left long line somewhat

pressed in. The vertical stroke in the right-hand rectangle is thicker than

the left.
Type IV (pair 7 & 8). Upper and lower arch curves pointed. Lower line of the middle

rectangle has a bulge left of the arabesque point. The scut or tail of the

'C' in 'Ct.' is blunt.
Type V (pair 9 & 10). Upper and lower arch curves pointed. Upper and lower right

arch curves blunt and run out to the left.
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Complete block of ten
showing the five types
and the 'z' variety in
the right hand Type II

ETYMOLOGY OF THE ITALIAN LANGUAGE - A free sample of a product had the details in

several languages in addition to English. In Italian the word for sample was given
as'Campione l . Is the Italian enclave in the Canton Ticino a sample of Italy?

Published by The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Design & Print, Chichester GB
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THE RAZORBLADE SAGA continued from page 13, February 2005 - M Rutherfoord

The Story of the de Coppet Cancellers - Following the failure of his first delivery

of trial cancellers of October 1898 to all eleven Post-Kreise (PK), de Coppet man-

aged to persuade the Post Office (OPD) that his new version was worth another trial.
Therefore on the 10th of May 1902 eleven new cancellers were sent to Bern by de
Coppet from his little factory in Lausanne, and on the 19th of May yet another im-
proved version for Lausanne Barre-Cit, figure S. After testing in Bern the new trial
cancellers were sent to the eleven Kreispost POs on the 27th of June 1902.

On the 28th of August the OPD sent an order to de Coppet for his suggestions for
the design of the future standard cancel, which could follow the end of the trial
period, if successful, as apparently the Barre-Cite style was not acceptable. On the
20th of September de Coppet submitted at least seven examples, and on the 25th the
OPD accepted Nos 2, 5 and 7 (no record can be found of what the other designs showed)
The four finished cancellers were handed over on the 18th of October (a Sunday) and
formally accepted on the 27th and sent to the four POs (figures 2 to 5). This did
not include the Lausanne Barre-Cite canceller until later.

The periods of use indicated in the table are the result of an enquiry which was
started in 2001 by the Swiss Postmark Society (SVPS), which produced 57 useful dates.
Eric Lienhard has found practically the same number in his collection, including two
new extreme dates; Roger Heath in Hawaii has also contributed. WHAT HAVE YOU GOT?
Please send photocopies, with the date and time noted if it is not clear on the copy,

to the Editor. Thank you (continued overleaf after the table.)

I HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL 58th year No.4 pp 25-32 London Apr 2005 ISSN 0951-0001 I

http://www.swiss-stamps.org.uk
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During January 1903 all eleven KPD answered with their F 
comments on the usefulness

of these new flexible cancellers (second delivery of the 27th of June 1902). There-
fore the OPD were justified in accepting the new system, as only Bellinzona had
replied negatively. On the 16th of April the final contract was signed designating
de Coppet to be the future supplier to the Swiss PO of all 1st Class and Ambulant
cancellers. Figure 6 shows a use of the rare Barre-Cit g canceller.
The cancellers in figures 1 to 5 were made by de Coppet and are therefore not to

be found in the GUller record books. Due to a lack of manufacturing capacity in his
factory it had been arranged that Mier, the main supplier of cancellers since 1867,
would also make the new type under licence from de Coppet,

All the above cancellers were made to the design shown in de Coppet's second patent,
as well as the four forerunners from Ste,Croix onwards. Figure 7 shows the signatures
of the contract of 16th April 1903, and the two designs to be used (see a fiture
article). As far as one can determine all those made by GEller, ie, the de Coppet
flexible type, were according to the third patent. As a curiosity, I nearly 18 months
after the trial, in /ley 1904 GUller made the only Razorblade canceller for de Coppet,
for Geneve Rue du Stand, but 1 have not found a record of the date of delivery.
This was to replace the previous canceller, of the delivery on the 7,IX,00, which
had become irreparable. Figure 8 shows razorblade cancel No. 6.05, with the largest
diameter - 27.5 mm.
NOTE: of the cancellations listed in the table only about 15% were clearly 'Arrival'

marks. 'Basel 2 Fil.B.B.' is the sub-office in the Badischen Bahnhof (German)
which opened on 1.XI.02. Figures 2 to 5 were delivered from Bern about October 1902.
'OPD' = Ober-postdirektion (PO Headquarters), 'KPD' = Kreispostdirektion (Regional
Headquarters).
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The Commercial Development of Swiss Airmail Services 1919-40 (Part 2) Dennis Cairns
(continued from March)

In the following year a consortium of five European air
carriers known as the Trans Europa Union, of which Ad-Astra
Aero was one, opened a direct route between Munich and
Vienna in Austria. The Ad-Astra Aero service at that time left
Zurich at 09.45 arriving in Munich at 12.00 with mail
transferred to the Vienna flight arriving there at 15.30. A study
of the `Ztirich Flugpost' and 'Wien Flugpost' cancellations
indicate how closely the times tie in with the actual flight
times.

By 1924 the airmail connection between Switzerland and
England was on a firm footing. Operated initially by
Handley Page Transport Ltd., via Paris, this firm was one
of four British air carriers to amalgamate on the 1st April
1924, to form Imperial Airways. This cover was flown
along this route. (Query...Is this item a FDC because of
the date?). There are two points to note with this cover. It
would appear to be over-franked by 15c.; foreign letter rate
and registration each 40c., airmail surcharge 15c., total
SFr1.05. Secondly although the 'Basel Flugpost' transit
mark is dated 1.IV.24-23, the cover would not have been
flown until the next day at the earliest for there was still no
regular night flying on a commercial basis.

The next major step forward in the development of Swiss
air transport came in September 1925 with the formation of
'Basel Luftverkhre A.G.' or `Balair'under the directorship
of Balthazar (Balz) Zimmerman. During that same month
Balair, like Ad-Astra Aero before it, also became an
international airline with a passenger and mail service
between Basel and Mannheim in Germany with a Fokker-
Grtilich monoplane having a seating capacity for five
passengers. The cover carries the special strike issued for
this first flight and on arrival at Mannheim the red, boxed
cachet `Mit Luftpost befOrdert. Flugpostamt, Postamt 2
Mannheim'. Note that the franking of 30c. is incorrect, this being only the normal foreign letter rate. An
additional 15c. as thrmthl surcharge was required!

During the course of the next three years Balair made great progress in operating routes sometimes in
co-operation with other European airlines; e.g. with Dutch KLM on the Basel - Brussels - Rotterdam -
Amsterdam route in 1927; sometimes to open a new route when the Basel - St.Gallen service was
introduced on 8th August, 1927 (see above); or in direct opposition to Ad-Astra Aero with the
Geneva - Zurich - Munich service in April, 1928. Just occasionally the two rivals did work in co-
operation with each other!

NEXT London Meeting is the Cup Competition on April 13th - Open to all members.
NEXT Leeds meeting is the AGM and Competition on April 2nd.
WORPEX 2005 on May 14th in Worcester with displays by Ian Gilchrist and John Cordingley
as well as a chance to see the stock of two prominent dealers in Swiss material.
NEXT Wessex Group meeting in Salisbury on June 4th - Customs Cancels and lots more.
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If the above-mentioned internal service was not worthy
of a special cancellation or cachet it might have been
thought that a second new service which commenced on
that very same day should have been granted that
privilege. The first express air service (Eillinie) in
Europe was introduced by Ad-Astra Aero when a
Domier "Mercury"' monoplane with a seating capacity
for seven passengers and piloted by Walter Ackermann,
made the 5 hours non-stop flight from Zurich to Berlin, a
distance of some 425 miles, . The franking of SFr1.- is
correct if one assumes that the 30c. 'express' surcharge
has been added to the 30c. foreign letter rate and 40c.
registration, but 5c. overfranked had the air surcharge of
25c. been applied! This service lasted until the 15th
September (i.e. the safe summer flying season) with 209

flights being made but only 412 passengers were carried. This direct flight was not a commercial success
and in the years ahead the service called at Stuttgart and Leipzig en route to Berlin.

Whilst most of this account so far has dealt with the two major
Swiss air companies of the 1920s mention should be made of a
third firm which, for three years commenced its 'summer
season' witha great deal of postal publicity. This was
Navigation Horlogere Aerienne - NHORA - based at the watch
making capital of Switzerland, La Chaux de Fonds. Special
cancellations were used for each of the first day flights, as
were a variety of special cards and covers. In 1926 from May
to August, NHORA operated a service between La Chaux de
Fonds/Le Lode (Eplatures) and Basel (Sternenfeld). Special
cancellation and receiving marks shown on an official card.

During the same months of 1927 the service was extended to Lausanne, whilst the following year saw yet
another extension to Geneva. (To be continued)

A partial answer to the query on page 77 of the Newsletter in October 2004.
The cancel 'F.B.' below the id due indicates 'Foreign Branch' and they passed it to
the 'Inland Branch' - 'I.B.' shown in the cds above the id due. No answer though to
the 'cut' German stamp yet.
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GRILLED GUM - Robert Zeigler (first published in 'Tell', the iournal of the MPS.)

"Grilled gum" is a phenomenon unique to the stamps of Switzerland and Liechtenstein. Many collectors express
confusion as to how to identify grilled gum; even dealers are apt to confuse grilled stamps and flat-surfaced stamps. On
most issues, there is no identification problem, since every stamp of each design was printed either entirely on grilled or
entirely on flat paper. But on some definitives, airmails, officials, postage dues, railroad stamps, and franchise stamps, all
issued between the years 1932 and 1944 inclusive, there are both grilled and ungrilled varieties of the same stamp, and
often there are large price differentials between them. Grilled stamps are identified in the Zumstein Catalog with a "z"
following the catalog number. Where both grilled and flat types exist, Ztunstein shows flat-paper stamps with a '5/". In
Scott, stamps with grilled gum are usually listed with an "a" following the catalogue number.

General Identification: "Grilled gum" was supposed to keep stamps from curling up. As stamps are exposed to varying
temperature and humidity, the layer of gum absorbs the humidity and tends to curl the stamp. While the curling effect
was minor on single stamps, whole sheets which curled became difficult for postal clerks to handle. The grilling was
intended to break up the layer of gum into tiny patches, which could not curl as easily as an intact layer. It didn't work all
that well, but Swiss postal officials must have thought it helped.

During the gumming operation, the sheets were subjected to a grilling roller which pressed a tiny latticework of
indentations into the gum and into the paper as well. Unlike grills on United States stamps, the points of the grill are less
prominent, but are all over the back of the stamp rather than confined to a portion. The lines of grill points are always
oriented horizontally and vertically to the stamp. so that under casual inspection the paper appears horizontally or
vertically "ribbed." On a gummed stamp, do not confuse crazing of the gum on definitives with grilling. Grilling is
always a regular pattern of small indentations in horizontal and vertical rows. Gum on some definitives tends to crackle
and craze in a regular appearing pattern, but it is usually diagonal in relation to the stamp, and the paper is not indented.
Since the grilling indents the paper, the grilling pattern remains atter the gum is removed. Grilled varieties are
identifiable on used stamps as well as mint stamps. To see the grilling, reflect a light off the back of the stamp, tilting the
stamp until you can see the horizontal-vertical pattern. A magnifier may be helpful, as may be comparison with a stamp
which you know is grilled.

Fake Grilling: On a few issues where grilled gum is far more scarce and perhaps far more valuable than the same stamp
on flat paper, fakers have attempted to create grilled stamps from flat-backed stamps. Except for the grilled stamps from
the Tell-bust and Tell-boy issues, which were printed on the same chamois or buff-colored paper as their ungrilled
counterparts, all grilled typographed issues, whether definitive (Helvetia with sword), airmail, or whatever, were printed
on chalky-surfaced paper. Non-chalky-appearing grilled typographed stamps are therefore immediately suspect. Since
most grilled stamps were issued after their ungrilled counterparts, a premature cancel can also point toward a probable
fake. Finally, phony grills show up under magnification. The points may press too sharply and hard into the paper,
producing noticeable bumps on the front of the stamps, or the rows of indentations may be aligned properly in only one
direction. Fake grills are very uncommon to date.

Identification of Grilled Gum on Cover: Chalky paper and proper cancel dates are good guides on most issues (see
fake grilled gum section above), but also check to see if the stamp is totally glued down. If the affixer's tongue was not
too wet, or he/she missed a corner, that corner may be gently bent upward, so as not to crease it, and the back examined.
If this is not possible, try bouncing light off the front of the stamp. If the stamp is grilled, the front will often show a very
faint pattern of impressions, extending into the non-printed margins.

I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://www.igstamps.corn  
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.

You can search for your particular collecting interest.

As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.

Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin@igstamps.com 

http://www.igstamps.corn
mailto:admin@igstamps.com
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LONDON GROUP MEETING 9th March, Canton Ticino. Once again the versatility of the

members was to the fore as member's displays for Canton Ticino were presented. Sadly
Bob Johnson was not fit enough to join those present for his speciality subject but

this was compensated by the presence of Norton Wragg from the Northern Group who,

like Bob, is particularly interested in Canton Ticino; his display of covers with
the Ticino Oval 1852-97 was much appreciated.

Canton Ticino fiscals were very much to the fore with material from Fred Pickard,
John Mitchell and Eric Lienhard which covered both cantonal and municipal issues.

Despite three members choosing the same subject the overlap was minimal and provided

an educational insight into the uses, varieties and complexities of collecting
fiscal stamps.

Claude Mistely chose transport as his theme to illustrate Canton Ticino and ranged
from a few oval cancellations probably carried by messenger or local post coaches,
to carriage roads, postal coaches, motorways and the Gotthard Bahn. In keeping with

the tradition of the London Group postcards also featured in the displays from
Derrick Slate and Eric Lienhard. Derrick Slate, as always, displayed many post-
cards which are of a quality and rarity which is hard to match even if geographically

challenged for Canton Ticino. He also included stamps for Campione d'Italia which
covered postage for residents of the Italian enclave when it was cut off from Italy
in 1944 due to exigencies of war, and the postal service was through Switzerland.
Eric Lienhard continues to enhance his reputation as a specialist in postcards

which illustrate stamp designs and he did not disappoint with Canton Ticino.
In conclusion the Chairman thanked all contributors for their very interesting

displays which, as always, were of a very high calibre, and demonstrated a breadth
of knowledge of immense value to all members present, He also promised to pass on
to Bob Johnson the best wishes of the -meeting with the hope he would soon be fit

enough to resume active participation in the meetings of the London Group. D.D.

Northern Group Meeting. At the commencement of the March meeting the Chairman, Ian
Gilchrist, offered a very warm welcome to three in attendance, two of whom had travelled from afar;
the guest speaker for the afternoon, Derrick Slate, and one who is familiar with our northern ways,
Fred Pickard. The third visitor was Mr. R. J. Dearnley, current President of the Yorkshire Philatelic
Association.
Derrick had chosen as the title for his presentation "Something for Everyone" which, until he
arrived, none of us had any idea what this would include. We were not to be disappointed. The
display was in two parts starting with a selection of early Essays, Libertas and Ruth (1891) being
just two, followed by varieties of the Standing Helvetias and Jungfrau cachets. This led on to
examples of discrepancies in more modern issues, particularly the Pro-Juventute and Pro-Patria
stamps. Then came a number of sheets displaying Railway and Telegraph stamps followed by the
wide range of Postage Due 'T' strikes. Amongst the postal stationery items were Bundesfeier
Cards carrying military cancellations, Suchard cards and early private cards, e.g. 1891, 600th
anniversary of the Confederation and 1906, Simplon Tunnel; then news wrappers and imperforated
pairs and blocks of vignettes issued for early aviation meetings in the 1920s. We were ready for a
tea break after viewing this first round, wondering what the second half would bring.
By way of introduction to this section, Derrick modestly admitted that he had joined the Society at
the age of sixteen, I believe, at a time when various philatelic items were not very popular amongst
the purists and could be obtained quite inexpensively. Hence his pride, I am quite sure, in the
splendid range of material relating to Hotel Post and Hotel Stamps which were displayed, many of
which Derrick, to quote his own words, "had bought as a child"! As was explained, this aspect of
the postal system developed because of the often large hotels that were built on mountain summits
following the construction of railways, thus making it easier to carry building materials to the chosen
sites. Particularly was this in evidence with that of the four Rigi hotels of the 19th Century, Kaltbad,
KuIm, Scheideck and Staffel. In front of us were examples not just of single stamps but blocks, half
sheets and entire sheets which included various shades and prints, different perforations and
imperforated blocks. Other items were of hotel cachets and S.L. strikes from such peaks as
Pilatus, Niesen, Riffelalp and Gornergrat, Way Bills and Kocher labels. Apart from his own
collection Derrick had also brought along for our inspection, the medals and certificates award to
the Helvetia Philatelic Society at various exhibitions over the years. These we had never seen
before.
In moving a vote of thanks, David Whitworth summed up the enjoyment of all present at being able
to view philatelic material much of which many had only noted in the catalogues but never seen. It
truly was a display of "Something for Everyone". D.C.
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that Swiss Post has decided on the suppliers for their futuristic REMA project,
as follows: 1) code/sort equipment for the three main plants and the six sub-centres
by Siemens for 310 mi CHF (as expected as they have delivered all such equipment to
Switzerland since 1964 under such names as Telefunken, AEG, Electrocom, all in Con-
stance), 2) transport systems for the letters by Gilgen Logistics, Ct. Bern, 3) flat
sorters by NEC Japan, and 4) new-style plastic boxes, 2.4 mi, to replace the old con-
tainers and bags by a firm in Aargau. Total about 400 mi CHF, according to WTO rules,
all to run in 2008. Stamps will still be accepted, I believe.

- that the smallest Swiss coin in circulation, the 'golden' 5 centime, costs more
than 5c to make, and was doomed for removal some years ago, then the 'B' letter rate
was raised from 70 to 85c (instead of 80, to encourage more use of the 1 CHF 'A' rate).
In spite of recent remarks by the President of the Swiss National Bank, I do not
think that the 5c coin can be dropped until the 85c letter rate is changed. Otherwise
what happens when you want a single 85c stamp. I can't quite remember what happened
when the PTT last issued stamps for which there was no matching coin, namely in the
December of 1927; check Z Nos 169 and 171.

- that there has been good news from Thailand, Roland Kohl was not in Phuket when
the tsunami struck, but on a trip inland, only his car was submerged at the hotel.

- that when alternative voting by post was allowed in Switzerland a special posting
system was introduced a few years ago, figure 1, The 'PP' indicated that the sender
had paid the bulk rate, and that the answer would be paid by the recipient, both at
'B' rates, but I am sure that late replies will receive ' A' treatment. Thereby the
exact total cost can be determined, and note that no postage stamps are involved.
I wonder how many last-minute voters pay for 'Express' letters?

- that who will recognize that the stamps shown in figures 2 & 3 are Swiss? The minia-
ture sheet, of which they are part, is not on sale at POs (only at Philatelic Counters,
or orders by Internet or post). This is not the first time, so I think that this
should be 'black-marked' in the catalogues, surely every stamp should be easily avail-
able to all. Does this old-fashioned rule still apply when postage stamps are no
longer needed by the postal organisations?

- that figures 4 & 5 show the two previous stamps issued for the annual Geneva Inter-
national Automobile Exhibition in 1955 and 1980. Both are recognizably Swiss, which
hardly applies to those of 2005,

- that on page 54 of the latest Zumstein annual catalogue are shown more examples

of suggestions for new stamps as submitted in 1901 and 1932, see DYK of March 2005,
Among the entries for 1901 were two submitted by ''.de Coppet, ing. Lausanne' which
are shown in the short list, proving his artistic ability and range of interests.

- that some years ago I managed to persuade the then President of the NSPhI
T that a

black & white copy of ell -top Swiss-Lwiented exhibits in National and International
Exhibitions should be made and sent to the PTT Library for future reference and study.
This was rejected by the Board, for unknown reasons. Can you imagine the loss of
philatelic knowledge which has occurred in the last decades by the inevitable deaths
of so many specialists? (Also our Society members and their special knowledge, Ed,)

- that an example of what could be saved is the prize-winning collection of Roger
Heath of Hawaii, eight frames of 16 sheets each, on the de Coppet 'Razor Blades'.
His sheets contain much carefully laid out information and a wealth of extraordinary
covers and cards, from rare places to seldom-seen addresses. Roger is in the best
of health! You can download his 128 sheets, in colour, via http://www.ilhawaii.net/
rheath/razorexhibit/framel.html - repeat for all eight frames. MTH TIONA1 LAUICAttalLE

pp
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PLATING THE 1900 UPU ISSUE
by D. Houtris

The 1900 UPU issue was printed in sheets of
200 stamps in four panes of 50. After
printing, the sheet of 200 was cut into four
panes of 50 stamps, gummed and perf-
ortated. After perforating the sheets were
then separated into counter sheets of 25
stamps for issue to post offices. They were
only issued to post offices in this format,
panes of 50 stamps are known some of
which are in the Post Office Museum. There
were three plates produced for each value,
which we call 'A', 'B' and 'C'.

In preparing the printing plate for this issue
an electro of a pane of 50 subjects was
made, and reproduced, the reproduction
being placed by the side of the first pane.
In doing this additional blemishes were
added. This pair of panes was then
reproduced and laid below the first pair to
make up the final plate of 200 subjects.
Each of these pairs of electros was
identical. Therefore any blemishes which
were on the first pane were common to all
four panes, also the blemishes added in the
laying down of the first pair were common
to the second pair. In the make up of the
final plate major imperfections were
retouched, and in so doing other scratches
and spots appeared. These additional
retouches and blemishes only apply to
single positions in the plate of 200 subjects.
Thus the ground was laid for future stamp
collectors to be able to plate this issue.

With the aid of the booklet on plating this
issue by R. Gees, and the translation of the
text into English in the Swiss Philatelist
published by The Amateur Collector Ltd, a
strong magnifying glass, a good light and an
ample supply of stamps you can now start
the plating of these stamps, i.e.,
discovering from which position in the
original plate of 200 subjects a particular
stamp originated.

The first step is to sort your stamps for the
different printings. The 'A' and 'B' printings
have solid value figures and the 'C' printing
has lined figures, this sorts the 'C' printing
from the other two. There are several
differences to assist in the sorting of the 'A'
and 'B' printings. The 'A' printing is line
perforated and the 'B' is harrow or comb
perforated, thus 'A' printings usually have
irregular corner perforations whereas the 'B'
printings always have regular corner
perforations. The difference between the 5c.
stamp in the 'A' and 'B' printings is the
width of the stamp design, the 'A' printing
being narrower than the 'B'. On the 'A'

printing of the 10c. stamp the frame line to
the left of the value tablet is continuous
and on the 'B' printing it is broken. On the
'A' printing of the 25c. stamp there are
three lines at the top of the value tablet,
while in the 'B' printing there are only two.

In the Gees book will be found illustrations
for each stamp, around which all the spots
and scratches that occur are indicated by
numbers. The numbers refer to the basic 50
subjects. Some stamps have two
illustrations others one. The first illustration
indicates positions 1 to 25 and the second,
positions 26 to 50, where only one
illustration is to be found, all 50 blemishes
are marked.

Some stamps may only have one blemish
indicated, and others can have six or more.
On pages 26, 32 and 38 there are
illustrations of the border of the stamp
design for the 'B' plate printings, with parts
missing, each with numbers indicating
positions in the basic pane of 50 subjects.
These illustrations are also an aid to plating.

Select a value you wish to plate, say the
10c. 'B' printing. In the Gees book you will
find two illustrations for the 78B stamp,
study the stamp with the aid of your
magnifying glass and a good light and find
the blemishes that match the illustrations.
For some stamps this can take a minute or
two whereas others can take half an hour or
more. When the position in the basic 50 is
finally determined, consult the text in the
Gees book, and the English translation. The
text is used to determine to which of the
four panes the plated stamp belongs, by
indicating four blemishes that only occur on
a particular pane in the sheet, thus
determining the final plate position of the
stamp.

As plating progresses it will be noticed that
other blemishes occur, that are not
indicated in the illustrations, nor mentioned
in the text, that appear on two of the panes
in the same position in the basic 50, either
panes 1 and 3 or 2 and 4. This supports the
theory of how the plates were originally
prepared.

Note: The reprint of 'Schweiz UPU 1900' was
published in 1976 with preface by H. L.
Katcher and the English translation,
including corrigenda and glossary, by Wing
Commander R. F. Bulstrode and Dr. W. R.
Morrison. A copy is available from the
Society's Librarian.

Published by The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Design & Print, Chichester GB
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DID YOU KNOW that in the March 2005 issue of the SBZ there is a sensational article
by Herbert H8hn (Commission for Protection of Collectors and the Fight Against Fakes
and Forgeries) on these taboo subjects. At last say many philatelists. This brief
review should give you the general line of these new disclosures.

1) Curious Cases of Bankruptcy (p.66)
Under Swiss Law (and in most other countries) a firm is not allowed to go bankrupt
then within a short time to 'reopen' at the same address and in the same business,
under a very similar name. But two philatelic auction houses here have made use
of a loophole by founding the 'new' firm before going bankrupt! They are:

Perucchi Auctionen AG, 'new' registration 24.1.03 in Luzern
Perucchi Briefmarken AG, Bankrupt on 12.5.03 also Luzern.

Kronenberg Auctionen AG, 'new' registration 22,10.04 in Basel
Kronenberg AG Bankrupt on 27.10.04 also in Basel.

2) Unqualified Experts (pp 66-68)
Hr H P Renggli, 4106 Therwil had 'left' the 'Stamp Expert Commission' in 2000,
because of poor knowledge. Again in 2003 he was warned, but in 2004 issued more
than 1000 Certificates! Six incorrect decisions are shown (photocopies and a
translation by M Watson are available from the Editor - sae please!). I have heard
that in Switzerland many auction firms will not accept any submitted item with
a Renggli Certificate.

3) In the same issue, pages 81-83, there is a most detailed article by Axel Herms
on 'The third or Damaged Interspace Hole' (see SBZ 11/89 and the Newsletter 1/99
and 3/99). I assume he has found more printing details in the Archive of the
Swiss Mint, who printed all Swiss stamps in those days. He mentions the above
expert, H P Renggli, as ha ying supported the incorrect analysis of the original

article, and is therefore often Quoted b y some auction firms to lustify high prices.

`Eisenbahnatlas Schweiz' pub. Schweers + Wall (ISBN 3-89494-122-7) Book review from David Hope

Without doubt this is a 'must have' for all collectors of Swiss railway material. Along with clearly drawn
and uncluttered maps comes a wealth of related information in German, French, Italian and English. The
maps are to a scale of 1:150000 while enlargements for Geneva, Ziirich, etc are 1:50000. The maps on each
page are divided into four for easier reference and links to other pages are clearly indicated. Also included
are the tram networks of Bern, Basel, Geneva and Zurich. Pages include details of private railways,
funicular railways and even closed lines with year of closure.
A series of whole maps of Switzerland show such items as the private railway network, narrow gauge and
rack railways, mainline routes and more. At the back is an index of placenames followed by a list of tunnels
with lengths and map references, including the new Gotthard basis tunnel at 57,000 m !
Finally appears a list of the railway companies and historic trains with addresses, websites and e-mail
addresses; a list of abbreviations relating to change of name of private railway companies and an
explanation of the symbols used on the maps.
All in all this is an excellent production and well worth the price of £21. (Available from Ian Allan
bookshops).

HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL 58
th year No.5 pp 33-40 London May 2005 ISSN 0951-0001 I
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.A4

HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY REGIONAL MEETING

Saturday 14th May 2.00 p.m. to 4.00 p.m.

In conjunction with WORPEX 2005 10.30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m.
with over thirty dealers in attendance

including I.G Stamps and Leo Baresch Ltd.

At Oldbury Park Primary School
Oldbury Road, St. Johns, Worcester

Presentations by
John Cordingley and Ian Gilchrist

will include
"Over Eighty Years of Switzerland", "Switzerland by Air and Sea",
"A Visit to Thun", "International Red Cross Tracing Service" and

"Scadta Air mails".

Detailed directions to the venue appeared in the April 2004 Newsletter.

Also, details of routes from M5 at Worcester South and from M5 at Droitwich appear on www.worpex.com

In the event of queries, including the possibilities of car sharing, contact the Hon. Secretary

An opportunity to meet with other Society members in a central location
and also avail oneself of a major Midlands Philatelic event

All members, their partners and friends very welcome

WORPEX 2005 - TRAVEL - the following routes are preferable, thus avoiding congestion

at Upton-on-Severn and on the Worcester 'Southern Link Road'.

From the South:

Leave M5 at Junction 6 (Worcester North)
Join A449 - Worcester North/Kidderminster - second exit (Dual carriageway)

At first roundabout follow A449 - Kidderminster.
Leave A449 at first left to Ombersley village. (WORPEX sign)

In Ombersley take first exit at roundabout - A4133 - Tenbury.

From the North:

Leave M5 at Junction 5 (Droitwich)
A38 towards Droitwich
Chateau Impney on the left, take right-hand lane when approaching traffic lights

Continue on A38 - be sure to be in left-hand lane
At first roundabout - second exit A38
Leave A38 at first left - A4133 towards Ombersley and Tenbury.

Straight on at roundabout in Ombersley - A4133 - Tenbury

Follow Yellow and Black WORPEX signs, crossing river Severn, take two

left turns in Holt, towards Worcester - WORPEX signs in position.

Beware speed trap in Hallow village.

Members of the Society and customers of the Amateur Collector Ltd., and the many

users of the Catalogue, will be sorry to hear of the death of Heinz Katcher's wife,

and join in sending their condolences to him.

NEW MEMBER - The Society is pleased to welcome Mr Callum Watson of Argyll, N Britain.
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The Commercial Development of Swiss Airmail Services 1919-40 (Part 3) Dennis Cairns

(continued from April)

The NHORA timetable for 1928 as overprinted on an official card of the previous year was as follows:

14 mai - 14 septembre

Dep AVION Arr.

GENEVE 7.20 Lausanne 7.50
Lausanne 8.00 Eplatures 8.40
Eplatures 8.55 Bale 9.35
Bale 15.00 Eplatures 15.45
Eplatures 1600 Lausanne 16.40
Lausanne 16.55 GENEVE 17.25

As air services not only in Europe but on the North and South American continents began to expand, the

problem that taxed the minds of air carriers and postal authorities alike was how to get mail across the

Atlantic more quickly. So from 1929 to 1935 the Germans
used seaplanes catapulted from their two North Atlantic
liners, 'Bremen' and 'Europa' as they approached the east
coast of the United States. In July 1930 Balair introduced a
purely mail carrying service between Basel - Cherbourg
and Basel - Le Havre to connect with the departure or
arrival of the transatlantic liners, thus effecting a saving of
perhaps two days on the mail's transit time. The first flight
with a special cancellation was on the 5th July 1930 to
connect with the ss Berengaria which left Cherbourg that
same evening and arrived in New York on the llth.

The South American air service of the late 1920s and
1930s referred to by Mittelholzer makes a philatelic study
in itself. In 1928 the French had introduced a service to Brazil and Argentina via their West African

 colonies, using a combination of aircraft (Aeropostale - the
forerunner of Air France) and fast boats for the South
Atlantic crossing, which together took 7 days from
Marseilles or Toulouse to Buenos Aires. This cover was

VW) posted in Lausanne dated 13.111.31 and backstamped Rio de
.2 4, ea, , Janeiro 23.111.31. From the 1920s air services between

Geneva - Lyons Marseilles had been operated by various
carriers, including Balair, and it was by using this feeder
route that Swiss mail could be conveyed to South America.
The Gei mans on the other hand had used the 'Graf
Zeppelin' on the South American service, first on an
experimental basis from 1931, then from 1934 onwards on a

scheduled service, Additionally in 1934, Lufthansa I I
introduced a service from Stuttgart to South America via
Bathurst (Gambia) with transfer of mail to a flying boat
operating with the aid of two catapult ships off the West
African and South American coasts respectively. This
method reduced the time taken for mail between Germany
and South America to around six days. The cover shown
carries two backstamps;'Stuttgart, 6.7.34 11-12' and 'Rio
de Janeiro, 12.VII.34'.

Similarly other long distance routes were being opened to
other parts of the world. In 1929 and 1931 Imperial
Airways introduced services to India and South Africa
respectively, using Genoa or Brindisi as starting points
because of overflying restrictions imposed by the Italian Government.

If you want to look at back numbers of 'Tell', the journal of our sister Society
 in

the USA, then go to their website - http://www.swiss-stamps.org

For obvious reasons the last 3 years are not available, but are in our Library.
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The route to South Africa via Alexandria and Nairobi had been surveyed by Sir Alan Cobham at the time
Walter Mittelholzer was making his Second Africa Flight in 1929. The two met when Mittelholzer
stopped at Benghazi in Libya. A flown cover in the writer's possession destined for Beira in what was
then Portuguese East Africa was cancelled at Basel, 20.VII.32-18, with backstamps applied at Alexandria,

23.JL.32.2-3P; Salisbury, S. Rhodesia, 29.JUL.1932 and
finally Beira, 1-AGO-32, a total of eleven days.

The rivalry that had existed between Ad Astra Aero and
Balair came to an end on the 1st January, 1931 when, after
pressure from the Swiss Government, the two companies
merged to form Swissair. The first two directors were Balz
Zimmerman and Walter Mittelholzer who was also the chief
pilot for the new firm.

56 E5ru5srdrio‘e Purchase of new aircraft such as the American-built
Lockheed 'Orion, which had a speed to outstrip all other

vt.ssi;,ton aircraft in European service at that time meant that Swissair
T:r Pf

5
' V 5 were able to introduce a number of 'Express' airmail

services often at a lower surcharge. One such route was
Ziirich - Basel - Frankfurt, opened in May, 1933. One of two cachets, in German or French, was applied
to indicate the service, the surcharge being only 10c.
instead of the previous 20c.

The introduction of night flying on a scheduled basis was
the next advance by Swissair to expedite the flow of mail.
The development of more reliable radio apparatus along
with a chain of navigational beacons had made this possible.
Mittelholzer, in his chapter of 'Night Air Mail' describes a
typical flight from Basel to Frankfurt in a mail plane with a
crew of two, pilot and wireless operator. The flight took one
and three-quarter hours. On arrival at Frankfurt mail was
transferred to German planes for onward transmission to
London, Paris, Malma and many other cities. At 4.00 a.m.
the Swissair plane left Frankfurt for the return flight to Basel
with the incoming Swiss mail. The first Swissair night mail
service was inaugurated on the 1st May 1934 between
Dirich, Basel and Frankfurt. A study of the cover and the backstamps illustrates the advantages of this
service. Lausanne to Liepaja, Latvia in twenty-four hours, although the item was given the full treatment
of registered, express airmail, and is also overfranked by 20c.! Would that such rapid service be achieved
today as a matter of course. With the
increasing importance of Ziirich (Diibendorf)
as Switzerland's main air terminal, the night
airmail service operated directly between
there and Frankfurt, omitting Basel, from the
1st November, 1938, with a departure time
of 11.00 p.m.

Between 1931, when Swissair came into
existence, and the outbreak of the Second
World War various routes were tried,
sometimes consolidated or shared with -foreign airlines, sometimes dropped •Pans_

/St Gallen
—
 --

altogether as bein a

''

 uneconomical. It was in ---
April, 1935 when Swissair commenced the
Zurich - Basel - London service with
Douglas DC-2 aircraft, carrying 14
passengers and extended this service
throughout the year for this route to become
their first scheduled winter service.

Chau), \

"Lausanne

Our webmaster Bob Medland now has a new e-mail: hirundo@dsl.pipex.com (hope thats right
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In October 1938 the Zurich - Paris route was opened by Swissair, whilst in April 1939, in conjunction
with KLM , a regular service between Zurich - Basel - Rotterdam was established. The accompanying
schematic map shows the pattern of air services in and out of Switzerland in 1939.

Unfortunately Walter Mittelholzer who had done so much
to build up Swissair, did not live to see the establishment of
these last two routes. Air services had been in existence
between Zurich and Vienna via Munich since 1923, but not
until the 1st May 1937 was a direct service introduced by
Swissair. On that day Mittelholzer himself piloted the plane
on which passengers and mail were carried He was going to
Austria for business consultations and also to speak of his:Frau

O. Fisaner flying experiences in North America. Between these
Amer1 , 1e,ctrasee e

aien Vi engagements he decided on a short break in the Tyrollean
rt

n SO 5
Alps. On the 9th May whilst climbing the 6,700 ft.
Stangenvvand he fell to his death along with his two
climbing companions. Five months later Balz Zimmerman

the other driving force behind Swissair died following a very short illness.

With the outbreak of World War II further expansion by the
company came to a standstill. It would appear that most of
Swissair's regular foreign services were soon suspended
but in 1940, with the war situation taking a much more
serious turn, Swissair opened two short-lived services. The
Locamo - Rome service commenced on the 18th March
and lasted just over three months until the 25th June, whilst
the second service, Locarno - Barcelona, had an even
shorter life, 1st April to the llth June. The airmail
surcharge was raised to 50c for only the first flight of both
services. The service to Rome operated again at the
beginning of 1941 for just two weeks. Until August, 1944,
Swissair maintained a service with Germany, mainly to
Stuttgart, which was invaluable for mail going farther afield and for the Red
of mail for prisoners of war.

Cross handling the exchange

Herrn
Ernst BUhler
St-Ga./Jarring 29

Basel 
Schweiz

Much more could be written about the airmail services which existed during those formative years of
commercial air transport in Switzerland, for it is not easily understood just how small was the band of
pilots who operated Swissair at this period. The writer hopes that what he has written, no doubt with some
inaccuracies, may elicit further details from others who are more expert than he in the field of Swiss
Aerophilately, or perhaps be an encouragement to anyone who is considering this aspect of the hobby.
For the benefit of readers who may be interested, much of the background information has been obtained
from four sources:

(a) Schweizerisches Luftpost-Handbuch.
(b) Die -S-c-hweizenschen Flugpost-Zuschlagstaxen ab 1919. (Roland F. Kohl, 1997).

(Originally to be found in Postsgeschichtee - Hans Schwarzenbach).
(c) Flying Adventures. - Walter Mittelholz,er (131ackie & Sons, 1936).
(d) Swissair - Kurt Reise (Schweizer Verlagehaus A.G., 1966)

DON'T MISS the first 'International' venture by the Wessex Group on Saturday the
4th of June. As usual it will be held in the Clo yelly Hotel, Salisbury - next to
the railway station and their carpark, if coming by road. Turn up at 10am for 10.30
and the meeting finishes at around 4pm.
Dr M Vogt of Freilassing, Bavaria, is bringing his collection of Customs-related

material for us to view. Helvetia member Derek Dolling is the other speaker on his
subject of Swiss Railway Cards and related material.
Werner Gattiker will again be in attendance with his 'stock'. So do join us and

view his material in the comfort of an armchair!

FIRST WORLD WAR SWISS MILITARY COVERS AND CARDS Peter Vonwiller
Only one member has so far responded to the article which appeared on the front
page of the March Newsletter. One particular item in his collection is a military
postcard, virtually identical to one originally illustrated. It is numbered but
two digits apart. Decidedly of a philatelic nature! It is suggested that possibly
these numbers might relate to a dealer's stock system. With a number of our members
collecting this type of material can no one else come up with some ideas as to the
original purpose of these imprinted numbers? Your Editor awaits your comments!
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Northern Group Report_ As is usual the April meeting, the last of the season, took the form of the
A.G.M. followed by the competition for the two trophies we hold. In giving their reports the retiring
chairman, Ian Gilchrist ,and the secretary made reference to the excellent displays presented by
visiting speakers as well as our own local members. Ian also expressed our appreciation of the
work that is being done by the President, Tony Hoyle, in furthering the cause of the Society as a
whole. It was pleasing to note that the average attendance at meetings continues to rise, albeit
slowly. Some changes came about in the Election of Officers for the next season, the new
Chairman being David Hope. After ten years in the dual post of secretary/treasurer, your
correspondent decided it was time to stand down leaving two vacancies to be filled. Therefore the
chairman for 2005/06 will also be secretary, hopefully (no pun intended) for more than one year,
whilst David Whitworth will be treasurer.
Although not part of the A.G.M. two members described at some length the difficulties they had
experienced when submitting certain items in their collections for authentication because of serious
irregularities found to exist amongst a small section of the authenticating judges. Could this be a
topic for a wider airing in the newsletter?
Entries for the competition were not too numerous but each of the five sections was covered, these
being judged by all in attendance. The "Highsted" Cup was awarded to Philip Vaughan in the
Postal History class for an entry of T.P.0s, whilst the "Moore" bowl went to David Hope's Postal
Stationery display of "Post-cards, 1870 to 1907". For readers who may not be aware of the origins
of the two trophies, these were presented to the Group many years ago by two founder members.
John Highsted donated the silver cup and a beautiful oak bowl made by Thompson the "Mouseman
of Kilburn" in North Yorkshire was given by Laurie Moore.
The retiring Chairman's last duty was to wish us an enjoyable Summer, expressing the desire that
next season will again see an increase in attendance. The first meeting will be on Saturday, 10th
September, commencing at 2.00 p.m. D.C.

RETIRING OFFICERS OF THE NORTHERN GROUP

Chairman Ian Gilchrist presented Dennis

Cairns with a trophy for his service and

achievements; twice Chairman, Secretary

since 1995 & Treasurer since 1996. Over

the years he has given many displays and

is remembered for his collections of aero-

philately, postal history and steamer

cancellations. Records show that he won

the Highstead Cup ten times and the Moore

Bowl seven times. This inspired the Group

to present him with a trophy similar to

the Highstead Cup, inscribed with the

names of the Northern Group Members.

I. G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

n Iww tarn scc
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.

You can search for your particular collecting interest.

As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.

Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail
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- that in April 1982 a small firm started up with a new issue service for all types

of Swiss cancellations, and I have just received their Catalogue 'Flash' No.117. 
They

are not the cheapest, but they have considerable stocks of interesting cancellati
ons,

especially for thematic collectors. Write to: Ful-Philatelique, Case postale 144,

CH-2074 Mann, at the head of Lake Neuch
gtel. Note that they have stocks of cards

with early machine cancels.

- that the SP has again made a profit in all branches, in fact for 2004 it was 837 
mi

CHF, compared with 366 nd CHF in 2003. The rise in the letter rates at the beginn
ing

of 2004 and a drop in personnel greatly helped to balance gains made with e-mail!

- that another statistic has also been revealed, that 13% fewer postmen were bitten

by unfriendly dogs. Why is this?  Fewer letters and parcels, more agile postmen, o
r

the dogs' owners are less dissatisfied with the postal services and so keep-their

dogs under better control. The investigation will be continued - any suggestions?

- that in the latest issue of 'Focus', at least in Switzerland, a glossy sales bro-

chure of the UK firm of 'Hallmark' was included, with a letter of recommendation

from the Philatelic Bureau. You are offered wonderful replicas of Swiss stamps an
d

banknotes in silver or gold. My recommendation - in the 'wpb'. You have been warn
ed.

- that there are many devices advertisers use on their 'PP' offers and requests, as

have been shown a number of times. Occasionally one turns up which is interesting
,

such as that shown in figure 2 from Rapp Auctions in Wil. Nice idea, in full colo
ur.

- that when reading the fascinating articles by Dennis Cairns, I sometime
s think

that when the Swiss Air Force was formed in 1914 Gas part of the Army), entry for

pilots was quite simple - a privately acquired pilot's licence, and one's own aer
o-

plane, and probably it would be helpful if you could do all the repairs yourself!

- that Charles LaBlonde has been awarded one of the three prizes given by the 'Foun
-

dation for Furthering Philately' in 2004 for his study of the 'World War II Mail

from Switzerland to GB, Canada and the USA'. Congratulations.

- that I picked up a curious letter the other day, from Bremen Germany, via UK, to

Switzerland, see figure 3 for the well-worn mark, in red. There seems to he alway
s

a cheaper way, if you do not follow the DU rules.

- that the SF have just announced a BIG Swiss stamp, to be issued on the 10th of Ma
y,

approximately 50 x 40 mm, for CHF 1.-, to celebrate the opening of the new Paul K
lee

Centre in Bern on the 20th of June 2005. See also the 40c stamp of 1979, 7, 62-7, i
ssued

to commemorate his birth centenary. Although born in Switzerland he grew up in

Munich, but left in 1933 to return to Bern.

ERRATUM IN THE LAST ITEM OF THE Did You Know column last month (page 31).

There was a missing 'Tilde' (or the symbol for alternating current) in the addres
s

for the website of Roger Heath of Hawaii. It should read as follows:

http://www.ilhawaii.net/"Yrheath/razorexhibit/frame1.html

(The Editor has found that his postal address can be just 'GB-BA2 6AN6' and this is

machine-readable, even when written, scribbled or typed! There is also a '
barcode'

now on some letters, in black, only 5cm long - how do I reproduce it on e
nvelopes?)

http://www.ilhawaii.net/
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NEW SOCIETY OFFICERS

Following our recent appeal for an Honorary Treasurer, a Packet Secretary and an Honorary Associate
Editor we are pleased to advise that volunteers have come forward to fill the first two positions.

With effect from I A May Norton Wragg, a member of our Northern Group and an Accountant by
profession, will succeed Martin Kuriger as Honorary Treasurer. Norton has been interested in Swiss
philately for some twenty years, his specialities being the postal history of the Ticino and Postal
Stationery.

Contact details:

Mr. Norton Wragg
10 Manor Crescent

Tytherington Macclesfield
Cheshire SK10 2EN

Telephone 01625 613654

E-mail address norton.wra ntlworld.com

On 1 st August (Swiss National Day), when Don Symonds steps down after seven years as Packet
Secretary, his duties will be taken over by Richard Akers a life long printer. Richard's interests in
Swiss philately go back some twenty-five years, his specialities being First World War I Soldier
stamps and also First Flights. Richard is about to assume the Presidency of Pinner P S.

Contact details:

Mr. Richard Akers
45 High View

Pinner
Middlesex IIA5 3PE

Telephone 020 8868 2545

E-mail address richardakers ntlworld.com

In welcoming both gentlemen to their new posts our very sincere thanks go to Messrs. Kuriger and
Symonds for all the hard work they have done over the years for the benefit of the Society and its
members. We are truly grateful to them and wish their successors well.

ADRIAN() GERVASI 1921-2005

Sadly we report the passing of our Honorary Member from Switzerland. Formerly
Head of the PTT Philatelic Bureau in Bern he had served widely in post offices
across Switzerland and gave generously the benefit of his experiences to members
over the years. In 1991 he gave a fascinating talk to members during a special
visit to London. Most kindly he donated at that time his philatelic library to
our Society. We have lost a man whose companionship enriched those around him.

Published by The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Design & Print, Chichester GB

http://norton.wrantlworld.com
http://norton.wrantlworld.com
http://richardakersntlworld.com
http://richardakersntlworld.com
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Bob MOlancl
Hang on to your Newsletter back-numbers! just in case any member would even dream of
throwing away their back-numbers, it is very pleasing to see that the true worth of the wealth of
content in the Society's publication is now being recognised in the marketplace. The latest
catalogue no. 154 issued by HH Sales lists a run of VoIs 27-53 (1973-99), described as in good
condition and punched for binders, for £110. They are apparently "seldom offered". FHA Sales
can be contacted tel. +44 (0)1274 544446 or hoc 545634, e-mail sales@hhphilitcom or website
www.hhphilit.com , (Don't recycle them - re-read theml Ed.)

On another subject, Bob enclosed a printout of an interesting
item that was for sale in an Internet auction recently. If it
was a phi3atelic creation then it is surprising that the stamp
should have been separated from the cover. Otherwise does any
member have any idea how a British stamp should have come to
be cancelled with a Swiss cds? Incidentally it sold for £8.

Martin Mantell writes about the Airmail article by Dennis Cairns in the April issue.
"His second paragraph questions the 'rate' on the cover illustrated (with 1.20fr
postage - 1.4.24). Dennis quite rightly points out the foreign letter rate at 40c
and the registration fee as 40c, however, my Schweiz Luftpost Handbuch gives the
airmail surcharge as 25c (not 15c as in the article). Furthermore this is for internal
Swiss flights; no rate is given for overseas flights at this time. Unless anybody
else knows something different'!"

Mrs Joan Pearson, widow of John who died late last year, 'phoned to say that John's
Swiss collection is to be sold by Bonhams at their auction on Tuesday the 14th June.

WWI POWs query on p 76 of the October 2003 Newsletter. Georges Schild writes to say
that "a Swiss freemasons bureau for enquiries after missing persons,to his knowledge,
did not exist in Lausanne. This was called 'private committee of international cor-
respondence'. This bureau was close to the freemasons. Another similar bureau, which
was run by a freemasons lodge, was located in Geneva at Rue Petitot 4. It called
itself 'Free service for forwarding correspondence for civilians'. Neither of these
organizations had special free postage."

IS ANYTHING NEW? asks Edward Quinton "Recently while seeking information about some
sideline items, looking through back issues of the Newsletter I noticed even in the
1950s there were complaints about the number of New Issues. Some members claimed to
have written to the Swiss PTT to no avail. Has anything changed, except perhaps for
the worse?"

QUERY - Is the double-circle postmark 'Schiffsbureau No 2 Luzern', used between 1862
and 1867, from a shore base or a ship? If the latter, which ship? The chairman was
asked this but could not find the answer. If you know please write to the Hon. Editor,

I HELV PI-IIL SOC NEWSL 581 year No.6 pp 41-48 London Jun 2005 ISSN 0951-0001 I

http://www.swiss-stamos.or2.uk
http://www.hhphilit.com
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The following article by the late Dr Felix Ganz was published as the first in a series

under the title 'Swiss Primer'. The articles were first published in 1983 and repeated

in 1990 in 'Tell', the journal of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society. Further

articles will appear in the coming months as a general introduction to the early or

'Classic' Swiss stamps, for the benefit of newer members - or indeed as a refresher

for those who may have forgotten it. They are very informative and provide a useful,

condensed history of the background and development of early Swiss stamps.

HELVETIA Felix Ganz

Name of the mythical lady who often is called "The Mother of Switzerland."

Her name appears in the first line of one of the country's national anthems,

"Hail Thee, Helvetia," sung on the same tune as "God Save the Queen ."
The country's name derives from Celtic tribes called the HELVETII who

inhabited considerable parts of what now is referred to as Schweiz/Suisse/
Svizzera/Switzerland. When the Helvetii decided to move south, they were
promptly defeated near Bibracte by one Julius Caesar and told to return

home. Descendants of these Helvetii still live in the area, though inter-

mingled by centuries of intermarriage with their later conquerors, the Bur-

gundians in the west, and the Alemans in the center and the east (except for
the Grisons region where the RHAETII, the original dwellers, interbred with

retired Roman legionnaires sent to the Roman Empire's northern natural

border as settlers and sort of civil defense guards).
Centuries later, the inhabitants of the valleys of Uri, Schwyz and the two

Unterwaldens secretly united late in the thirteenth century. They suc-

cessfully kicked out their Austrian oppressors' (Habsburg) sheriffs and the
CONFOEDERATIO HELVETIA was born. This (original) Latin country

name appeared for the first time on the Bundesfeier (National Fête) single

of 1938 and was used a number of times subsequently. The country grew,
until 1513, by adding consecutively the following free (independent) areas

of Luzern, Zurich, Glarus, Zug, Bern, Fribourg, Solothurn, Basel, Schaf-

fhausen and the two Appenzell regions. After the Napoleonic occupation

years, these formerly subjugated areas became full-fledged, independent

cantons: Aargau, Thurgau, Ticino, Vaud, Graubunden/Grischun/Grigioni

(Grisons), St. Gallen (all in 1803), and in 1815, the former republics of
Geneve and Valais/Wallis, as well as the Prussian principality of Neu-
chatel/Neuenburg joined the confederation. In 1933 Basel split into city and

rural half-cantons.
In 1848, after a brief civil war (with religious over- and undertones)

Switzerland as we know her today (except for the more recent "divorce" of

the Jura from Bern) came into existence. A unified, federal monetary
system soon replaced the maze of cantonal coinage rights and currencies,

and in 1850 the first federal stamp issue, known as Rayons, was issued.

Switzerland's first stamps did not feature the country's name but rather

the Swiss coat of arms (white 'cross in red shield) on the Rayons and Mother

Helvetia in the Strubel series.
When the perforated Seated Helvetia issue was issued in 1862, it fea-

tured for the first time the generic name HELVETIA.
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Names and types of stamp issues:

Cantonals Felix Ganz

Name given to the stamps issued by individual cantons, originally only for

mail within their respective territories. They were Zurich (4 and 6 Rappen)

in 1843, Geneve (Double and single eagles, 5 and 10 cts., and a stamped

envelope) in 1843; and Basel (only for use in Basel-STADT halfcanton)

(Basel Dove, 
21/2 

Rp.) in 1845. From 1849-50, when the federal posts

gradually took over, these cantonal, but not truly "local" stamps could be

used, by themselves or mixed with the federal stamps, for franking mail for

the entire country of Switzerland. All these issues are rare.
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Rayons
The imperforate federal stamps on which no country name appears, but all

of -which-feature-the Swiss-cross,--white on a red-background. This issue

was valid not only within the country, but depending upon postal contracts

with different countries also to foreign destinations. The name "Rayon"

derives from the postal rates then in use. Ortspost/Poste Locale (21/2 Rp. or

Cts.) paid the local "rayon" rate; 5 Rp. that of the first distance (there are

two different Rayon I stamps in existence: the one on a dark blue and the

later one on white paper); 10 Rp. yellow that of the second distance; and 15

Rp. or Cts. for the more distant places. Condition in this issue is very, very

important, and thins, copies cut into, heavily canceled pieces, and even

falsifications abound. This issue should be checked by someone who

knows, before buying. Regumming of unused or uncanceled copies has

occurred. (The next part will be 2 pages on "Rayons". Ed.)

If members want to read a Newsletter in July then will they please send in mater
ial

before the end of June, by the 20th would be better. It is your Newsletter, not mine.

All I have done for years is get it to you month in and month out from what you send

me, or don't and I recycle previously published articles. I have been advised to have

some 'R & R' so I hope to find enough items to keep us going until the end of the year.
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SOME NEW FORGERIES TAKEN FROM POSTCARDS.

Many of you will be familiar with the old series of postcards depicting "Die Ersten
Briefmarken der Schweiz". These attractive cards showing the Cantonal and early Federal
issues were beautifully printed and issued by Menke-Huber of Zarich and Henry Heller of
Bern. The reverse side, printed in red were inscribed for the World Postal Union.

It has not been uncommon to come across 'stamps' cut from these cards and displayed to fill
gaps in collections. Their origin is betrayed by the printed reverse of the cards which indicate
which cards they were cut from. Sometimes the rather thick card has been 'shaved' to
remove this incriminating printing.

It was whilst I was examining some recent additions of these cards to my collection that I
recognised some of the features in the designs. On referring to my collection of forgeries I
realised that someone must have bought the original plates and have used them to fabricate
new forgeries to deceive the collector. By 'new' forgeries I mean those not described in any
of the standard works on forgeries such as those by Reuterskiold, Earee or Kofranek.

There are a number of slight differences between these forgeries or replicas and the genuine
stamps which make them rather dangerous. Up to the present I have recorded the following
'new' forgeries from these plates; arich 4; Double Geneva, both half stamps and complete
stamp on envelope with forged postmark; Geneva small Eagle; Winterthur (this with
Facsimile on the back; Vaud 4c and 5c; Neuchatel; Ortspost and Rayon Ill cts.

The appearance of all of these forgeries is most convincing and care should be taken before
making a purchase. Cedric Dry

Colin Griffiths asks if anyone has seen a postcard similar to this. It is the first
he has come across, and over the years he has looked at many thousands of Swiss cards.

Going back to September and November 1999 and the Jungfraubahn cancels,Colin has now
found copies of 'Hotel Berghaus i on a card with the date 27.VI.27; a clear impression
of figure 8 - Jungfraujoch; a complete strike of figure 2 - Station Eigergletcher of
23.VII.06; Station Eigergletcher Type 1 27.Juli.1900; Eigergletcher PO cancel Type 1
with the earlier date of 24.VIII.01.
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WORCESTER MEETING — SATURDAY 14
TH

 MAY 2005

Once again, thanks to the good offices of our local member Ray Clegg, we were able to hold a
regional Society meeting coinciding with WORPEX 2005. A "lucky" thirteen members and two of
their wives enjoyed presentations that were interesting, informative and above all entertaining. That
was after they had perused the stocks of the various dealers present (including Werner Gattiker and Ian
Gilchrist), in most cases making additions to their collections!

That supreme searcher out of obscure items John Cordingley, divided his presentation into two.
The first half covered forty, rather than the advertised eighty years and was devoted to "Bits and
Pieces" that John happened to like. Mostly Definitives on covers with the odd Fiscal issues added for
good measure. The Speaker expressed the hope that there would be something for everyone present to
enjoy and we were certainly not disappointed. It would be invidious to pick out individual items —
suffice to say that everything on display was that little bit different and we all enjoyed!

The second part of John's presentation was devoted to Swiss Aerophilately. And again the
emphasis was on collecting for fun and arranging and mounting material to suit oneself rather than to
meet rules imposed by competition. Most members present appeared to agree! The display highlighted
the ways in which airmail services dramatically reduced transit times. Catapult Mail was very much to
the fore accompanied by interesting relevant literature, together with Clipper flight covers. Unusually
too, we were able to see evidence of airmail services in to, as well as out of Switzerland.

Ian Gilchrist, very definitely wearing his collector's hat, made his presentation in three parts.
Having early on visited Thun, his first foray into Swiss collecting had centred on that town and we
enjoyed a display of items starting with pre stamp mail and concluding with recent issues. Cards and
covers originating from the one town covered virtually all aspects of the Swiss postal service. Internal,
external (airmail with no airdrome!) Nachnahme, Registered, postage dues — it was all there.

The second display covered the two SCADTA issues of Colombia as they related to
Switzerland. These unusual and rare issues, designed to cover the collection of airmail fees within
Colombia on mail originating from overseas countries, are seldom seen and are probably largely
unknown by many of us. Perhaps the Editor could persuade a member to produce an article on this
subject!

Finally we were privileged to view part of the collection, painstakingly put together, covering
the Red Cross Tracing Service out of Geneva. When originally exhibited in Switzerland it received the
"thumbs down" because no one understood it and it failed to fit into any competitive class! Today it is
acknowledged as a unique collection of material of interest to both philatelists and historians alike.

In acknowledging the debt we owed to Ray Clegg and to our two Speakers, Claude Mistely
expressed the view that we had been most fortunate to view an extremely wide range of superb Swiss
philatelic material in the course of one afternoon. The only regret must be that so few of our members
benefited. Members came from the North of England, the West including Wales and from the South
but not one from the Midlands!

Peter Vonwiller.
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London Group Meeting, Wednesday 13 April - ANNUAL COMPETITIONS

Four entries were received for the Helvetia Silver Cup but only

two for the Moore Postal History Trophy. As usual, judging was

by the members present. All entries were of a very high standard

and the marking was extremely close.

The Helvetia Silver Cup was awarded to Derrick Slate for a

superb display of Swiss Military Stamps of both World Wars and

federal stamps used on military mail to prepay special postal

services such as express and registered mail. The runner-up

stock book went, by a whisker, to John Mitchell for a very

interesting show of unusual usage of the 1900 UPU issue lath

several out-of-the-way items. The other entries were "Federal

Tax Stamps of Switzerland 1917-1958" and "Swiss Definitives

1934-2000".

Both entries for the Moore Trophy were particularly well presented.

The trophy winner, by a tiny margin, was Vice-Chairman Eric Lienhard

for a very attractive display of Culler and de Coppet cancels,

including, amongst several scarce items, examples of 1866 Elzevir

and 1874 Tab cancels as well as box and razor blade postmarks

from 1879 to 1905. The close runner-up, to be awarded a stock

book at the Worcester meeting in May, was an entry sent by

Ken Reeves from South Wales "Special Flights 1924-1932". Amongst

the many interesting covers were an early Atlantic catapult

cover with Swiss franking to America despatched from the

"SS Bremen" on 10 September 1929, several Swiss Zepplin items and

a 1930 National Festival postcard with additional air mail

franking carried on the St Gallen to Vaduz flight.

At the end of the meeting, the format of the following season's

programme was agreed, with the Saturday AGM in November or

December extended to a full day. The number of meetings was

kept the same, looking ahead to possible funding requirements for

the Society's Diamond Jubilee Year in 2006/7. CPM

1.(3.5TAMF'S
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://wvvvv.igstamps.corn 
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.

You can search for your particular collecting interest.

As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.

Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin@igstamps.com  
•

http://wvvvv.igstamps.corn
mailto:admin@igstamps.com
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DID YOU KNOW? M Rutherfoord

- that the matrix code is creeping across all forms of correspondence. The two new

postcards, A & B, which were only issued last year have been replaced by the pair

shown in figures 1 & 2, with the new matrix code top right. Note that the address

is to be written vertically at the left, as discussed on page 16 of the Newsletter

in February 2004. Again something new is the standard EAN code at the top left, as

used in most shops and supermarkets, with the initial 
1
76' indicating Switzerland

(UK is 50, as on stamp booklets).

- that on the 21st April 2005 the SF issued a press release on the internet about

their new YMAGO project, designed to replace the closed POs in small villages by

working with local grocery shops. For philatelists the interesting part is the label

used in these DIY installations. Figure 3 shows the selfstick label, 70 x 40mm, with

a yellow bar on the right edge. The barcode allows payment to be made at the checkout

as any other item. All letters and parcels for inland and foreign (to 2kg), A,B and

recorded (hand-written receipt), as well as Giro inpayments, using a postal debit

card. There are six places in the first one-year trial: Remetschwil AG 21.4.05,

Oberbalm BE 9.5.05, Thun Lerchenfeld BE 25.5.05, Wagen SG 2.6.05, Bellinzona Carasso

TI 23.6.05, Dinhard ZH July 05. These labels are not stamps but will receive catalogue

status I guess. The items are collected about 17-30Leach day and taken to the 'mother'

PO in Baden for cancelling and sorting. Only on the Recorded Delivery (LSI) label is

the place of purchase mentioned - Figure 4 Remetschwil AG.

- that when the LSI system for recorded delivery was introduced in January 2001,1etters

to foreign countries had a separate label with an 'R' added at the right. I have read

in an advertising brochure that a new system will be introduced in July, similar to

that being used before 2001. This system is part of the world-wide UPU 'Trace and

Track' organization, and I guess Switzerland has been persuaded to rejoin the 'club'.

The label shown in figure 5 is an example, but may not be the final size.

- that the Italian Fil-Italia monthly published a ten-page well-illustrated article

in English on the story of the SPI Holiday Postcard Labels, with the expert help of

Charles LaBlonde. For a copy send a C5 sae and 50p in stamps to the Hon. Editor, please.
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COMMON FORGERIES OF THE RAYON III

This is a brief description of the commonest forgeries by FOURNIER of the Rayon starnps,These
forgeries are items from an original album Album de Facsimiles, issued by L'union Philatelique de
Geneva circulated in 1928. These are visual prompts and more detailed descriptions can be obtained by
reading Kofranek's (1982 and 1999) accounts. Commonly Fournier's forgeries have written across the
back in diagonal blue letters the words FAG-SIMILE. Unfortunately much of his work omits this obvious
clue.
Usually the forgeries (or facsimiles as Fournier liked to describe them) are not cancelled but I know of the
following forged cancels;

BASEL - 2 SEPT 18-- and - AUG 5-; BERN - .6 OCT 51 and 6 JULI 52; CHUR 16 NOV 51; NYON 14

JUNI 52 and 11 NOV 53; ZUG 14 JUNI 52 and framed FRANCO. There is also an illegible one for 11
APRIL 53.

In all the forgeries the cutting lines are a frame and do not intersect as in the originals

There are other types attributed to Fournier but these are the commonest. These types are also found on

the whole of the Rayon series as well as 'proofs' from the same series The plates were supposed to
have been destroyed after his work was bought by the Philatelic Union of Geneva but there are large

numbers of pristine copies currently circulating mainly on e-bay and collectors should be aware

Cedric Dry

QUERY ON POSTAGE DUES, page 21, March 2005 Newsletter - from Derek Brinkley

I hate to be the kind of smart alec who asks a question and then answers it
himself, but I've had an idea regarding the crossed out Antlich/perforated cross cover
which I raised in the March issue. How about this for a possible scenario: A civilian
government official, some kind of Inspector of Military Institutions (probably called
OFFSHOOT!) visits the Ziirich depot of the Frontier Guards, bringing with him his
government-issue stamps for any official mail he has to send - but no envelopes.
When he needs to send a letter to the Guards' HQ in Basel he uses the ready-printed
envelopes which they have there. But since he is not actually on military service, and
therefore not entitled to the army's free franking, he obliterates the Amtlich mark, and
adds the government free stamp, to which he is entitled.

(Now go back to the March issue and see if you agree or not. While you are there

have a look at the other postage due cover and come up with an answer. Editor.)

Published by The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Desiun & Print Chichester GB
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HOW MUCH SHOULD THE POST OFFICE HAVE CHARGED IIILL SENDER?

On 28" October 1907 the St. Galler Tagblatt billed a customer in Nenzingen, Baden (Germany)

for an insertion in their paper. The cost of this was 7.64 Marks and was to be collected by

Nachnahrne (COD). The envelope was sent by Registered mail. Presumably there would have

been a charge for postage, another for Registration and finally a Nachnalune fee. Can some

member please enlighten your Honorary Secretary as to how a total fee of 50c. was arrived at? No

prize for the correct answer but, if the Editor has space to fill over the next month or two, perhaps

he may reproduce the cover which gives rise to the question. Peter Vonwiller.

Of course the Editor had 'space to fill' so here is the
 cover our Hon. Secretary has

mentioned above. While the Editor and the Proof Reader 
were getting some 'rest and

recuperation' did any member read the note at the botto
m of page 43 last month?

I had hoped that someone would have had time to write a
bout their studies or their

comments on previous 'Queries'. Perhaps you may read th
is and do something before

you go away for the summer to somewhere cooler than Swi
tzerland - it reached 35 C I

I HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL 58* year No.7 pp 49-56 London Jul 2005 ISSN 0951-0001

http://www.swiss-stamoa.org.uk
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This is the second article in a series under the title 'Swiss Primer' from 'Tell',
the journal Of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society. Bob Medland comments that
the article does not mention one of the main reasons for the replacement of the Rayons
which was the need for increasing security against counterfeiting. The lithographed
Rayon issues, printed on plain paper, were easily forged; there have been several
publications on the subject including the monumental work by Professor Kofranek (this
is only in electronic-CD format, a copy is in the Society's Library.)

The Rayons Robert Zeigler

In 1850, the Durheim firm began pro-
ducing 5 rappen and 10 rappen stamps in
three colors. The 5 rappen consisted of a
black print superimposed on a dark blue
background, with a red shield and white
cross in the center. The 10 rappen con-
sisted of a black print on a deep yellow
background, with a red shield and white
cross in the center. These three-color
printings were difficult and expensive to
make, and they soon gave way to
printings in two colors (light blue and red)
for the 5 rappen in 1851, and when a 15
rappen was issued at the beginning of
1852, it was printed in a single dull red
color. The 5 rappen was inscribed "Rayon
I", the 10 rappen, "Rayon II", and the 15
rappen, "Rayon III". These "rayons" are
best thought of as postal zones. Letters
of a certain weight carried within one
postal zone (Rayon I was about a six mile
radius) went for 5 rappen. Letters carried
within Rayon II (a radius of about 15
miles) went for 10 rappen, and letters
carried farther, but still within the confed-
eration, went for 15 rappen.

The Rayons were produced from various
lithographic stones. In the case of the
three-color 5 rappen, the black print came
from four different stones, only two of
which have been completely plated. The
two that have been plated were used
again for the impression of the 5 rappen in
two colors, but seven additional stones
were also used for that issue, making a
total of nine stones. The black print of the
10 rappen was produced using seven
different stones. Both the blue print of the
5 rappen in two colors and the black print
of the 10 rappen have been completely
plated. The Poste Locale and Oils-Post
issues, as well as all Rayons I and II,
were produced in 40 types. The types can
be distinguished by the squiggly (vermi-
cular) lines in the background. Complete

plating diagrams o' of these issues, to
distinguish the 40 basic types, are found
in the Zumstein 1924 Handbook, as well
as in the Mirabaud and Reuterskiold work,
The Postage Stamps of Switzerland.
Plating these issues involves a certain
degree of patience. The overall pattern of
the vermicular lines must match precisely,
unless there is a retouch or other flaw that
might affect a small portion of the stamp.
Most forgers have not bothered to repro-
duce the vermicular lines exactly, but
have created their own vermicular lines,
which simply convey the general impres-
sion of the original without attempting to
correspond to any of the 40 types. How-
ever, a few of the best forgers have
managed to approximate the vermicular
li nes of a single type with some success.

If the collector wishes to pursue the
various stones of the 5 rappen in two
colors or the 10 rappen, there are plating
books available.

These plating books make it possible for
the collector to differentiate further,
beyond the 40 types. This is done by first
identifying which of the 40 types a particu-
lar specimen matches. Then that type is
compared with plating diagrams showing
the microscopic flaws which occur differ-
ently on each stone. Since each of the
seven or nine stones contained either two
or four complete sets of 40 types, this
leads to a total of 1,040 possible stone
positions for the 10 rappen and 1,200
different possible positions for the 5
rappen light blue and red. In plating,
again it is the overall pattern of flaws
which determines the stone and position
to which a particular specimen belongs. It
is possible that particular flaws may be
absent from a particular specimen, but the
overall pattern should match. The result
of plating these is noted in descriptions as
in the following example: T39 A3 LO (left
upper quadrant of the stone).
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The 15 rappen Rayon ill were produced

from single stones, but in three different

versions. There was a 15 rappen ("Rp.")
version with large figures of value, and

one with small figures of value. In

addition, there was a 15 centime ("Cts.")
version, again intended for use in French-

speaking areas. Of these three, only the

Rayon III Rappen version with large figure

of value has been plated. The single

stone was divided in a completely differ-

ent way than for earlier Durheim issues. It

was set up with 180 different positions,

comprised of nine different sections

stacked three rows across and three high.

Each section consisted of 20 stamps, and

this is the way they would be delivered to

the post office, cut down into sheets of

twenty. Each counter sheet would be

made up of two halves, consisting of only

ten plate positions each. It is possible,

using the work by Rene Gees
to plate any Rayon III large figure

of value stamp to its proper position

on the 180-subject original lithographic

stone. Again, this is a two-step process.

First, one must identify to which of the ten

types the stamp belongs, depending upon

the vermicular lines of the background.

Once the stamp's type has been ascer-

tained, it must be compared against a

diagram showing all stamps of that parti-

cular type. The pattern of flaws which it

matches indicates what position on the

stone it came from. Results of plating

these are annotated by type and position

as In- this exer epte-..-T-9- OM 11. This means

Type 9 from the upper middle section of

the stone, second (or right-hand) half of

the section.

On two stones of the Rayon I 5 rappen in

three colors, the white cross was framed

in black, for at least a portion of the
printing. For the light blue and red 5

rappen Rayon, a new stone was prepared

which had framed crosses, but only a few

stamps were produced from this stone

before the framing of the cross was

removed from all of the positions. The

remaining stones also had the frame

removed, so that in most cases there are

not even remnants of the frame left, and

in other cases there are slight or (rarely)

substantial remnants left of the cross-

framing. Light blue and red stamps of this

issue with completely framed cross, all

from Stone 82, are great rarities. Framed

crosses are frequently faked. Similarly,

the 10 rappen in three colors was

produced in a few copies from Stones Al

and A3 with a full frame around the cross.

Again, most copies of this rarity turn out to

be fakes.

Forgeries of all Durheim issues are

generally known, but are much less

frequent than in the cantonal and

transitional stamps. Nevertheless, it is

wise to exercise considerable caution

when buying in this area. Some of the

stones, particularly the early ones, are

considerably rarer than others. The so-

called "Spoiled" stone of the 5 rappen light

blue and red, for example, carries .a

catalog value of about 20 times that of a

normal stamp. This stone was used only

for a short time, developed major
problems, and was pulled out early.

The next article in this series will be the 'Strubel' 
issue. The paper used for them

was manufactured by a special process with silk thread
s inlaid to ensure that every

stamp was printed on a section of thread. This was kno
wn as Dickinson security paper

and was a British invention. However, it proved to be 
a cumbersome and expensive

process and was overtaken by the development of furthe
r security measures including

perforations, controlmarks and watermarks. The use of 
silk in paper manufacture was

reintroduced in 1882 as 'granite' paper - tiny fragmen
ts of different colours - at

the end of the Sitting Helvetia issues, and continued 
almost to the end of the 20th C.
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I was extremely interested to read in the October Newsletter, the account "It's The Dates That
Matter!" and which dealt with how both the French and German air carriers tackled the crossing of
the South Atlantic. In his book, "Flying Adventures", the Swiss air pioneer Walter Mittelholzer
devotes a whole chapter entitled "The Problems of a South Atlantic Air Service". He compares the
methods used by the two carriers and the time taken by each to accomplish the journey. The
weekly Air France flight took 70 days from Toulouse to Buenos Aires of which some 108 hours
were taken up by the actual South Atlantic crossing using fast "Aviso" turbine steamers. On the
other hand, excluding the more direct Zeppelin flights, Deutsche Lufthansa accomplished the
journey from Stuttgart in five days using the catapult ships "Westfalen" and "Schwabenland". This
time difference of 20 days immediately enabled the German carrier to capture up to 45% of the
South American mail from Europe. The Zeppelin flights, mainly from Friedrichshafen to
Pernambuco in Brazil had been in operation since 1931, but on June 23rd 1934, the service was
extended to Buenos Aires in Argentina. This became known as the "Condor" flight and the
accompanying illustration (Fig.') is of a cover carried on that first return flight from the
Argentinian capital. Posted on the 29th June 1934, the triangular, purple cachet carries the
following day's date above which are two words one of which, I think; is "Dirigible", whilst below
the airship "ARGENTINA - EUROPA" is inscribed. The receiving mark on the reverse of the
cover, Fig.2, illustrates that it was was carried by "Graf Zeppelin" and arrived at Friedtichshafen t:=3.•
on the 6th July, 1934.
It was in December of that same year that 1Vlittelholzer, wanting to know more about the operation,
flew by "Graf Zeppelin" to South America having arranged to return as second pilot with the
Lufthansa mail plane from Buenos Aires to Stuttgart. After flying about 1300 miles from Rio de
Janeiro to Pernambuco on the regular air service he left the South American continent at noon on
the 28th December with a Domier Whale flying-boat, flying for two hours northeastwards before
landing in a bay at the island of Fernando Noronha. Here, in a matter of minutes, the flying-boat
was hoisted on board the 5,000 tons ex-tanker "Westfalen" which then steamed out into the
Atlantic. Mittelholzer goes on to explain that because of adverse weather conditions the vessel
had to travel farther into the Atlantic than usual before the plane could be launched, the fuel
calculation being based on the "Whale's" flying range with 10% to spare! Therefore it was not
until 3 a.m. on the 30th December, that the "Westfalen" was in a suitable position for the launch of
the mail plane with its crew of four. The description of what Mittelholzer felt as the plane was
catapulted into the air would not be dissimilar to that expressed over half a century later by
astronauts on lift off. The main difference, of course, was that the Swiss air pioneer experienced
an accelaration of a mere 0 - 100 m.p.h. in one and a half seconds as the plane left its track of only
thirty four yards! The distance to Bathurst in the Gambia was then 1,245 miles. Unfortunately,
some seven hours later, the mechanic reported a leak in a water duct to the rear engine, leading to
the possibility of an emergency landing in the ocean. This bad news was transmitted to the second
catapult ship, the "Schwabenland", positioned near the African coast, which at once set out to meet
the flying boat. However, by pumping into the radiator any liquid that could be found on board
the plane, including the contents of their thermos flasks and two bottles of wine, they managed to
keep the plane in the air until, at 5.15 p.m. on the 30th, the African coast and the "Schwabenland"
came into sight. Half an hour later the Dornier and crew had been hoisted on board the catapult
vessel, described by Mittelholzer as a "splendid new motor ship" At Bathurst the mail, alongwith
Walter Mittelholzer, was transferred to the waiting three-engined Junkers, taking off for Europe
shortly before midnight. After a brief one and a half hours stop at Las Palmas for refuelling, the
mail plane arrived at Stuttgart in the early hours of New Year's Day, 1935. The 8,000 miles
journey from Buenos Aires to the German city had taken exactly four days and five hours,
enabling Wednesday's South American post to be delivered in Europe on the following Monday.
Walter Mittelholzer was a far-sighted pioneer of air transport but arising out of what could have
been a serious accident on the flight when a crash landing in the ocean had been a strong
possibility, he made this comment. "What would we do under the circumstances with a land
plane? This reflection alone should suffice to make clear the absurdity of the idea of a regular
trans-ocean air service with land planes." That, I believe, was the only ill-founded prediction that
he made in a notable but, sadly, short flying career.

(Reference: "Flying Adventures' by Walter Mittelholzer, Blackie & Son, 1936.)
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Please visit my Web site

http://vvvvw.igstamps.com 
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.

You can search for your particular collecting interest.

As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.

Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin@igstamps.com 
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A MEETING IN THUN.

At the meeting held in Worcester in May members were, as previously reported, treated to a fine
display by Ian Gilchrist of material originating from the town of Thun. By a happy coincidence a
month later three members met in Thun for lunch and a chat — a mini Society meeting! This came
about since your Editor and his wife (our unpaid and unsung proof-reader) were holidaying in
Lausanne and your Hon. Secretary and wife in Gunten a few miles down the Thunersee from
Thun. The other party present was none other than our resident honorary member Michael
Rutherfoord from Zurich. The lunch was good; the conversation possibly even better, as Michael
in his inimitable and enthusiastic way advised of the latest developments being carried out by
Swiss Post. Some of these have already been highlighted in recent editions of "Did you
Know ?" and there is still much more to come! Before catching trains back to three bases a
visit was made to Thun Post Office and, amongst the waste bins, items that will be the collectibles
of tomorrow were sought and found. A fascinating day — the ladies seemed to enjoy their chat too
— so if any member is holidaying in Switzerland, contact with Michael Rutherfoord is certainly
recommended.

Peter Vonwiller.

My family and I sincerely thank the many clients who have written or telephoned,
expressing their sympathies and condolences after the death on April 14th, of my
dear wife, Betty. Their kind words were really appreciated and helpful to us.

Heinz Katcher & family

FORGERIES article on page 44 last month makes the 1971 reprint of letter 'S' with
78 pages of Swiss from 'Album Weeds' by Earee a bargain! Offers plus postage to;
Colin Griffiths, 19 Parsonage Road, Long Ashton, Bristol BS41 9LL.
Also on offer are: the Burrus 1964 Auction Catalogue of Swiss; Zumstein Swiss 1992
Specialised Catalogue - 2.5kg; Sulzer 1990 Soldier Stamps cat. 800g; 1979 Soldier
Stamp Postal Stationery cat. 200g.

If it is stamps you want then Colin has Soldier Stamps of 1914-18, app. 230 inc.
three sheets of 20 each, offers around 20 GBP; 1939-45, app. 500 - 40 GBP. These stamps
are mostly mint BUT all without gum.

COPY FOR THE AUGUST ISSUE OF YOUR NEWSLETTER IS NEEDED BY THE 20th OF JULY.
Even if you do not have any news then you can always have a FREE advert for your
Wants or Sales.You might even have a Query you are seeking an explanation for.
Some of you are heading for Switzerland so don't forget to look in the waste bins
to be found where-the 'Post Boxes' are; not always in the PO itself - good hunting.
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that without any warning the semi-public PO in the Swiss Parliamen
t '3003 Bern 3

Bundeshaus' was closed on 23.12.04 (figure 1). This is typical of 
the attitude which

aims to train philatelists to buy only the wonderful souvenirs sup
plied by the Phil-

atelic Bureau and to be interested in nothing else, as everywhere 
in 'the world it

seems. The attractive K cancel No. 1279 is also abolished.

- that if you are interested in the Zumstein-Pen catalogue there is 
a free 12-year

update, without illustrations to be down-loaded at the website w
ww.svps.ch.vu ...can

a copy be made for the Society Library by someone with access to t
he web?

- that on the 15.5.05 the Webstamp, ie, for PC addressed and stamped
 letters, was

definitely introduced, however, , the FDC produced by the Philatelic Bureau in
 Bern took

about 2 months to be produced, in three versions - A, B & LSI, the
 latter in Figure 2.

- that figure 3 shows a stick-on label with text in red and was used
 by the SPI in

the UK on a large envelope from a Chichester bookseller to a Bern
 customer. The cover

has printed on it the name of the Dutch firm which seems to have b
een the previous

postal firm - until the SPI UK won the contract.

- that seldom does one find a PP impression which is really differen
t. Figure 4 was

used by an insurance firm for a brochure on their accident coverag
e, where it is

usual for a sketch of the situation to be made on the forms provid
ed - a nice touch.

- that the first day for the 'new' 5fr stamp was the 15th of May 200
5, without FDC

facilities, but plain stamped covers could be obtained. The origin
al Berlin printing

is slightly more yellowish than the new Enschede version which loo
ks bluer. It will

be very difficult to tell them apart in a few years. Stock up with
 a sheet of each,

they say! This sort of trouble is inevitable with so many differe
nt printers and

paper makers.

- that the SP delivers only 'A' letters on a Saturday, excluding tho
se for 'Recorded

Delivery' (LSI = Lettre Signature). The 'Registered' service was a
bolished on the

1st of January 2001, and since then there has been no compensation
 for lost letters,

except for a refund of the postage. All LSI letters are code sorte
d together with

the normal post.

- that a warning has been made that practically all cash payment re
ceipt slips are

printed on 'thermo-paper', which is liable to fade quite quickly. 
This applies also

to the PO receipts. The advice is that if it is important then mak
e a photocopy.
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REMEMBER that if you are in Switzerland this

summer then you can telephone Michael

Rutherfoord on 044 341 6308. A phone card

costs only 5fr from any newsagent/tobacconist.

See page 
514 

for the meeting that you missed. Ed.



GB used in Switzerland - after the stamp with a Lausanne cancel on the front of last
month's Newsletter Edward Quinton has sent the reply half of a British Youth Hostel
Association booking card. It was used by the hostel in ZUrich to confirm a booking
for the 20th of April 1962; cancelled with a nice flag cancel for Esperanto on the
16th February 1962. Did the GPO not have 'reply paid cards' at this time?

• -

REPLY—ANTWORT—ANTWOORTr-r$,VAR—RISPOSTA,

CARTE PO#AWREPONSE ",-;przdl!' ! (/‘/G;
ErApppiklini
Lu L., •\j‘1JI' ecVL,

Hostel Stamp
Cachet de l'A.J.
Stempel der J.H.
Ungdomsherbergets Stempel
Jeugdherberg/Ostello

Three Irish
stamps with
Swiss cancels
from Eric
Lienhard,
shown in the
space on the
left of the
page-.

(Fill in your own Name and Address before
despatching and affix 4d. Stamp.)

THIS SIDE TO BE COMPLETED BY HOSTEL WARDEN_
(E) Beds/suppers/breakfasts reserved for ............ males.. ...... females.
(F) Lits reserves pour ............ garcons flies
(G) Platze reserviert filr .... .................................... weibliche Gaste.
(D) Slaapplaats gereserveered voor jongens............ meisjes.
(N) Plass reservert for 4.- menn............ kvinner.
(I) Letti riservati per............ maschi ............ femmine.
(E) Arriving / /196.. , leaving............../ /196.... /,/,‘''
(F) Arrivee a / / /196... , depart.............. / /196....
(G) Ankunft Vr/ /196Z Abriicken / /196. 4"
(D) Aankomst /196.. , vetrek
(N) Ankomst avreise
(1) In arrivo /196.. , in parienza
(E) The hostel is fully booked on the nights you mention.
(F) L'auberge est complete A la date que . vous indiquez.
(G) Die J. H. ist in der betreffenden Zeit besetzt.
(D) De jeugdherberg is op de aangevragde dag (en) volgeboekt.
(N) Ungdomsherberget er fulltegnet pA den tiden De nevner.
(I) L'Ostello e esaurito nel period° r;chiesto.

BOOKING CARD PRODUCED BY TH . 	t HOSTELS ASSOCIATIONS OF Mt 1112.i . ! ISti :SUS

Mr./Milk/Miss

.......iA A. Ion....C449$4.............

Afig (MAri acbtoe.....................

. 

/ /196..
/ /196 ..
/ /196

Allan Young June 2005 UPS Newsletter

The item about a Swiss cds on a British stamp interested me. Some years ago my then elderly
mother-in-law visited one of her daughters, my sister-in-law, who lived in Geneva. A few days later
we received the usual 'arrived safely' picture postcard from her but bearing a standard QE II
definitive stamp. Unfortunately the PC has been lost, and I cannot remember if it was cancelled. But
it was posted in Geneva and duly delivered to us in Kent. My mother-in law paid no importance to
the matter, her logic was that it had 'a stamp', so what was the problem?
Perhaps we expect too much of the postal services, with the millions of items of mail that are
handled every day, oversights and mistakes are bound to crop up. We philatelists ponder how and
why, but the truth is just that — oversights and mistakes.

Published by The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Design & Print, Chichester GB
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A POSTAGE DUE QUERY WITH A DIFFERENCE -
 look closely D R Brinkley

In general PP & PJ stamps were not used a
s dues as the PO had to account for the

surcharge to the Funds. One PO used some 
1972 PPs for dues (AMCO T154-157PP). This

is somehow questionable but then I obtain
ed this cover with a 1966 10+10 PJ used a

s

a due. On the 30.10.67 the letter rate c
hanged overnight to 30c. The PJ stamp ha

d

been invalidated on 30.06.67 so what has
 really happened with this cover? There

are other covers in circulation that hav
e been 'made' by members but not normall

y

without other postal indications. What do
 you think happened here?

GB 1967 OHMS cover to Bern but charged du
es

Red machine franking with 'OFFICIAL PAID
' between

that the GPO considered it incorrectly f
ranked so

What are your thoughts on

this, and do you have any

other items where the

rules seem to have been

incorrectly applied?

(The Editor has had his

copy of 'Focus' charged

due here and then it

was cancelled after a

protest and explanation

of the 'Swiss' mark

on the cover!)

Bob Medland

the wavy lines. There is no sign

why did the PTT charge 1fr due?

I HELV PHIL SOC NEWSL 58 th year No.8 pp 57-64 London Aug 2005 ISSN 0951-0001
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Strube!: General Information
I. HISTORY

In an effort to replace the lithographed Rayon issues with a more satis-
factory product, the Swiss Federal Post decided to look for an improved
printing method for a new series of postage stamps. This was approved
by the Federal Council on October 17th, 1851.

A study trip took the representative of the Swiss Posts, after visits to
Paris and London, to the University printer J. G. Weiss in Munich who
was then producing the stamps of Bavaria on paper with an incorporated
silk thread for greater security against forgeries.

In view of the fact that an experienced engraver in the person of
Friedrich Voigt of the Royal Bavarian Mint was available, that the nearby
paper mill of Baron von Beck in Pasing was producing special paper of
good quality for the manufacture of stamps, and that Weiss was not only
experienced in the printing of stamps, but had learned about the
preparation of suitable printing inks as well as the choice and application
of a proper adhesive, the decision on the part of the Swiss postal author-
ities to have their new stamps produced in Munich was perfectly logical.

Voigt produced a design that was approved after some modifications
and delivered the dies and the cliches for the 5, 10 and 15 Rappen
stamps to the printer on March 23rd, 1852. In July of 1852, the plates for
the 40 Rappen stamp were delivered.

The printer experienced enormous difficulties with the production of
the Swiss stamps, but finally delivered what we know as the first Munich
printing on October 6th of 1852. The Swiss postal authorities recognized
his efforts in a letter dated October 21st, 1852, but asked that in future
the color of the 40 Rappen stamp be less pallid and that the shade of
brown of the 5 Rappen be altered in order to contrast it more with the 15
Rappen pink, from which it was difficult to distinguish in artificial light.
This led to the color changes of the subsequent Munich prints, which
were delivered in April of 1853. By the middle of 1853, over 5 million
stamps produced in Munich had arrived in Berne.

Both of the printer's presses broke down in November of 1852, and
the delays occasioned by the lengthy repairs probably contributed to the
cancellation of the contract and the delivery of all printing materials and
printed, as well as unprinted, paper stocks by Weiss to the Swiss author-
ities. The Swiss Federal Council decided to entrust the printing of the
stamps to the Federal Mint in Berne in March of 1854.

Thus began the period of Berne printings. The problems encountered
on their press led first to a reduction in the sheet size to be printed and to
gradual changes in the mounting of the cliches in their frame. Demand
for increased production brought about the purchase of a machine press

in 1856 which permitted the printing of larger sheets and was responsible
for the production during the last Berne printing period..

At the end of 1856, paper produced in Zurich in the mill "an der Sihl"
started to replace the Bavarian Pasing paper; by the end of August,
1857, the Swiss mill had made deliveries of paper with all six thread
colors then in use and became the sole supplier to the Mint.
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II. VALIDITY

The validity of the StrubeIs ran from the first day of issue, September

15th, 1854, until October 1st, 1862. The exception was the 15 Rappen

value, which was retired from sale on August 31st, 1862.

On October 1st, 1854, StrubeIs became valid for international mail;

on the same date, the franking of letters became obligatory.
It is of interest to note that the last day of authorized use for the

Rayon issues was September 30th, 1854, only a 15-day overlap with the

appearance of the Strube's; it is therefore not surprising that only 22

genuine covers of mixed frankings of these two issues are known today.

At the other end of the life of the Strubel issues, while the perforated

"Sitting Helvetia" appeared promptly on October 1st, 1862, mixed f rank-

ings of StrubeIs with this issue are considerably more plentiful. While the

sale of StrubeIs had stopped on the date of appearance of the "Sitting

Helvetia", people with stocks of StrubeIs on hand were allowed to use

these postally until July 31st, 1863, thus allowing for a ten-months

overlap; the exception to this is the 15 Rappen value which never

appears in mixed franking because its validity had ceased earlier due to a

change in postal rate structure.
Stocks of StrubeIs remaining in the hands of the various post offices

on October 1st, 1862—and these were considerable—had to be returned

to Berne where they were destroyed.

III. CHARACTERISTICS

A. Design: The design of the stamps presented problems. The choice of

subject matter was one; in other stamp-issuing countries, a represen-

tation of the reigning monarch or his coat of arms was a logical choice;

for Switzerland, the eventual adoption of an allegorical representation of

Helvetia was a new-departure, whose idea was borrowed from the coins

then in circulation.
The use of three languages presented another design problem;

noteworthy also is the use of the word "Franco", signifying that mail with
these stamps affixed would be delivered free of charges and taxes.

The design of Helvetia herself presented problems. It can be noted

that the right arm holding the spear is naked, whereas the left arm is

clothed in a long sleeve. The engraver opted to remove the sleeve from

the right arm because it made the design too bulky.

The representation of the hair resulted in the issue's nickname,

"Strubel", which refers to the unruly or windswept aspect of it.

The nose, which is the highest point of the engraving, gave Voigt

particular trouble. He soon found out that the forming of paper over a die

was very different from striking a coin in it, which had been his previous

area of expertise.
The dimensions of the design are 20.0 mm by 24.5 mm.

If euro coins and notes are valid throughout the monetary union regardless of who

printed and issued them does the same apply to the stamps?
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B. Paper: The papermaking process employed by the two mills involved
was very similar. Both used linen rags as a base material and glue as
sizing. Fillers such as chalk were added and it is here that a difference in
formulation was recently discovered: An der Sihl used starch as a filler
and Pasing did not; this gives us a tool to make ready identification
through chemical means.

An aqueous slurry, or pulp, of the ingredients was prepared, the
papermaking frames (later rotating drums) dipped into the pulp, originally
removing one sheet at a time; the wet sheets were placed between felt
cloths and pressed to remove the water; surprisingly, both mills used
endless felt rolls to achieve this.

Pasing paper was used in all the Munich printings and in the early
Berne printings; this paper reached Berne both through transfer of stocks
from the Munich printer, as well as through direct deliveries (Berne
ordered sufficient paper to print 10 million stamps from Pasing on Oct.
31, 1854). An der Sihl deliveries began in small quantities in the second
half of 1856; most of this paper was found to be too thin for printing and
the only satisfactory paper delivered prior to December 1856 was some
with red silk thread, which was most likely used in the printing of 23Cc,
the first Strubel on Swiss paper. Satisfactory paper was delivered all
through the first half of 1857; by August, delivery of paper with all six
thread colors then in use had been made successfully and was adopted
in production.

Papers delivered by both mills were uneven in structure, and
anything from soft, flexible and thin to hard, stiff and thick can be found.
In the different issues, we find paper as thin as 0.04 mm and as thick as
0.12 mm.

This is the third article in the series under the title 'Swiss Primer' from 'Tell',
the journal of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society. The substance of the text
is from Hans F. Hunziker's 'Strubel', Zumstein & Cie, Bern, 1986. The tabulation of
the silk threads is from Walter d'Aujourd'hui's 'Switzerland, A New Classification
of the "Strubel" Issue Sitting Helvetia Imperforate, 1854-62', Swiss Philatelic Soc.
Basel, 1982. Translation, condensation and organization by the late Herbert Brach.
A review of his book 'The Imperforate Sitting Helvetia' appeared in the December
2001 issue of the Newsletter. A copy is in the Society's Library and available to
members on application to the Hon. Librarian.
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ANNERSARIA OF PIONEER
AIR SERVICES 1914 -1669

PostMail

PostMail
PAW,

Diese Sendung wurde auf dem
. Transport beschadigt.

Wir bitten Sie urn Entschuldigung.

A PRIORITY
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Answers to recent queries in your Newsletter from David Hope

Regarding Peter Vonwiller's 'Nachnahme' cover in the July issue. T
he postage of 50c

is correct being made up of 25c foreign letter rate and 25c for re
gistration. The

'Nachnahme' charge of 10c introduced on 15th June 1895 was abolish
ed on 1st October

1907 (same month as his letter) and not reintroduced until 1st May
 1921.

(Old age is what the Editor is suffering from - somewhere in the b
ack of his mind,

and in the piling system around his feet, is another explanation f
rom a member. The

item is there somewhere but the Editor would appreciate a duplicat
e, please.)

Regarding Mr Brinkley's two military covers in the March 2005 iss
ue. The stamps with

perforated cross paid for registration. In this case 20c would fit
 the bill. Perhaps

the sender forgot to put a registered label on?

Regarding the cover charged postage due. In this case the 5c posta
ge paid the

printed matter rate. Did the sender seal the envelope? If so then
 it would become

a letter and so, in this case, would have required a 20c stamp. Be
ing 15c deficient

it was charged double the deficiency = 30c. The addressee was prob
ably not a family

member so the postage had to be paid.

1 came across this set of Gambia stamps, commemorating the 1934 opening of the Zeppelin

and flying boat service between Africa and South America, as described by Dennis Cairns in

the July Newsletter. I wondered if our readers might be interested in seeing the Zeppelin, the

Domier Wal flying boat, and the 'Westfalen' support ship depicted on these stamps, and all

mentioned by Dennis in his article. Allan Young

NEW MEMBER - The Society is pleased to welcome Mr Peter Allen of H
emel Hempstead.

Over the last few months a Berlin dealer has put up for auction a considerable number of

Swiss flight cards. Many of these have been of excellent quality. In several instances a flight

has been represented with several if not all the different destinations. For instance cards

were on offer for the 1933 Zurich Tourist Congress with destinations of St Gallen, Bern,

Geneva, and La Chaux de Fonds. Not only that they have been addressed in the same hand

to Dr Faucherre, Freidotf 116, Basel.
I have been fortunate in 'winning' a couple of cards arrd-on-closer -examination see-that-Dr

Fauchere has had his name printed as sender on the backs of the card. Even in 1933 this

must have been a significant expense so I wonder who this Dr Fauchere was - a very serious

collector or a dealer or .... Can any member hek)?

mini DYK - that the white label (70x37mm) shown on

the right I found on a crumpled B5 cover, apolo-

gising for the damage caused in the transport

machinery. Note the use of the new term'PostMail'

and having no connection to e-mails. Also new is

that the damaged cover will be sent on 'Priority!

- that the SPI, still very active in the UK, has

created a new word 'undeliverables', not bad at

all. They are to be sent back to Basel and returned

or destroyed, according to the instructions from

the customer.

Michael Rutherfoord

Priority

UndelivemWm
return to:

IIVIX
SPI UK 3E3
4002 Basel

P.P.
Swiss Post

UK
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REPORT OF THE WESSEX GROUP MEETING OF THE 4th JUNE

The meeting was very well attended by members who were first entertained with an
excellent display of Swiss Customs Documents by Dr Mattias Vogt of Bavaria.
Dr Vogt is probably the foremost expert on this subject and has recently written

two books with a third (and final) volume nearing completion.  His display material
covered the period from 1888 to 1934 and consisted primarily of 'parcel cards', for
which he gave detailed explanations of the markings and routings, duty fees that were
paid (including handling fees in bonded warehouses) and special labels that were
attached to them.
He showed examples of Postage Dues on parcel cards as well as special labels which

applied exclusively to items of gold or silver, also examples of Swiss Customs Offices
abroad (St. Margrethen in Austria for example).

Dr Vogt certainly knew his subject and many members commented that they would be
looking upon parcel cards in a new light in future.
The afternoon session was given by Derek Dolling with a display of Railway Postcards.

Derek is a lifelong railway enthusiast who said his interest was 'ignited' long ago
on a school trip to Switzerland (he wouldn't say how long!). On his many trips to
Switzerland he has endeavoured to travel on every railway he can find. If postcards
are not available he takes photograhs to supplement his display.

Laying out his cards line by line (in railway terms) he explained the changes in
the Swiss railway system over the past 60 years; the opening and closing of lines,
changes in rolling stock and amalgamation of companies, all lavishly illustrated.
All in all two excellent displays which provided another First Class meeting for

the Wessex Group.
M M

The Zurich daily newspaper NZZ has produced an interesting rewrite, devised in an
English university. All words of four or more letters are jumbled about, the rule
being that only the first and last letters must be correct, and that the total number
of letters must be the same as the original. Looks a hopeless code at first, then
one can read quite complicated texts. Try it. Which university? M Rutherfoord

Bob Johnson writes: 'I was intrigued to see the card on page 56 as we are usually
derided about our facility with foreign languages. Firstly because it would be
expected that the message would be the same in all cases - this is not so: only the
English allows the recipient to accept reservations for supper/breakfasts; the French
and Dutch refer to boys and girls, the others say men and women. I wonder why there
is no mention of other languages such as Spanish, Portugese or Danish/Swedish as I
believe they have Youth Hostels.'

I. G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://www.igstamps.corn  
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.

You can search for your particular collecting interest.

As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.

Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin(&gstamps.com 

http://www.igstamps.corn
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TARIF FOR DIE SCHWEIZ TARIF POUR LA SUISSEFigure 2

a) niv.chnetetta Pa kete Paquels eon teCeallaallieS
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that the sixth stamp chosen by the public for the annual 'Day of the Stamp' cel-

ebrations in December has been announced for 2005. The subject for this year's the
me

was the town of Meyrin, lying just to the west of Geneva city between the airport

and the CERN research establishment. It has a population of 20 000, about half Swi
ss

and the rest from 105 different nationalities, the highest proportion of any town

or village in Switzerland. Further details are given in Focus on Stamps issue 1 of

2005; figure 2 shown there is the winning entry, predominately blue in colour.

- that figure 1 is something of a rarity, the 8th of May 2005 was a Sunday and the

village PO was closed, but a local exhibition 'The Postal History of Neftenbach' w
as

being held on that day in the Museum shown on the K-cancel. This small village jus
t

outside Winterthur became famous when a Pro Patria 40c stamp (z PP157) was issued

in 1972 showing a pierced brass disc, 7.5 cm diam. which had been found in a 7th C
 AD

grave of a female. This was sufficient to deserve a Special Cancellation status fo
r

a humble K-cancel. Figure 1 shows the cancel and figure 2 is taken from a card tha
t

was produced to advertise the event - but compare the two cancels!

- that I found in an old drawer a pack of ten labels (four used) as one used to use

years ago for parcels and other items tied on with the string attached. From the

attractive prices given on the back cover shown in figure 3 I have managed to work

out that the packet of labels was sold between 1.11.67 and 1.1.73 when much was re
-

organized (which is another, and longer, story).

- that I have it in writing from the Philatelic Bureau in Bern: Ymago stamps, or

labels, are not considered to be of interest to philatelists, they are advised to

try stamp dealers. Do you remember the last time they said that? When on 9.8.76 th
e

first ATMs, or Framas as they came to be called all over the world, did appeal to

philatelists. And there have been some other cases as well. Anyway I am glad to ha
ve

received from a friend an Ymago label from Bellinzona Carasso, when the automatic

PO opened on the 23.6.05, see figure 4• Although there is no post office with this

name the Pro Petrie 85c stamp, issued on the 10th of May 2005, shows the renovate
d

Abbey of Carossa (see Focus on stamps 2/2005).

Figure 1
Figure 3
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ANSWERS TO QUERIES and other items from Bob Medland

In the September issue (04:70) the Editor queried the reason for the difference between 'LETT'
and 'LET' on Geneva cancels. I suggest that this may be simply due to the different amounts of
space available. The earlier 'LET' cancel, being of the AW Group 142 in style, is approx. 25mm
diameter whereas the later 'LETT' cancel is approx. 27mm diameter. As ever, in looking up
something like this I have come up with a further line of enquiry. The earlier cancel has the
abbreviation 'LET' inscribed within the lower segment of the cancel. This arrangement is unusual
and does not exactly conform with the AW grouping of cancels. All cancels listed in Group 142
have heavy bars in both segments. However, AW does list Group 142/53 as "GENEVE LETR.
RUE DU STAND" and it is difficult to see how all the wording could have fitted into the lower
outer circle of the cancel. So this raises several questions for cancel specialists:

(6) Is the additional letter R a rare mistake in AW?
(7) If not, then presumably the 'LET' cancel that has been shown is a different one not listed in

AW? But this would seem a strange omission as it is a busy post office.
(8) Is it the only example of Group 142 cancels with lettering in the lower segment?
(9) Does anyone have an example of the cancel with the `LETR. wording as listed in AW?
(10) Does anyone have any other examples of cancels with bars in the upper segment

and letters in the lower segment?

Enclosed is an interesting item that was sold recently by intemet auction. The item was sold "as
seen", i.e. that there was no guarantee of its authenticity, which didn't put everyone off. There
were 2 bidders and the item sold for nearly £40. I have not seen anything similar for this issue, in
either catalogues or auctions. Has someone bought a bargain or is it a fake?

it lir
ere b-n:111

t f

D R Brinkley's illustration of the "Volksrecht Ztirich" printed/perforated label used for machine-
franking in the October issue (04:76) reminded me of a similar label. Enclosed is a copy of a
printed, self-adhesive label on cover that was used for payment of postage due. The correct
postage should have been 40c so the recipient had to pay the 20c shortfall + the standard penalty
fee of 50c. I had assumed that printed labels were used for normal franking of the company's mail
or possibly just parcels - as confirmed by Michael Rutherfoord's response in the November
Newsletter (04:85) - and that it was simply commercial advertising.

Published by The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Design & Print, Chichester GB
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It looked interesting to me: John Cordingley

This postcard came up on auction
described as 'SWITZERLAND, 1911
FUORCLA SURLEY MOUNTAIN VIEW
PC'. Also included were illustrations of
both sides of the card and the address side
had the straight-line cancellation together
with the PONTRESINA cds dated August
11, 1911 All worth bidding for I thought.
And the result? The card is now in my

collection for the sum of US$5 which
included registered postage from Israel!

Having got the card I am now not too sure what I have got. My guess is that the straight-line

cancellation for FUORCLA SURLEJ is from a 'postal acceptance station' although it isn't listed

in my copy of Karl Gebert's excellent 'Chronicle of Swiss Post Offices 1849-1999'. That it could

be a private Hotel mark, I suppose is a possibility.

I didn't know where Fuorcla Surlej was until I looked on a map at the area around Pontresina,

and didn't know anything about the hotel either until I consulted 'The Great Motor Highways

of the Alps' by Hugh Merrick. A paragraph from the books helps: 'The long, low saddle joining

the summits of Corvatsch and Rosatsch in the direction of St. Moritz is the Fuorcla Surlej, one of

the classic 'close-up' view-points in the Alps, the inn on which is crowded every night in

summer by mountain-walkers who have climbed its 9,000 ft. eyrie by the excellent paths from

Silvaplana or Sils, an undertaking requiring four to five hours'.

The card didn't travel this way but went down the Vat Roseg to get its cds.

T_Tri xr DPITI nr NRWRI, 58th year No.9 pp 65-72 London Sept 2005 ISSN 0951-0001

http://www.swiss-stamps.org.uk
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MODERN PHILATELY(3) - Automatic Machine Labels by G J A Swart

Reproduced with permission from 'Jungfraupost' the journal of the Studiegroep
Zwitserland. Translated by Bob Johnson.

One of the most undervalued objects in philately are the automatic machine labels.
Why really? Automatic Machine Labels - in German speaking countries 'Automaten-
marken' in short ATM - are just as fully postage stamps as the 'traditional' stamps.
They satisfy all the characteristics and demands which also apply to all the
ordinary stamps, such as:
- issued by the Post Office
- available publically to everyone
- valid for all postal items
- unlimited validity over the whole country of issue.

Automatic machine labels, in fact, were the successors to the coil stamps issued
in Switzerland in 1976, and were the first in the world to do this. Since 1976 (fig 1)
there have been eighteen different ones. There were some minor differences between
them, inasmuch as the variations in the types of colour of the printed paper and
some with broader or smaller numerals. By 1996, with catalogue No. 11, the differences
were very much clearer as far more attractive presentations became available. (figs 2&3.)

The series to which I wish to draw your attention was issued in 2001 and shows
means of postal transport and covers catalogue numbers 15 to 18. The illustrations
show: 15 capital letter 'P' with a postal train

16 capital letter '0' with a postal wagon
17 capital letter I S' with a postal delivery vehicle
18 capital letter 'T' with an aircraft of Swissair.

The stamps, in repeating order, are printed in rolls of 1000 so that they
are issued in reverse order by the machine thus first the 'T' (No. 18), then the
'S' (No. 17), and so on.
Meanwhile three editions have appeared of this series (the SBK reports a second

edition, but there is clearly a third). The distinguishing marks are - with some
experience and with the help of labels from each edition - and can be recognized
as follows: 1st ed. -light, dull colours (figure 4)

2nd ed. -darker, dull colours (figure 5)
3rd ed. -light, bright colours (figure 6)

In addition there are the following points:
1st ed. -regular, in the main, good printing
2nd ed. -bad printing with many irregularities, thin vertical coloured
lines in both top and bottom margins, coloured dots in various places
in the drawing, colour shifts with (almost) double printing of the
name 'Helvetia' (figure 7)
3rd ed. -greater number of blue surfaces, above all on ATM 18, in the
large letter 'T' t==.•
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Just as with 'ordinary' postage stamps we know of varieties with 
automatic machine

labels. These can be roughly placed in two categories:

- variations in printing of the automatic machine label as produced
 by the printer

of the rolls as issued
- variations produced by the machine during the issuing of the labe

l. Several

of these belong to the category last quoted where the margin of a
n adjoining

label can be seen (figure 8). By a technical fault the value impr
ession is

mutilated caused by a fault of the cliche in the machine on deliv
ery (figure 9)

You can see then that all in all the ATM is worth the trouble of 
further study

and that goes not only for the catalogue numbers 15 to 18.

ANSWERS TO QUERIES - from Michael Rutherfoord (who seems to have 
spent his holiday

doing the DYK page and digging out information such as this.

The Taxed OHMS letter on page 57 from Bob Medland. OHMS has posta
l significance only

where the Union Flag is flying, officially; if not, then the post
age has to be paid.

In this case the poor impression in red of 'Official Paid' was tak
en as a bureau-.

cratic excuse to claim twice the 50c for Swiss foreign letter rat
e. Perhaps the PO

official had experience of the UK not accepting the Swiss PP date
 cancels! Who knows?

Meter Labels follow up on page 64 from D R Brinkley. I have been 
trying to sort out

these labels for quite some time. I do not have all the complex r
ules, but the PTT

tried for years to have a system which would prevent Private Use,
 ie, using stolen

labels on private letters. Much trouble could have been avoided i
f they had for-

bidden the use without the date stamp, as in every other country.
 Still a problem

today. Until about the 1970s the label had to carry the printed n
ame of the firm,

and also these labels could not be used on letters, unless making
 up the rate, say

after a rise. Advertising was not a main consideration at all.

I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND — 
Please visit my Web site

http://wwvv.igstamps.com  
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.

You can search for your particular collecting interest.

As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.

Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail admin@igstamps.corn 

http://wwvv.igstamps.com
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MORE ANSWERS TO MEMBER'S QUERIES

Werner Gattiker, the Society's Honorary Recruiting Officer, was in a position to
answer the "Postage Due with a Difference" on page 57 in July; he wrote:
"I worked for Volkart Brothers, Winterthur, the international commodity trading house,
in the 1960s and so did see their mail room operation. With a huge mail volume, and
with many ex-pats sitting in overseas offices in Asia, Africa and America, they regu-
larly received requests for nice commemorative frankings on outgoing mail, rather
than tedious franking machine labels. Therefore, the chief mail clerk always had a
stock of current 'commems', including charity stamps, to satisfy such requests from
important clients and their own overseas staff. Collecting mail from, and taking mail
to, the nearby Post Office happened several times daily, and I have no doubt that
the mail clerk always had a small supply of stamps in his pocket to pay Postage Due
items - much simpler than to write out a petty cash slip for every occasion, then
go to the chief cashier on another floor to collect the few rappen paid out. As
regards validity, all Pro Juventute stamps from 1964 onwards were still valid for
postage (and are to this day).
PS: In spite of the above, I strongly suspect that Mr Kupper was, in fact, one of
Volkart's mail clerks, and that this is a 'self-addressed' cover."

Michael Rutherfoord wrote:"The PJ stamp shown is still valid, as are all PP stamps
as well, from 1964 onward. In the November 2003 Newsletter there is an article with
a list of all still-valid stamps. I think that a collector decided to commemorate
the first day of the new 30c rate by using a 20c stamp and putting on himself the
'postage due' of a further 20c, using an unusual PJ stamps as well, in the Hinteregg
PO, so that the letter never went through the post at all; the 'T' being applied
there. Usually the letters found in PO letter boxes at the first collection after 
a change in rate, or of elapsed validity, would not be taxed, unless requested as
in this case. Note that the dispatching office, 8128 Hinteregg, did not indicate
'insufficient postage' with a manuscript 'T', ie, the tax to be collected in
Winterthur by the receiving office."

1907 Nachnahme cover from St.Gallen to Germany page 49 of the July Newsletter.
In response to the enquiry, originated by our Honorary Secretary, Mr Giovanni
Balimann, a member of the Swiss Postmark Collectors Society (SVPS), very kindly
e-mailed the following information:"Between 1st October 1907 and 30th April 1921
Nachnahme (COD) items to countries outside Switzerland which provided this service
had to be sent by Registered mail. Hence in this case (28.10.07) 25c was payable
for postage with an additional 25c for Registration.A total of 50c as charged.
It was the practice for the foreign Postal Administration to deduct all costs

(delivery, collection of the money and transfer fees) from the amount collected,
remitting only the net amount to the originator. In this particular case therefore
the proprietors of the St. Geller Tagblatt would have only received 25fr and a few
centimes rather than the 26fr (7.64 Marks) originally billed. How exchange rates
too have changed over the course of a century!"

Seen on the internet, page 64 in August Michael Rutherfoord asked Lukas Reist, the
Secretary of the ZUrich Region Section of the SVPG - Postal History, about the cover
with two and a half 2c Numeral stamps on it date unclear (23.5.95 Ed.). He said
that this was acceptable at this period, and is known to collectors, possibly a
genuine usage, but not necessarily a fake. The price seems high.

OTHER NEWS FROM MEMBERS

Charles LaBlonde has a new book coming out - "The Postal History of World War II
Mail between New Zealand and Switzerland". His co-author is Robin Startup, the well-
known New Zealand postal historian. As we have members with interests in New Zealand
and also collect Switzerland this should be of interest to them. A review of the
book will appear in a future issue of the Newsletter.

Michael Rutherfoord reports that the location of the other two new 'green field'
high-tech code/sorting plants has been decided by the PO management. As expected
these are to be in HUrkingen (near Solothurn) and in Eclepens (south of Yverdon).
Both are, in fact, adjacent to the existing parcel sorting buildings, so taking
advantage of the same road and rail connections. In operation at the end of 2007.

Now you are all back from your holidays you can send 'news' for the Newsletter. Ed.
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This is the fourth article in the series under the title 'Swiss Primer' from 'Tell',

the journal of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society (AHPS).

Helvetia with Sword Feltz Ganz

When Charles L'Eplattenier, an artist from the Jura region of Switzerland. was commissioned to develop his prize-

winning essay into a new postage stamp design. neither he nor the Swiss NT could foresee how extensive and long-

lasting this relatively uncomplicated and for a collector inexpensive set would become. During its lifetime there were

18 denominations (including overprints), three gum/paper varieties, two design types, major errors, and 34 years of

postal validity.
It all began in 1908 when the first of the five 40 cts. values was issued. Without delay, critics took potshots at the

artist, accusing him of wanting to immortalize himself by having his full name sneaked into the design; it was inserted

under Helvetia's right hand and the sword's hilt. That situation was quickly corrected, but four million stamps of this

Type 140 cts. value nevertheless were used in the normal course of postal activity. All other denominations bear but

the artists initials, CL, in roughly the same place.
This issue was Switzerland's first in two colours - one for the design and one for the background-since the "Rayons"

issue of the 1850's. Until a few years ago, it was generally assumed that no colour errors had ever been produced. Wrong

again: at least one sheet of the 25 cts. value with a wrong background color must have slipped into a stack of properly

printed sheets; accordingly, at least 100 stamps with wrong background color ought to exist (very rare, of course).

Since this issue is typographed, a flyspeck hunter may discover a host of small varieties and flaws; these can range

from a missing or covered eye to a sock on the nose or even a mustache, and from rounded corners to missing sections

of the river in the background, etc. The Zumstein Specialized Catalogue points out many of the more noteworthy flaws.

including shades.
The second type of this series exists in the following denominations: 20, 20/25 (only one also available as tete-

beche, interspace, and in booklet form), 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80/70, 80, 1 Fr., and 3 Fr., with several among them

having been issued in different color combinations.

Most of these stamps were in use for decades and thus are common in used form, but locating them with clean,

sharp postmarks is rather difficult. In mint condition-even mint hinged-some values, notably the 3 Fr., are very good

property.
On cover, especially as single franks (to prove the rate for which they were issued), many values are not easy to

locate and command a premium.

Just as occurs with the Tell Boy and the Tell Bust issues, the Helvetia with Sword issue exists on regular granite

paper, on paper with grilled gum, and - when the Warriors issue of 1941 was delayed due to the war - chalky paper

without grill (but only the 50, 60, and 80 cts. values). These last three are good property, mint or used, if  perforations

are intact. All stamps of this series, by the way, were issued on watermarked paper, except for a few sheets of very

expensive favour trial items on thick artist paper without watermark, but valid for postage nevertheless.

Over the years the lowest denominations were replaced by Tell Bust stamps (20, 25, 30) or Landscape II designs

(35, 40), and the highest value was replaced by the large size 3 Fr. Landscape stamps.

Many denominations were used to produce officials or service stamps (IKW, SdN, BIT. Beware offalces!),

and the 20,25,30,35,40, and 50 cts. stamps also were imprinted by special request on printed-to-private-order

stationery items of many different categories
This generally pleasing and easily acquired set is a veritable "teeth cutter" for a beginner in Swiss

-philately: rich in small flaws and variefimonostly ine)cpensive, readily-available,- and great for cancellation studies.7-
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Forthcoming Meetings
NORTHERN GROUP 2005 - 2006

OFFICERS

Chairman

YPA Representative

David Hope
17 Hawthorn Drive Stalybridge SKIS lUE
0161 303 0091

David Hope

David Whitworth
Westfield Saddleworth Road Greetland Halifax HX4 8NF
01422 376428

Michael Proctor
01943 872543

Secretary

Treasurer/Librarian:

MEETINGS

Enquiries to David Hope 0161 303 0091

Meetings in the Leeds Institution for the Blind and Deaf Centenary House North Street LEEDS at 2.00

2005
Sept. Sat. 3 Recent Acquisitions All members
Oct. Sat. 1 "Switzerland and Napoleon" Cedric Thy
Nov. Sat. 5 "Instructional Marks and Labels" All members
Dec. Sat. 3 "Chateau Chinon — 1936 10c Landscape" Neville Nelder
2006
Jan. Sat. 7 "Why! Like Luzern" Tony Hoyle
Feb. Sat. 4 Chairman's Display David Hope
Mar. Sat. 4 Swiss Army to the 1920s" Claude Misteo,
Apr. Sat. 1 A.G.M. and Competition All members

The first London meeting of the new season will take place on Wednesday 5
th 

October at Macmillan
House, Paddington Station. It is anticipated that the season's programme will be published in the October
Newsletter. STOP PRESS - 5th October meeting subject is Letter "W".
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DID YOU KNOW? M Rutherfoord

- that in a few weeks the Swiss Federal Council will confir
m their earlier decision

to 'liberalize' the letter post, down to 100g on the 1st o
f January 2006, which is

only 11 per cent of all letters. Parcels have survived thi
s since January 2004. Note

that the various proponents, in their proposals, seldom de
fine which areas they mean,

collection, sorting, or distribution. Deals with parts of 
existing Post Office organ-

izations are apparently common. The government watchdog is
 watching developments

carefully ('doggedly', if you prefer).

- that Giovanni Baliman said at a meeting of the SVPS recently that the new edition

of the Machine Slogan Catalogue is virtually ready, but f
or the prices. From the

detailed analysis of the PTT records, to estimate the comp
arative number of im-

pressions made per slogan, per place, per period, per cro
wn, he has found many dis-

crepancies in the previous pricing system, which has given
 unrealistic price re-

lationships. After months of work and discussions a formu
la has been established to

give a more accurate estimate of the effective rarity of a
ll slogan/crown combi-

nations. An exceptional work.

- that Dick Hall does a great job in Tell the journal of 
the AHPS, of listing all

closed POs, and the K-cancels which then disappear, taken
 from the official PhilaNews

(now published in the SBZ). However, the need for a new li
st is becoming urgent, ie,

of the POs closed without notification. On page 55 of the
 July Newsletter the closure

of Bern 3 and its K-cancel was mentioned. Then, before th
e Ymago label was introduced

on the 21st of April (page 47 of the June Newsletter) the
 PO of 5453 Remetschwil was

closed. Other small POs disappear overnight. I do not thi
nk that the SF wants to

keep this information secret, they just do not feel that 
it is necessary to have an

organization which co-ordinates, and publishes, such detai
ls, without fail. Pity.

- that Martin Robinson, well-known author and specialist on
 British Letter Boxes,

has recently visited Basel to view and study the six 
facsimile 'Berri' letter boxes

still in normal use, five in various parts of Basel City,
 and one in Riehen, also

BS (Basel-Stadt Canton). The dove motif on the Basel Dove
 stamp was first used by

Berri on the 12 original letter boxes, as shown on the 197
9 Europa 40c stamp Z630-

These bronze letter boxes were part of the new system, cop
ied from Rowland Hill,

whereby a letter posted in the box, franked with a 2.5 Rp
. stamp, was accepted for

the half-price rate. Details of this, and much more, is t
o be found in an excellent

book, the Basler Taube by Bach and Winterstein. For those members intending
 to make

an expedition to find the six boxes in Basel a short 
guide can be provided by the

Hon. Editor if you send a sae.

- that I like flags, but I cannot get very excited about th
e two new ATMs, or Framas,

as shown on page 22 of Focus on stamps issue 3/2005, first day 6.9.05. The difference

is not clear. The old cross, picture 2 in the article, us
ually called the 'Five-

Squares Cross', was superseded in 1889 by  a cross with long arms, by one sixth of
the breadth. But, the relationship to the square red fiel

d was, strangely, fiot
-
6e-

fined at all. This means that today one sees quite a rang
e of proportions, from wide

to narrow strips between the arms of the cross and the bor
ders of the red flag.

During WW II the Swiss ships bringing food never went in 
an Atlantic convoy and none

were ever sunk, but in addition to other features they we
re required to drop the

square flag and use the international rectangle. This was
 promulgated on the 9th of

April 1941, with ratio 2:3. Why the date 1953 is given in 
the article is curious.

Here the width of the strip between cross and border is d
efined as the width of the

arms, 'b' in the drawing in picture 3. This is used today,
 for square flags as well.

- that I know there is a contract, or treaty, between the U
NO and the Swiss PO, but

it irks me to see yet another issue, 
-UPU on 6.9.05, which cannot be used, and won't

be used by the UPU either as they use meters. Only for 'co
llectors'.

- that in my note in DYK of the July Newsletter about the r
eprint of the 5fr stamp

I can report that there is another indication: all stamp 
sheets printed from May '05

have the 'EAN' barcode in the lower left corner of the se
lvedge, which makes the

corner block interesting. This also helps to identify the
 reprint of the original

Courvoisier printing in 2003 of the medium value 'Medicin
al Plants' by Catour this

year, see p 31 of Focus on stamps 3/2005. The chances are high that future reprints

will also introduce slight differences - keep your eyes op
en.
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Download- news from the internet from Bob Medland
The amount of information and activity that now takes place electronically via the
internet is now affecting philately as much as any other activity so I thought that it
would be of interest to all members - users or non-users of the internet alike — for
the Newsletter to provide a forum for snippets of information that they pick up
from time to time. So, for starters . . .
• The internet auction Ebay is now a major source of philatelic material. Very strict

rules are maintained over how their system is used by both buyers and sellers
although, unlike traditional auction houses, it has little control over the quality or
prices of the material so long as it complies with their ground rules. Hence, it can
be a source of remarkable bargains or rubbish that gets sold amazing prices.

• The end of July saw the sale of a massive collection of Strubels in well over a
hundred lots. The collection had been well-presented on album pages but, as is
so often the case, it was Wily ruthlessly cut up for auction lot purposes. The
extent and quality of the collection was very impressive — so too were the prices
paid. There were many examples of all printings and many varieties including
double-threads, mixed-frankings with sitting Helvetias on covers, a wide range of
cancellations and even a selection of 8 examples of colour-trial printings. The
latter item sold for £185 after fierce bidding. The trial printings evidently
included 10-rappen examples in yellow, orange and brown and 20-rappen in lilac
and mauve. So far I have not been able- to find anything in print about these but
they are apparently very scarce.

ANOTHER LINK IN THE CHAIN?

David Whitworth writes to say that
he recently purchased some "Official"
cards PTT Nos 'P 4337.-IV.53. size
A6(148x105).-K180 which have been
used to collect postage due, but he
does not know how this system was
worked by the PTT.

He regrets that his knowledge of
German is poor and he can not find
out what the text on the back of
the cards means. It reads:
Taxbezug ftir Retoursendungen,
zugestellt durch Paketbote.
This has been printed on the card
with a duplicator such as most POs
had for short runs of notices.

It seems that C Bachmann & Co of
Kirchgasse 40 in ZUrich had 1.20fr
to pay. The rates are interesting
as there is a blank at the bottom
of the list. It is possible to make
out faint lines on each side where
the number at say 15 Rp. and the
amount of Fr. 45 could be written
and then totalled. The cards are
cancelled either airich 1-Rebuts
or ZUrich 1-Briefausgabe. What was
going on here?

A "PP" TO MAKE

YOU SMILE from

Michael Rutherfoord'

Published by The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Design & Print Chichester GB
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SOCIETY SALES PACKET

Due to an impending house move, the Society's Sales Packet service will unfortunately not be operating during the last

quarter of this year. It is anticipated that details of the Packet Secretary's new address will be made available, with

normal service recommencing in January. Richard Akers - Packet Secretary

Regional Group Meeting

at the

Clovelly Hotel, Mill Road, Salisbury

Saturday 29th October 2005 10am to 4pm.

FIRST LONDON MEETING

IS THE 5th OF OCTOBER

NOT the 2nd WEDNESDAY

Subject 'Letter W'.

An opportunity to meet with other Society members

and share your philatelic interests in the convivial surroundings of this delightful hotel.

Our guest speaker will be Ian Gilchrist, entertaining us with displays on:

Tell Boy 5c green
and

Three and four-colour frankings.

As an added attraction, Ian will have much of his stock available for purchase at the Sales Table,

enabling everyone to find some of those elusive items and fill gaps in their collections.

All members, together with their partners and friends, are warmly welcome.

Teas, coffees, and a light buffet lunch available.

Enquiries to: Fred Hoadley 01403 711987 (email: fred.hoadley@btinternet.com)

Northern Group report: Despite the absence of several regular members due to holidays we had a

very successful first meeting with a wealth of material on show. The meeting began with three sheets

related to the Unspunnen Festival of 1955 and 1981. (This year's event has been postponed until next

year because of the recent flooding in Switzerland) Next came short displays on the Thunersee and

Brienzer Rothorn railways, Swiss World Heritage sites and the 10c Helvetia of 1907 - 09. Next up

came a selection New Years' greetings cards (1909 - 1940) and Suchard cards (1884 - 1889) along

with airmail covers from 1935 to 1938. A fine display of Fournier and Spiro forgeries of the 15c

Rayon led to much discussion on the subject. This was followed by Pro Juventute booklets (1953 -

1961) and Postage Due covers with a variety of `T' strikes and postage due stamps. Out of the way

items shown included two Einzugsmandat covers of 1884 and 1886 and Franco labels on cover. The

meeting ended with a display of Customs cancels found on Swiss stamps. All in all an excellent start

to the new season. D H
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AFTER 130 years A NEW "FIRM'S EMBOSSED CANCEL" DISCOVERED Wim Jacobi

Reproduced, with permission, from Jungfraupost, the journal of the Studiegroep
Switserland in Holland, and translated from the Dutch by Bob Johnson.
Introduction - The new postal stationery catalogue of 2002 deals with Firm's de-
spatching embossed cancels. The literal text is as follows:
Firm's cancels on the reverse (of covers): According to Order No. 23 of 27 March

1870, private people can be supplied on the following basis: 'Those private people
who wish to have a firm's embossed cancel have to buy the ordinary covers at the
Post Office and send them with the order and cost to the 'Materialbureau' of the
Director-General in Bern, which will produce the firm's embossed cancel and deal
with the return direct to the orderer - COD to meet the cost.'

We are talking about a service by the Post Office to make an embossed impression
on envelopes and not a private impression. The 'cancels' show a striking
similarity to the wax sealed ones. Their red colour is roughly similar. Up to now
four oval and six circular 'cancels' were known.

GebrUder Volkart - This fAtilVin Winterthur found it necessary for all outgoing
letters to show their name on both the front and back. On the front there is a date
stamp with the firm's name, obviously for administrative reasons. On the reverse
there is an embossed cancel with their name shown.
Now we know the firm Volkart also from 'perfins' (G41). The firm's perfin was

also introduced in 1876 and in use until 1931. It has thus the appearance of the
enbossed 'cancel' being little or nothing to do with an expression of advertising,
but mUch more with the prevention of private use of postage stamps and postal
stationery by staff. Even so, does this have any effect on the value of the cancel?

A second - As the title of this article states, this embossed cancel has been hidden
for about 130 years. Naturally I contacted Georges Schild, Chairman of the Ganz-
sachensammlerverein, and author of the catalogue quoted above (pUblished by Zumstein).
Naturally there was an enthusiastic reaction. Wholly genuine and this cancel will
appear in the next issue of the catalogue! For a good reproduction of the cancel
I sent it on. At the committee meeting of 20 October 2004 Georges Schild showed the
letter to the meeting and what was the result? One of the members brought out the
same letter. It was hidden for so long and now two letters the same were uncovered.
Even so this cancel is extremely scarce because there are only two known! If you
examine all your ' Mil' envelopes then information of new finds will be very welcome.

FIRMS KNOWN SO FAR PLACE SHAPE COLOUR

Carteret & cie Genve Round
Forges d'Undervilliers Green
Gardy & Schaufelberger Geneve Oval Green
Haut Fourneau des Rondes Delemont Round
J U Baumann Herisau Oval
Joh. Heinr. Miler Winterthur Oval Blue & red
Johs. Lemann Emmenthal Langnau Round Red & brown
P Brugger Schaffhausen Round Red
Schweizerische Baugesell-
schaft der Jurabahnen Round
Volksbank/Banque
Populaire ZUrich Oval
NEW
GebrUder Volkart Winterthur Round Red

Literatuur

Martin Baer, 1998. CH Perfins, Arbeitsgemeinschaft Perfins des Schweizerischen
Ganzsachensammler Vereins. 240 pag.
Georges Schild, 2002. Die Gan7sachen der Schweiz, Spezialkatalog und Handbuch,
Vollst;indig neu bearbeitete Auflage Zumstein & Cie Bern. 352 pag.
Geomes Schild, 1-10-2004. E-mail-
Georges Schild, 23-10-2004. Brief
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This is the fifth article in the series under the title 'Swis
s Primer' from 'Tell',

the journal of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society (AHPS
)•

Tell Boy Stamps Felix Ganz

Tell Boy stamps were the lowest denominations of the five-part issue serving as Switzerland's regular postage

stamps from before 1910 to about 1940. The original design, created by the famous Swiss artist abroad, Albert WeIti,

was issued in 1907 to replace the cross and numeral set's lowest values. The design was ridiculed so soundly ("Tell's

boy sports an umbrella without cloth;" etc.) that the design was modified by 1909 and sub-modified two more times.

The original design exists in three denominations: 2, 3 and 5 centimes. It was printed on watermarked white paper with

silk fibres (granite paper) exclusively. A famous variety is the "black face" on the 5 cts.

The second design, on white paper, appeared in 1909 in three denominations: 2, 3, and 5 centimes. Type I of

this design has the crossbow's string in front of the crossbow stock. The most famous, or to some, infamous examples

of this type are found in the form of the so-called Kocher stamps: advertising stamps for a firm in Chaux-de-Fonds and

Vevey, printed onto labels of four different border colours and produced by a misinterpretation of the original postal

regulation permitting printed-to-private-order stationery.
Type II of this design was produced initially in 1910 for the same three values (2c, 3c violet, and Sc). Later it

was used for producing the 3c orange-brown, the 7 1/2c grey and the 1921 overprints of 2
3
/2c on 3c orange-brown and Sc

on 7V2c grey. It distinguishes itself by having the string of the crossbow behindithe stock, having two equal pedestal

steps, and a thin,ill defined loop atop the crossbow.
Type III began its life in 1911 (some say 1910). Here the loop atop the crossbow is thicker, even and well

defined, and the two pedestal steps are of uneven thickness. The string is also behind the stock. This type includes the

following denominations on white paper: lc on 2c, 2c olive, 2Y2c brown-lilac, Sc green, Sc on 2c olive, 5c on 7
1
/2c grey

(extremely rare), 7'/2c grey (and on postal cards only, with imprinted stamp, 10c on 7
1
/2c grey). Many of the overprinted

items can be found with shifted and double overprints. Many of the above values, all on white paper, also exist in tete-

beche, interspace and booklet pane form.
Starting in 1921, Tell Boy stamps were produced on the same yellowish-buff paper as were all Tell Bust

stamps. These denominations exist : 2
1
/2c brown-olive, 3c on 2% c brown-olive, 3c violet-blue (on regular and grilled-

gum paper), Sc red-orange, Sc grey-violet, Sc red-lilac, Sc on 7'/2c green, Sc olive-green (regular and grilled-gum

paper), and 7Y2c green.
These yellow-buff paper denominations are all Type III except the 7

1
/2c green which is Type II, the Sc on

7'/2c, and the 3c violet-blue for which the old Type ll plate was reactivated.

Many exist in te
s
te-beche, interspace and booklet pane form. Quite a few of these later items were also

printed se-tenant with Tell Bust stamps for booklet pane production. They are also found frequently on postal cards,

printed-to-order stationery and other postal forms.
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Postage Due labels for PO Box holders from Bob Medland

When unfranked or under-franked letters arrive addressed to PO box holders a
problem arises: how could the receiving post office collect the postage due? It
appears that an answer was supplied at least as early as 1921 by the introduction of
an adhesive label that was lightly affixed to the front of the offending item of post and
the item was then left in the PO box. The printed label stated that tax was payable
"immediately" and the amount was inserted in manuscript. The manuscript number
to the left presumably was recorded in a ledger at the post office to ensure that
payment was not overlooked.

I enclose copies of two such labels on covers from 1921 and 1967. Covers are often
to be found where the labels have been removed leaving just a small residue of the
sticky label on the left-hand side but covers retaining the complete labels are fairly
unusual. A few points and questions have crossed my mind and I wonder if any
members can throw some more light on the subject for me:

1) when was this 'poste restante' system of PD collection introduced and
presumably superseded?

2) At what point and by whom would the label have been removed from the
cover? Did the postal clerk need to tear off and retain the label when the
recipient arranged payment or did the recipient tear off the label and send it
along with the payment to the post office?

3) Having covers with the full labels intact still does not help a great deal. Whilst
the 1921 cover from Austria has I Sc PD stamp cancelled with the Ziirich
cds at 4pm, this is the same time and date as the handstamp on the label. So
at what stage would the cds have been applied, i.e. when the labekand PD
stamp was applied to the envelope or on receipt of payment?

4) The 1921 label was printed in serifed type-face on brown paper with the
stationery reference and details are in the footer as follows: No.320 1 — B.W.
— VIII. 20. 80,000. The 1967 label was printed in plain or block type-face on
pink paper with the footer: PTT 22410 (3201) VI61 120,000 A7 Qu 0 65. So
we know that there were at least two print-runs of stationery item 3201 but
presumably there were others. Is this information listed in any publication?

5) For organisations that received large amount of postage due, the amount of
all items was totted up and the aggregate was collected by one demand,
usually presented in the form of a card with the total postage in PD stamps —
see HNL 2005:9 where there is a copy of such a card with postage due to the
value of I. 2ocollectible. I believe that the Editor's suggestion to my query at
that time is indeed correct.

Swiss Postal Labels by Georges Guinard & Louis Vuille covers the period 1876 - 1997.
Published by the Consilium Philatelicae Helveticae there are 128 pages, 48 in colour.
Text in French and German. Do look in your collections and see what you can add!
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The cover from Bern 5.VI.19 marked

with '0' charged in Nyon; the
bisect has a '5' stamped on it.

Luzern to Philadelphia 12.VIII.92
franked with 12c + 12c +2c bisect
taxed lc in USA.

Local cover Lausanne 11.X1.03
franked with 10c bisect, no -
penalty but unauthorized.
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BISECTS FOR THE NUMERAL & CROSS ISSUE, Bob Medland's query on p 64 of the August

Newsletter produced more examples and some answers.

Ralph B Soderberg wrote from Michigan: 'Bisects for the Numeral and Cross issue

were not authorized and should have been treated with postage due - see copies.

Bisects that went through the mails without due are interesting oddities - neithe
r

rare nor fake. A price of £40- for the pictured cover is in the ball park - perha
ps

a little high with the three cancellations.'

Michael Rutherfoord wrote to say that he 'asked Lukas Reist, Secretary of the SVP
G

airich Region Section - Postal History, about this cover with two and a half 2c

Numeral stamps on it, date unclear. He said that this was acceptable at this peri
od,

and is known to collectors. The use is possibly genuine, but not necessarily a fak
e.

The price seemed high.'

Easily Missed 2

On first looking at this card it seemed
to be a 'quite nice' airmail card from
ZURICH to KONSTANZ - nice
Konstanz red cachet, nice 40c stamp,
Tlieger-postkarte' with an ariel view of
the Oberengadin, but that was about
all. A second look and the typed
Erstflug' was noticed. So out came the
Schweizerisches Luftpost-Handbook:
21st May 1928, first flight from
ZURICH - KONSTANZ - INNSBRUCK -
SALZBURG - WIEN by OELEG
(Oesterreich Luftverkehs AG).
This is one of the 719 items flown on
the first leg. So if I hadn't been
curious and had the right reference
book to hand, this might have been an
item that 'got away'!
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The formal notice convening this year's

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

will appear in the November Newsletter.

Please make a note now that it will be held on
Saturday 19th November at

Macmillan House, Paddington Station, London.

It is proposed to hold a whole day meeting from 10.00 a.m. onwards.
This will include the AGM, a presentation on an aspect of Swiss philately

together with the traditional auction of members' material.

Motions and resolutions to be moved at the AGM must be submitted in writing to
the Hon. Secretary not less than 14 days prior to the AGM.

This event is being held on a Saturday in response to a motion passed last year.
It is hoped that members from various parts of the U.K. who find an evening meeting impossible to attend

will be able to join in, contributing to the running of the Society, at the same time enjoying
an interesting presentation in the company of like-minded members.

Who knows, but the Auction may just have that item which until now has proved elusive!

Peter Vonwiller
Honorary Secretary

NEW MEMBER - The Society is pleased to welcome Mr Terrence Pope of Wellingborough.

ZUMSTEIN SPECIALIZED CATALOGUES of 1967, 1971 & 1975 for 'disposal' by G Jeffery -
call him on 01 702 34 20 43. Don't miss this opportunity! These editions contain
much important information on the early issues, their varieties, postmarks and more.

I. G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://www.igstamps.corn 
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.

You can search for your particular collecting interest.

As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.

Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail adminigstamps.com 

http://www.igstamps.corn
http://adminigstamps.com
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DID YOU KNOW? M Rutherfoord

- that after the worst floods ever, extending from Fribou
rg to Graublinden, practi-

cally everything is now back to normal, except the Zen
tralbahn (BrUnigbahn) with 21

sites to repair, including two bridges and the line to
 Engelberg. After the road and

railway had been washed away, and the power and teleph
one had also failed, 1500

stranded tourists had to be flown out by military helic
opter; a temporary road has

now opened. The total loss to the economy is above a b
illion SFr, with the tourist

hotels the worst hit. A few days after the disastrous 
flooding of the Gotthard region

in 1987 a special stamp was issued, Z W66, 50c + 50c, t
o help the victims; today such

a rapid response would not be possible with no 'in-hous
e' printing works.

- that the Federal Council has decided that from 1st Apr
il 2006 the Swiss Post letter

monopoly will be reduced from 1000g to 100g. At the mo
ment there will be no change

in postal rates, and it is not likely that soon six po
stmen will be ringing the

doorbell, every day.

- that in the January 2004 Newsletter, DYK p7, I promise
d to explain some peculiar

differences in the latest PJ stamps of 2003. If I had 
done so you would understand

why in the 2006 Zumstein catalogue they give prices fo
r A and B versions of the 2003

and 2004 stamps. Sorry, will try to catch up with this 
difficult explanation soon.

- that a curious sales 'system' for the incomprehensible
 pair of selfstick stamps

(by Cartor 6.9.05) for additive and subtractive colour 
representation has appeared.

At Philatelic Counters singles of both values are obta
inable, 1 fr and 50c, each on

its own backing label (51 x 44mm), and for each value i
n sheets of ten. However, at

ordinary POs only the 1fr value is on sale and only in
 sheets of ten. If you order

from the Philatelic Bureau in Bern they will supply th
e singles, but only have A4

sheets of 20! I discussed this at the Philatelic Count
er in ZUrich and it turned

out that the sheet of ten that I had bought at the loc
al PO is narrower than that

of the Philatelic Counter. I was shown why; they get th
eir supplies in sheets of 20,

which they tear along the rouletted middle line into tw
o sheets of 10 (148mm wide).

The PO sheets of 10 (144mm) are trimmed at the printers
 and are therefore narrower.

But not enough; I removed one stamp from the sheet and
 tried to replace it with one

of the singles - it does not fit at the corners! The pi
tch of the teeth is the same,

namely 12.5. Then I checked the FDC and could see imme
diatley that the stamps used

were singles, clearly not from a sheet - is this of ph
ilatelic interest, today?

- that the Zimbra 05 in Horgen, on the shores of the Lak
e of ZUrich, was a successful

Grade II Exhibition with many outstanding exhibits, ru
nning for 3 days from 2-4 of

September. The AHPS was well represented; Gold going t
o Ralph Soderberg, Prize of

Honour (EP) 2; John Steinberg (Suchard) and Harlan Sto
ne EP7. In the Swiss Champion

contest the five Americans came a disappointing second
 in spite of an exceptional

exhibit by newcomer Heinrich Heizinger with his classi
c 1850-54 collection which

was clearly of Gold rating. Also the astonishing collec
tion of 'Perforated Cross'

by Ralph Soderberg deserved a Gold
--; speCialists tell me.

- that at the above show Reinhard StUtz showed me the co
rrection copy of his new

book 'Swiss TPO Cancellations - Vol. 1', AS spiral-bou
nd, where he has chosen a new

approach, via the basic organization of the travelling
 POs, whereby he can explain

all the different numbering systems used. All in German
, profusely illustrated.

- that it is becoming a problem to give names to the new
 postal marks, including

stamp substitutes which are being regularly created by
 an innovative Swiss Post,

which will link to well-known categories. The Ymago la
bels being a case in point,

do they fall in to a general 'Computer-generated ' gro
up?

RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE SOCIETY LIBRARY have come from
 the Swiss Society for Collec-

of Postal Stationery (SGSV) and are most interesting. 
Their Library list contains

details of many books of interest to collectors of Swit
zerland on all subjects.

The section on POWs and Internees in particular intere
sted the Editor. Another one

was about international postal Mandats. A third dealt 
with the illustrated postal

stationery cards showing all the variations that can b
e found. A delightful booklet

on the stamp booklets and the advertisements gave a go
od insight into the social

history behind postal history and philately -- carryin
g adverts on the booklets for

all kinds of products from chocolate to garden tools an
d plants!

Apply to the Hon. Librarian for details of loans if the
se interest you.
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GB USED IN SWITZERLAND continues to turn up curious items.Page 41 of the June News-
letter this year and page 56 of the July issue have now been joined by a Penny Pink
Stationery envelope of 1851!

Stuart MacKenzie sent the copy of an 1851 (6 Nov) QV Penny Pink envelope posted
from Brienz to Wakefield, Yorkshire, which shows the Manuscript endorsment of four
centimes. It was then routed through the French Entry Office bf'Suisse 3 Pontarlier'.
On the reverse it has the London transit mark and a Wakefield arrival b/s.

David Rossall has sent the return half of a British Reply Paid Postcard suitably
up-rated with a 1/2d brown of GVI. A nice blean cancel of Bern 1 for 31.VII.52.

The Postcard on page 65 of the September Newsletter is joined by another cancelled
in Pontresina, date unclear, sent by Henry Towers. This time the private mark is
spelt 'FUORCLA SURLEY' so the idea of it being from a 'John Bull' printing set is
possibly correct. Michael Rutherfoord comments that 'Surley' means 'above the lake'
and the spelling changes from village to village as there are many dialects there.

CARTE POSTALE
POSTKARTE CARTOLINA POSTALE

miivilungen Adrcf Whin

uoHeLik !ARLEY

te: 424.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

In accordance with the Society's rules notice is hereby given that the fifty-ninth

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING will be held on

Saturday, 19th November 2005 at 11.00 a.m. prompt in

Room B326 Macmillan House B Block Paddington Station London

AGENDA
1. Apologies for absence
2. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 10 th November 2004 and published in

the December 2004 edition of the Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter

3. Matters arising from the Minutes
4. Chairman's Address
5. Hon. Secretary's Report
6. Hon. Treasurer's Report and Statement of Accounts

7. Appointment of Auditor
8. Hon. Packet Secretary's Report
9. Librarian's Report
10.Election of Officers and Members of the Society's Committee for 2005/2006

11.Motions and Resolutions
12 Any Other Business

NOMINATIONS Nominations for the election of Officers and Members of the

Committee i.e., Chairman, Vice-chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Treasurer and (not

exceeding) twelve members of the Committee, should be sent to the Hon. Secretary in

writing to reach him not later than Thursday, 17 th November 2004.

RESOLUTIONS Any member desiring to move a Motion or Resolution at the Annual

General Meeting must give notice in writing, enclosing the text, to the Hon. Secretary

not less than 14 days before the Annual General Meeting.
Peter Vonwiller Hon. Secretary.

Claude Mistely Chairman.

Immediately following on the AGM
there will be presentations by Eric Lienhard

"The Cutting Edge of Postmarks" and "Exhibitions"

There are numerous places in the immediate vicinity of Macmillan House where lunch can be taken.

At 2.00 p.m. the presentations will be continued

At approximately 3.00 p.m. there will be an auction conducted by Claude Mistely.

Members submitting material should ensure that lots have an identifying reference

and submit a list in duplicate with individual short selling descriptions for the benefit of the Auctioneer.

T-ICT AT DWI Snr NEWSL 58th year No.11 pp 81-88 London Nov 2005 ISSN 0951-0001 I
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This is the sixth article in the series under the title 'Swiss Primer' from 'Tell'
the journal of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society (AMPS).

Tell Portrait Felix Ganz
The lower middle denominations of the five-part issue serving as Switzerland's regular postage stamps from

about 1910 to 1940. Modelled after a full-length statue by Richard Kissling which stands in Altdorf (Uri),
Tell's head and the small segment of the crossbow slung across his shoulder have become one of the most
typical and well-known Swiss stamp designs. The stamp design itself was executed by Jean Sprenger. Validity
of all Tell portrait issues ended 12-31-1942.

The following denominations exist: 10 red, type I, with a round zero of "10" and the middle bars of H and Es
of HELVETIA exactly centered; 10 red (the common one), with an oval zero of "10" and centre bars of H and
Es moved up; 10 green;. 10 bluegreen; 10 violet (on granite and on grilled gum paper); 12; 13 on 12; 13; 10 on
13; 15 violet (in a wide variety of shades from light red/violet to black as well as dark/dull violet; 15 red/brown
(on regular and also grilled gum paper); 20 on 15 violet (existing with a black as well as a dark blue overprint);
20 red/lilac: 20 orange/red; 20 red/carmine (on granite and grilled gum paper); 25 orange/red; 25 red/carmine;
25 brown (on granite and also grilled gum paper); and 30 blue (on granite and grilled gum paper).

All stamps of this design are printed on a yellow/brownish paper stock, supposedly chosen to make the design
stand out more prominently.

This design was repeated on quite a few Swiss postal cards, wrappers, and printed-to-private-order postal
stationery. Printed by the letterpress process, this issue generated uncounted small printing varieties, such as
stunted or enlarged letters, colour splotches, broken frame lines, etc. Most items are better in mint or unused
condition, but not all! On cover, certain denominations (12 cts., 10 cts. Type I) are incredibly elusive and
command huge premiums if used as single franks, paying the correct postage.

Many of the values exist in tete-beche form and with gutters as booklet panes, and in these same
configurations as se-tenants with denominations from the Tell Boy issue. Coils also exist, but since anyone can
manufacture cut edges or glue selvage onto a mint copy to make it look like a paste-up, collectors are warned
from paying fancy sums for unexpertized items in coil form.

The Postal History of World War II Mail between New Zealand and Switzerland
has been published to tell the story of how these two small countries; further
separated by a world at war, struggled to keep their postal communications open
during the period 1940 - 45.

The American Helvetia Philatelic Society (AHPS) and the Postal History Society
of New Zealand have jointly published the book by two well-known World War II postal
historians, Charles.J LaBlonde in the United States and Robin M Startup in New Zealand.

The book provides a unique perspective of war-time postal connectivity based on
extensive archival material, nearly 100 illustrations (two in colour), and a 10-page
bibliography. Tabular postal rate tables for both countries make it especially useful
for postal history researchers. Much of the information, although focussed on the
two countries, can be applied to the broader World War II postal history.

Swiss ties with New Zealand included personal correspondence with relatives who
moved to that Pacific nation before the war, commercial business reflecting the popu-
larity of Swiss watches and clocks in New Zealand, and New Zealand prisoner-of-war
mail forwarded through the International Red Cross in Geneva.

The book is 130 pages, 5x11 inches, and spiral-bound. One hundred copies have
been printed in each country. The price of the American edition is $20 inc. postage
($15 for AHPS members). The book is available from Mr LaBlonde, 15091 Ridgefield
Lane, Colorado Springs, CO 80921-3554.

AHPS membership information is available from the Society's Secretary, Richard
T. Hall, at PO Box 15053, Asheville, NC 28813, or through its website at www.swiss-
stamps.org -- or from the Secretary of the HPS, Peter Vonwiller, address on front page.

t:\
t:\
t:\
http://www.swiss-stamps.org


LATI flights Jessel dog

During the early part of the 20th century Italy had many trading links with South America

where there were many people of Italian ancestry. Perhaps it is surprising that under

Mussolini who came to power in 1920 that a regular air route to South America was not

established. The war against Ethiopia (from late 1935) and significant support for General

Franco during the Spanish Civil war (1936-9) might have played apart. It was at this time

that the Germans with Deutsche Lufthansa and the French with Air France were

consolidating their services.

However by 1938 negotiations were taking place to establish a South American route.

Experimental flights used British and French bases but in February 1939 the French

Government withdrew permission for the Italians access to French bases and overflying of

French territory. As a result Ala Littoria had to use Portuguese and Spanish territorial bases.

The finalised route was: Rome - Seville - Villa Cisneros (in the Rio de Oro, Spanish Sahara) -

Sal (Cape Verde Islands) - Recife (Pernambuco) - Rio de Janeiro. Northbound flights deviated

to Natal from Recife before flying across the Atlantic to Sal.

In September 1939 the Atlantic Lines section of Ala Littoria was reconstituted as Linnee Aeree

Transcontinentali Italiene (LATI). The first regular service in both directions took place on 21

December 1939 with mail receiving special flight cancellations. It should be noted that the

established Rome - Seville service had been extended to Lisbon on 9 May 1940 to make a

connection with Pan American Airways Lisbon - USA Clipper flights. At this time some Swiss

mail directed through Chiasso took this route: some also went by sea!

At the end of August 1939 Deutsche Lufthansa flying boat services across the South Atlantic

ceased and as a result mail was diverted to LATI flights. The importance of this mail route

increased as the war in Europe developed because it avoided censorship by the Allies of

German originating mail to South America. Even when Italy joined the war in June 1940 and

the Italian airlines were mobilised, the air service continued with only some small disruptions.

Originally flights were timed to leave Rome on a Thursday and reach Rio on the next Sunday.

Sometime in early 1941 flights left Rome on a Monday and arrived in Rio on a Thursday.

However the LATI services to South America did not continue very long. British pressure on

the USA to help end this support to the Germans from South American contacts is part of the

'Intrepid' story. However, with the 1 lth December 1941 German and Italian declaration of war

on the USA services ended with flights on 18th and 19th December. As a result of this quick

termination mail already 'in the post' can be found marked 'service suspended' and returned

to sender.

Swiss mail on LATI flights is not the easiest to identify. Going to South America most, if not

all, went through Chiasso and has that directional marking. Of course there are no French or

British censorship markings - the service was used as a means of avoiding Allies censorship.

But some mail does carry German censorship markings. Access to flight dates is really

essential. A full listing exists in the excellent "The Italian South Atlantic Air Mail Service 1939

- -1-941-"--by-Richard-Beith-and this book is recommended as further reading.

The first cover from Stein on Rhein to Rio de
Janeiro is timed and dated 7pm 28th August
1940. Clearly routed through Chiasso there is

an indicated weight of 7g. Postage of 4.50f is

correct - 30c letter rate, 4.20f airmail rate at

2.10f per 5g. Although posted late on a
Wednesday it seems likely that the cover should

have been on the 11.19 am Thursday train from

Chiasso to Rome arriving at 10 pm. (Not sure

where or how accurate these timings are!) The

cover then had sufficient time in Rome to be put

aboard the LATI flight on the Saturday.
t=1*,

NEW MEMBER - The Society is pleased to welcome Mr C
ecil Allen of Bedford.

Why not offer membership of the Society to a fr
iend or relative?

It is by personal recommendation that you can p
romote and support your Society.
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This is where the postal route and timings become increasingly unclear. The scheduled
service took just over 26 hrs in flying time over the 5 legs of the journey to reach Rio and so
this item should have arrived on the 2nd or 3rd September. However the arrival bacicstamp of

AEREO' is clearly dated the 15th. The next east - west flight took place on 14th
September so it was logistically impossible for the cover to have been on this flight. As a
result a number of questions arise. Firstly and most importantly, what mail arrangements did
exist at this time between Italy and South America. This was an airmail letter correctly
stamped as such and presumably with the sender's expectation that it would go by air. The
indication of air travel seems to be the Rio arrival cds on the back and this tends to exclude
travel by sea. The LATI South American route seems to be the obvious journey for the cover
but why did it take so long? Perhaps the answer is simply that it was mislaid somewhere or
that flights were delayed.
At this time the 1st September LATI flight was using the SM83T Savoia Marchetti trimotor
monoplanes that could carry up to 500 kg of freight but no regular passengers. I f this isn't a
cover carried by LATI, I wonder just what is its postal history?

This second cover is from a west-east LA TI flight. The registered 'Via Condor' airmail item was
sent from Buenos Aires to Basel travelling to Rio by the regular Syndicato Condor service
before transferring to the LA TI Rome service. Dated 27th November 1940 it caught the 30th
November LATI flight to eventually arrive in Basel on 7 December (cds on reverse). The SM82
big military transport plane was on this Atlantic service - a slower plane than the SM83T but
capable of carrying 4000 kg of freight. The cover appears to be slightly underpaid. With 0.20p
as the basic letter rate, 0.20p registration fee and 2 x 1.25p airmail charge, the postage should
be 2.90p rather than the 2.85 applied - odd but it happens.

LATI flights ended in December 1941. During its
existence 120 808 kg of post had been carried on
211 flights across the South Atlantic! Very little of
this was philatelic and there must be a fair
number of covers still around that went to or from
Switzerland. From an aero postal point of view
mail to Switzerland is just as interesting as mail
originating from the country but it's more difficult
tofind because dealers will box it under country

origin.

"The Italian South Atlantic Air Mail Service 1939- 1941" is available for £14 including postage directly
from Richard Beith the author: 14 Middlecroft, Guilden Sutton, Chester, CH3 7HF.

I.G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://vvvvvv.igstamps.com 
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.

You can search for your particular collecting interest.

As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.

Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail adminigstamps.com  

http://vvvvvv.igstamps.com
http://adminigstamps.com
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CITY OF BASEL TRAMWAY STAMPS from Donn Lueck ARA

The Basel streetcar service began around 1880 as a privately owned and operated business. It

connected the most important traffic junctions of that time, namely the central railway station of the

,"Centralbalm" with the old "Badische railway station" via the Freie Strasse across the River Rhein.

These first means of transportation moved without tracks. The platforms of the cars were open and

were pulled by two horses. As time went on, there were several routes. These were indicated by

alphabetical letters on the side of the car. There were also advertisements for cacao and chocolate on

the cars, as well as other products. The horse-drawn cars were used for fifteen years.

After planning for a long time, on 6 th May 1895 the first streetcar lines were started in Basel as

a communal enterprise under the jurisdiction of the Canton. Tracks were installed with 600-volt direct

current and "metretrack" were felt to be correct for Basel. Originally this enterprise was called "Basler

Strassenbahnen (BStB). In 1946 it was changed to "Basler Verkehrsbetriebe (BVB)".

The tramway stamps were first issued in 1916; these have no date overprinted. Beginning in

1917 the stamps were overprinted with the month and year date to indicate payment for the use of the

tramway for the month. The different values were for use on different routes. The last stamps were

issued in 1968, after which time only tickets were used.
The appearance of this article constitutes the first attempt at listing the Basle Strassenbahnen

stamps. The first design (19.5 x 22.5 mm) has a bishop's crozier in a shield at the left. They are

inscribed "BASLER STRASSENBAHNEN/WERTMARKE". This design was used from 1916 to

1924. The last known use of this design was January 1924. In 1920 there were two smaller designs (12

x 24 mm) used for values Frs.12 and Frs.18 (Nos. 10 and 11). These are the only known issues of this

design.The date overprint is larger on Nos. 22 to 23. The design was changed in March 1925 (earliest

known use) with the bishop's crozier in a shield in the centre In 1937 there appeared a new design

with the value in an oval and small bishop's crozier in each corner. This design was used until 1968.

Al! stamps (except 1916) are printed with the month and year in black or red (red on Nos. 42, 43,76,

77,80, 81, 84 and 85). In 1947 the inscription was changed to 13ASLER/VERKEHRS-BETRIEBE".

Stamps are perforated 11.5 (Nos. 1 to 57) or 10.75 — 11 (nos. 58 to 121).

There are also weekly stamps issued from 1939 to 1968 which will be the subject of another article.

Nos 10 & 11

No. 1 Nos 2-9 & 12-21 Nos 22 & 23 Nos 24-55 Nos 56-123 No. 105

(A complete listing can be obtained from the Hon Editor - enclose
 a sae and 20p stamp.)

Anyone with additional information about these tramway stamps is invited to contact the author

direct by e-mail on donn3@earth1ink.net or by letter via the Editor.

WHEN YOU GET TO THE DYK COLUMN ON PAGE 87 there is an expla
nation of these covers.

This is the one the Editor

received his copy of the

SVPS magazine in - inside

the cover of the magazine

was the receipt for 2.80fr,

held by a piece of tape.

On the outside of the cover

was the label shown top left,

also held by a piece of tape.

BUT look at the abbreiaktion

used for the German word:

Now why do I have to fill
a space with thi0 It is
because you out there do
not send items for YOUR 

Newsletter. Apart from a
few long items I have had
NOTHING to use in spaces
such as this. What are you
going to do about it

mailto:donn3@earth1ink.net
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Northern Group report: 'Napoleon and Switzerland' was the subject of Cedric Dry's display at the
October meeting. He began by setting the historical background, pointing out that one reason
Napoleon invaded Switzerland was to get his hands on the Bern Treasury to finance his Egyptian
campaign. Under the Helvetic Republic (19 March 1798 to 15 April 1803) Switzerland was re-
organised into firstly 22 and then 19 cantonal administrative units and the postal rates were unified.
However, Swiss dissatisfaction with this arrangement led to the Act of Mediation in 1803 by which the
Swiss regained their internal sovereignty and independent postal systems. Cedric explained that the
Swiss Assembly rotated around six cantons with a chief magistrate from the host canton to act as
National Magistrate or Landamann. All this was illustrated with various postal items with Extra
Courier cancels of the Helvetic Republic for official documents, Landamann cancels, straightline
cancels on internal mail while mail going aboard was illustrated for example by 'Suisse Par Pontalier
and leo Pontalier' strikes. One cover from Bern included a handwritten `Botte' for messenger. Also
included were-items from Swiss areas incorporated into-France for example. Geneva (99) (a fine P.99.P
Geneve strike), Departement du Mont Terrible (87) and Departement du Haut-Rhin (66) - Porrentrui
and Bienne. All in all a very informative display well written-up and illustrated with a range of superb
postal items.

D.H.

London Group, 5th October 2005 — The Letter "W"

Very disappointingly, only three people came for the first meeting
of the new season. The Chairman produced his customary mixture
embodying subjects such as Wilhelm and Walter Tell, the World Cup,
war and ways through the Gotthard, waste salvage, the wood stamp,
women and winsome fish. The Vice-Chairman, Eric Lienhard showed
an attractive range of cards and stamps on a variety of related
themes such as wood carving, General Wille, Wolfenschiessen,
the Walensee and the Wetterhorn cable car as well as revenues from
Wadenswil, Wiesen, Worb, Wohlen and Wald, The Librarian, Derrick
Slate, displayed material from the First World War including
soldier stamps, stationery cards and envelopes, several with
unusual cancels, also some censored covers to Great Britain, Austria
and Italy. Additionally, there were items dealing with water,
Walenstadt and the Wetterhorn plus Way Bills from 1920 and 1926.
A good time was enjoyed by all present but it was a great pity to
have such a small audience for the excellent displays. CPM

LONDON MEETINGS 2005- 2006

Enquiries to Claude Mist' ely 01737 551689

Meetings in Room B326 Macmillan House B Block Paddington Station London W2
Meetings commence at 6.00 p.m. with the exception of the AGM

2005
October Wed. 5 Letter "W" All members
November Sat 19 AGM - Display - Auction
December Wed. 14 "Back of the Catalogue" All members
2006
February Wed. 8 Mail between Switzerland and Abroad All members
March Wed. 8 Cup Competitions All members
April Wed. 12 Odds and Ends All members

The AGM, Display and Auction on Saturday 19 th November will commence at 11.00 am and conclude
at approximately 4.00 p.m. Full details appear elsewhere in this edition of the Newsletter.

Ram note that the 2006 dram are mwAint to ,amtlimultion of Amin bookings.

- that on the 8th of March 2005 a special FDC was issued for the 200th anniversary of
the Unspunnen Festival to be held in Interlaken from the 2nd to the 4th of September,
but it was not because of thecatastrophicfloods on the 20th and 21st of August. The
traditional stone shown on the special 1.-SFr stamp had been stolen again just before
by political activists - it weighs 83.5kg - and is still missing. A replica had been
made for the stone tossing event just in case.
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that I suspect that many members know that there is a British red pillar box func
-

tioning in a prominent position in Luzern, presented by Bournemouth in 1991. Now I

have found another, in Weimar (ex GDR), during a short visit; it is a red wall-mo
unted

E II R box, presented in 1999 by Stratford-upon-Avon, perhaps in recognition that
 the

only statue of William Shakespeare on the continent is in Weimar. However, I was 
told

that it is the ONLY letter box, other than that at the HPO, in a city of 65 000 pe
ople.

That is how the German PO saves money, and not only in Weimar.

- that in a recent report on the 'success' of privatisation of the Swedish PO 10 ye
ars

ago, postage rates have doubled, but rates for firms (ie, bulk mailings) have fal
len

remarkably, which means one has more junk to throw away. How do you measure 'succ
ess'?

- that the matrix code block is sweeping across all mail at a great rate. Figure 1

for letters and figure 2 for parcels show the latest Recorded Delivery self-stick

counter-produced labels, introduced in October at all larger POs. Note at the beg
in-

ing of the item number '98' is for letters and '99' for parcels, and is followed 
by

the postcode. The standard of printing is remarkably high, and needs to be for th
e

automatic reading and sorting machines.

- that in the latest issue of the Ganzsachensammler of September 2005 among several

interesting articles, the Editor, Ingo Debrunner, has presented, to me, a really 
exotic

subject: 'Receipts of the Cantonal Posts from 1804 to 1849' in alphabetical order

starting with Aargau. If you have any of these please contact him at: ingo.silvia
@

datacomm.ch - he speaks English well (or to our Editor for publication in the News-

letter, a copy of which is sent to the GSV on a regular exchange basis).

- that the SP does mobilise its power on occasion, for instance with the immediate

distribution of the latest Harry Potter books. On the 30th of September, Friday 
to

Saturday, about 2000 postal volunteers personally delivered 7000 copies of the Ge
rman

version of Volume 6, just after midnight. A further 25 000 were delivered by norm
al

mail on the Saturday morning.

-that figure 3 shows a curious philatelic document of one of the latest
 Ymago self-

service postal facilities to be open, in a railway station on a Sunday. The upper

part shows a self-stick IFS label in blue of the "Monte Generoso Railway, naturall
y

open on a Sunday, and lower left the Ymago label for 85c, cancelled at the Bellin
zona

HP0 before 21.00 that day. Figure 4 show the receipt proving that 35c was refunde
d,

for an A post letter at 1.-Sfr. It shows what a little imagination can produce, l
egally!

- that the SP has at last revealed where the remaining five sub-offices of the new

Postal Centres (REMA) will be located: fbr Luzern in Kriens, for Bern in Ostermun
digen,

for Bellinzona in Cadenazzo. However, in both Geneva 2 and Basel 2 their faciliti
es

will be just downgraded.

Fioure 2

mailto:ingo.silvia@datacomm.ch
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FUORCLA SURLEJ (September p65 & October p80) Henry Towers writes to say that the
delightful postcard gave much pleasure as it reminded him of one of the best days
walking in the Alps when he was staying in Samedan. It was possible, such was the
efficiency of the PTT in 1994, to buy a ticket at Samedan railway station and to do
a round trip as follows:
"Train to St. Moritz. Bus from St. Moritz to the base of the Corvatsch cable car.
Spend an hour or more on Piz Corvatsch admiring the magnificient view across the
Bernina range. Return by the cable car, but get out half way to reach the Fuorcla
Surlej pass. Admire the view again. I don't recall the inn as I am more interested
in photographing views and flowers. Then carry on down into Val Roseg and along the
valley to Pontresina. Train back to Samedan, a very nice full day trip, and delightful
for the able-bodied, which I am now not!'

Regarding the inn Henry has a few references from Baedeker et al:
Baedeker 1893 - no reference to the inn; 1913 - inn in summer; 1928 - inn in summer
and winter, 10 beds and 20 mattresses; 1938 Berghaus Surlej, open summer and winter,
10 beds and 20 mattresses.

Hubert Walker's admirable 'Walking in the Alps' (Oliver and Boyd 1951) also men-
tions it (p150, day 9) as does Key Reynolds 'Walks in the Engadine' (Cicerone Press
1988) where he states (p80) that "Matratzenlager accommodation also available, but
more expensive than at SAC huts.".

On postage Henry says: My own feeling is that in 1911 postcards were sold at the
inn as well as stamps, and that they were taken to Pontresina, or St. Moritz. I sin-
cerely hope that it was a 'postal acceptance station', but suspect it may simply
have been a pleasingly simple hotel stamping. Anyway I hope I am proved wrong!

(The Editor then wondered if he had anything in his ppc collection and what should
there be but a card of the 'Restaurant Fuorcla Surley im Ober-Engadin' No. 3302 by
Rathe-Fehlmann, Basel. It has the cds of Pontresina 17.VII.11-9 and the sl in purple
of FUORCLA SURLEI. The restaurant is wooden planks under a sloping roof and a door
and three windows on the front. The name is painted above the door and a 'menu' is
by the side of one of the shutters. There are two tables outside with stools, two
flags on the corners of the building and a rear extension (dormitory?). Tourists
and staff posing for the photographer with the ladies in long skirts and boaters,
the men in breeches with alpenpoles, also a dog. In the background is a glacier and
a large flag on top of a stone cairn. It would have been better if it was a real
photographic card as it is not quite possible to read the notices on the wall, but
they do not look as if there is a PTT sign, pity. The card has been sent to Luzern
'with best wishes from here. Today we are at Piz Corvatsch 34 hundred metres high'.)

ESPERANTO CONGRESS BERN 1913 from Stuart MacKenzie

Another addition - 1913 ppc from Bern to London showing the double-circle cachet
for the IXd UNIVERSALA KONGRESO DE ESEERANTQ BERN 1913 struck in green. Taxe struck
with 10c endorsed and the id F.B. (Foreign Branch) surcharge Struck.
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In a bundle of airmail covers recently purchased, a curious c
over tumbled out -

clearly a philatelic self-addressed item - where the stamps w
ere all cancelled

with a rectangular rubber date-stamp "Klingoldingen". Althoug
h bearing a couple of

airmail stamps, it clearly is not an airmail item. As it look
s a bit like the rail-

way station handstamps that are used to cancel mail handed in
 to the station mas-

ter's office I put it on the 'Railway/TP0' pile. But signific
ant components of such

cancels are missing - Railway company and Station number. So 
what is this 'postmark'?

Klingoldingen is a small village on the outskirts of Zofingen
, near Olten, and it

does lie on the Zofingen-Suhr-Aarau branch line of the Swiss 
Federal Railways, but

nowadays it is merely a halt with few trains stopping there.

I offer three possible explanations (and personally lean towa
rds the third as

being the most plausible:

1. A non-standard railway station handstamp.

2. A non-standard replacement Post Office cancel used while thei
r normal cds is in

repair or exchange, but not listed in Karl Gebert's book; KUn
goldingen is under

Oftringen and uses an 'Oftringen 2' cds.

3. A purely private machination by Mr A Humbel, to fool us nearl
y 70 years later,

of no philatelic value or significance.
(But what do you think? Comments to the Editor, please.)

,T ‘ T n
y
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MINUTES OF THE FIFTY NINTH
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY

held on 19 November 2005 at 11.00 am.
in Room B326 Macmillan House B Block Paddington Station London with ten members present.

Mr. Claude Mistely chaired the meeting.

1. Apologies were received from Geoffrey Allen, Peter Allen, Michael Atherton, A H T Clayton, John
Cordingley, Peter Hobbs, Tony Hoyle, R J Jeal, Bob Johnson, Edward Quinton, Neville Nelder, Derek
Slate, Don Symonds.

2. The Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting held on Wednesday, 10
th

 November 2004. It was
proposed by Mr. Fred Pickard, seconded by Mr. Alan Roberts and unanimously agreed that these, as
published in the "Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter" dated December 2004, should be taken as read.

3. There were no Matters arising.

4 The Chairman Mr. Claude Mistely in his address commented that the Society was in part currently
undergoing a somewhat difficult time. Whilst the Northern Group continued to "hold its own" and meetings
held in Salisbury attracted growing numbers, it was a sad fact that despite particularly good displays,
attendance at London meetings continued to decline. Whilst speakers from outside the Society might prove
attractive these were difficult to locate and members knowing of any such were requested to make them
known. Events had necessitated changes in respect of Committee personnel and these would be formally
considered under item 10 of the agenda In paying tribute to the continuing efforts of the Editor in
producing a monthly Newsletter, the Chairman reinforced an earlier plea for a suitable member to undertake
the role of Deputy Editor. 2006 would see the Society celebrating its Diamond Jubilee and plans would be
made for a suitable celebratory event. On a personal note the Chairman referred to his illness and its after
effects, expressing his appreciation to the many members who had shown their concern. It might be
necessary to reconsider his role within the Society in twelve months time. Meanwhile thanks were due to
the committee, and in particular to the Vice-chairman and the Honorary Secretary, for their ongoing
support.

5. The Honorary Secretary Mr. Peter Vonwiller presenting his report said that the bulk of his work during
the past year had been in dealing with routine matters of membership administration. Once again we were
indebted to Werner Gattiker for his efforts in recruiting members. New members numbered four (against six
the previous year) and taking into account those members passing on or resigning we ended the year with a
reduced membership of 160. With an ageing membership, recruitment and retention of members was a
continuing matter of priority. Not for the first time, the Secretary reminded the meeting that complacency
could easily lead to the demise of The Society and it was incumbent on the membership to build for the
future. Flyers were still available for members to distribute in an effort to increase membership. Meetings,
together with other activities, needed to be attractive to both existing and potential members.

6. The Honorary Treasurer. Mr. Norton Wragg presented his first report and Accounts since taking Office
part way through the Financial Year. Commenting that he was still learning the fmer points of the Society's
accounts, The Treasurer stated his intention of ensuring that the Accounts continued to be presented in a
concise and comprehensible manner. Additionally he planned subsequently to introduce an annual outline
Budget Statement to assist the committee in their forward planning. Turning to the Accounts for the year
2004-2005, the Treasurer drew attention to the fact that despite total income falling by /366.23 (reduced
interest, revenue from the Library, donations and Auction Sales) there had been a healthy surplus of
£498.50. This was due to a significant reduction in expenditure (reduced costs of London meetings and
Programme Cards) which more than offset the reduced income. The Balance Sheet showed healthy
balances in the Society's Bank Accounts. The adoption of the Accounts and Report was proposed by Mr.
Richard Akers, seconded by Mr. Fred Hoadley and carried unanimously.

7. Auditor/Examiner to the Society's Accounts. Mr. Norton Wragg expressed the Society's thanks to Mr.
John Brindley for examining the Accounts. With John Brindley's complete agreement The Treasurer
proposed that, to overcome the problems of the Treasurer and the Auditor living at opposite ends of the
country, an Auditor living in the North of England but not necessarily being a Society member be
appointed. This proposal was seconded by Mr. John Mitchell and the meeting unanimously agreed that
Norton Wragg make the necessary arrangements — these to be subsequently confirmed by the Committee.

r>.
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8. The Honorary Packet Secretary Mr. Richard Akers explained the personal circumstances that had lead to

his putting the Packet "on hold" until January 2006. He remarked that Don Symonds would be a hard act to

follow but stated his intention to endeavour to fulfil members' needs in this area of the Society's activities.

In the absence of Don Symonds the Secretary read his report as follows: -
"This will be my last report as Packet Secretary having handed over to Richard Akers during the summer. It

has been great fun but in the present circumstances I now find it a little too much. Whilst running the Packet

I have been able to make contact with many more of the members via the 'phone and by letter than would

normally be possible in such a far flung Society. I must thank you all for the kindness shown me when my

wife passed away at the start of the 2004/5 Packet season. The Packet was not as profitable as in the last

few years due, I have to say, to the type of material sent for inclusion in the packet — this included a

preponderance of modem picture post cards. Having said this, we made a very good profit on the material

purchased from Cavendish Auctions and offered to members in the Postal Auction run earlier this year.

Members should have seen 7/8 packets during the season and I tried as usual to vary the contents as much

as possible. No packets were lost during the year so the requirement to phone ahead appears to work.

Finally can I thank all those who contributed to the Packet, for without you there would not be a Packet.

Those of you who have material to dispose of should try the Helvetia Packet and give others a chance to fill

a blank space or two. A copy of the Packet Account has been provided to the Honorary Treasurer."

It was proposed by Mr. Fred Pickard seconded by Mr. Norton Wragg that the report be accepted with

special thanks to Don Symonds for all the work he had done as Packet Secretary since taking over from

Geoff Hubbard.

9. The Librarian In the absence of Mr. Derrick Slate the General Secretary read his report stating that the

Society's Library currently contained over 460 books, including relevant leaflets and articles culled from

stamp magazines, travel books and the like. During the past year seven members had borrowed ten books

and one lot of magazines. Recent additions to the Library included Indexes to the Society Newsletter for the

period 1987 to 2004 prepared by Bob Medland, "Pneumatic Tube Mail" by Bernard Lucas and, on CD

ROM, "A Study Of The Federal Administration Issued Stamps of 1850 to 1854 And Their Forgeries" by

Anton M Kofranek. The Library was most comprehensive and the vast majority of members were missing

out by not availing themselves of this facility. By contacting the Librarian full details of the Library would

be made available and material could be borrowed for the cost of postage. Surely the bargain of the year!

10. Election of Officers and Committee Members for 2005/2006. Making reference to his earlier comments

the Chairman said that the Society had over the past six decades been very fortunate in being served by

numerous men and women who had given generously of their time and expertise for the Society's benefit.

Next year, when celebrating our Diamond Jubilee, many of those who have served as Society Officers and

Committee members would certainly be recalled. This past year it had been necessary to find replacements

for Martin Kuriger as Treasurer and Don Symonds as Packet Secretary. It would be formally proposed that

Norton Wragg and Richard Akers fill these positions. Two members who had served on the committee for

many years, and to whom we were very grateful for all that they have done, had decided that the time had

come to stand down. Our very sincere thanks went to Bob Johnson and Bill Straw. It would be proposed

that Fred Hoadley, now responsible for the Salisbury meetings, be elected to the Committee along with
_ _ _

David Hope, Secretary of the Northern Group, who took over from Dennis Cairns earlier this year. Whilst

losing Don Symonds services as Packet Secretary we would certainly not wish to lose his enthusiastic

support for the Society's activities and we were delighted that he had agreed to stand for election to the

committee. The following names were being suggested for consideration by the meeting..

Chairman Claude Mistely
Vice-chairman Eric Lienhard
General Secretary Peter Vonwiller
Honorary Treasurer Norton Wragg
Packet Secretary Richard Akers
Newsletter Editor Peter Hobbs
Librarian Derrick Slate
Webmaster Bob Medland
Committee Members Fred Hoad1ey David Hope

Doug Houtris Don Symonds

It was proposed by Mr. John Mitchell and seconded by Mr. Alan Roberts that these be elected en-bloc to

serve as Officers and committee members for the year 2005/2006. Agreed unanimously.

11. Motions and Resolutions. None submitted.
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12. Any Other Business

(i)It had been proposed by The Society's President that, in recognition of the invaluable services rendered
to the Society over many years, Mr. Bob Johnson and Mr. Don Symonds be offered Honorary Life membership
Mr. Claude Mistely was delighted to second this proposal which was welcomed by the acclamation of the
meeting.

(ii)The Secretary appealed, on behalf of the Editor and the Librarian, for members who had the necessary
skills to volunteer to make translations from German, French and Italian into English.

(iii)A discussion as to how more members might be attracted to London meetings ranged from altering the
Season from Autumn/Winter to Spring/Summer (a season adopted by the Revenue Society with considerable
success) to midweek afternoon meetings (this since Saturday meetings do not appear to attract members into the
Metropolis). The Committee will need to give more thought to this problem bearing in mind the need to avoid
meetings clashing with those taking place outside of London. Discussion ended with the view being expressed
that "we will come through!".

(iv)The possibility of_ saving costs by e-mailing (where appropriate) the Newsletter was discussed and will
need to be given detailed consideration.

The meeting closed at 12.00 noon.

Peter Vonwiller - Hon. Secretary

A report on the events following the formal business of the day will appear in the January Newsletter.
It was a pity that so few members were present to enjoy great displays and the fun of the Auction.

DATES FOR YOUR NEW DIARY - Salisbury 2006 meetings, all on a Saturday
25th February 'Back of the Book' - all members
3rd June
28th October Details to be announced in the Newsletter.

WANTED - a secondhand copy of the Zumstein Specialised catalogue. Reasonable price
paid - ring Alan Roberts on 01 279 72 21 46 with offers, please.

I. G.STAMPS
SWITZERLAND
Please visit my Web site

http://wwvv.igstamps.com 
Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history.

Each item has a brief description and picture.

You can search for your particular collecting interest.

As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list.

Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.
I will send you a printed copy of your collecting interests.

Ian Gilchrist, I.G.Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG1 1SL,
England

E Mail adminigstamps.com 

http://wwvv.igstamps.com
http://adminigstamps.com
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BERN - BIEL - BASEL ALPAR flight

A Philatelic Congress was held
in BERN during late June
1929. A special circular date
stamp was used during June
22/ 23 on all mail posted at the
Congress office and a
commemorative flight arranged.
Due to bad weather this was
postponed until June 24 and
flew between BERN and
ZURICH. In association with
the Congress 6 pieces of postal
stationery were printed,
3 envelopes and 3 cards. None
of these is particularly difficult
to find and many have the
Congress cds.

Jessel dog

The illustrated card is a bit of an anomaly. The bottom of the card clearly shows a

date of June 1929 with what I have always thought was a print run number, 1500.

Without really thinking, I had assumed that all privately printed stationery would be

available only to attendees at the Congress but this card clearly disillusions me as it

is dated 10th June.

Addressed to 'Monsieur Wyss' on the 10th June the card has been flown on the

inaugural BERN - 13IEL - BASEL ALF.AR flight. More oddly the card has been sent to

'Post restante' in HAMBOURG, and has gone airmail there as shown by the 3-line red

cachet. Then with a HAMBURG cds dated llth June on the 15th the card has been

redirected to LEYSIN-VILLAGE. The reverse of the card has only a LEYSIN 1 cds

dated 17th June. Subsequently 25th June 1929 has been stamped on the front. The

card has the correct postage rate for 'card with restricted message', 67 1/2c - 7 1/2c for

the card, 40c registration fee and 20c airmail charge.

The BERN - BIEL - BASEL flight was a return one with mail specially cancelled for all

6 possible combinations. The number of covers flown was not particularly large,

2871 on the outward flight and 2107 on the return. Items flown are recognisable by

the date stamps. This particular card originated in BERN with the BERN LUFTPOST

cds dated 10.V129-8 and flew through Biel to BASEL to receive the BASEL

FLUGPOST LUFTPOST cds dated 10.V1.29-10.

'Monsieur Wyss' was a well known aeorphilatelist enthusiast of the late 1920s and

generated a considerable amount of philatelic mail. I suspect that this card was one

of a batch that went to Hamburg and was handled as such - instructions on the

outside of a packet of cards and hence the ease of return to LEYSLN. Perhaps

someone 'out there' knows why it went to HAMBURG!

YET again I am not the only editor that is looking for copy. 
One month you will

suddenly realise that you have not had a Newsletter. There co
uld be two reasons

for that - not only have you not sent items to be published b
ut I, as Editor, may

have given up, literally and mortally. Even the machine I use
 is not getting any

younger and not only are the ribbons hard to find tbey are 2
0 years past their

use by dates: The 'golf balls' also break as they are only pl
astic - old.

Just in case you think you should be paid for your literary e
fforts then the

Editor of 'Gibbons Stamp Monthly' is offering to pay for "
more general and longer

articles" and give the Society a mention to help our membersh
ip drive. An idea of

the type of thing he is looking for is the article in the Sep
tember 2005 issue on

the subject of 'Frama Labels'. If you do get something publis
hed then you may care

to make a pr6cis for the Newsletter?

The Gibbons Editor is Hugh Jefferies at SG Publications, Chri
stchurch Road,

DTAinwnrin 1IT24 RSH_
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Regional Group Meeting at Salisbury, October 29th,
Approximately 20 members and guests assembled at the Clovelly Hotel to be

entertained by Ian Gilchrist on the subjects of the 5c green Tell boy stamp
(z 103/119/125/183), and '3 and 4 colour frankings'.

During the morning session Ian gave us a wonderful display of this one single Tell
boy issue, his 120 sheets being a mere fraction of the material he possesses on the subject.
We learnt that this was the most prolifically produced stamp in Swiss history — 1.6bn.
Despite that huge number, 4-blocks on cover are amongst the rarest in the whole Tell series,
so members will now be searching their stocks to emulate Ian's fmd! The use of the stamp
was extensive and we were treated to a whole range of covers, cards and wrappers bearing
the stamp alone or with others, finishing with a set of 9 stationery cards, each with a different
original pencil sketch of scenes in the Graubunden on the reverse.

Ian's display of mixed frankings — also based on the Tell series - generated much
interest and debate about the definition of 'mixed franking' and 'philatelic cover' — a subject
for another article, perhaps!. Each cover was immaculately displayed, with each stamp listed,
and we were left to ponder the ingenuity of the Swiss in arranging stamps on an envelope.

After lunch Ian treated us to his display of SCADTA covers, already reported on
briefly in the June 2005 newsletter. Suffice to say that Ian possesses one of only 5 such
covers to have been generated in Liechtenstein and, more extraordinarily, a cover bearing the
25c special stamp which was authoritatively never available for use from Switzerland to
Colombia, cancelled in Berne! As he also stated, these are the only non-Swiss stamps which
have ever had the privilege of being legitimately cancelled within the country. He finished
off with some oddities — notably a card overstamped for travel by dogsleigh from a winter.
camp at Saanenmoser, the card being sent to Geneva; and a cover from the diplomatic service
in Berne with stamp removed and official label 'Par Bicyclette' affixed, for delivery in
Berne.

Altogether a magnificent display of the highest quality, with several items which
only be described as unique.Claude Misterley, the Society's Chairman, gave a vote of thanks,
heartily echoed by all, and presented Ian with a certificate in recognition of his visit to
Salisbury. N.N.

Northern Group report: 'Instructional marks and labels' was the subject of the November meeting.
It brought forth a plethora of items from pre-stamp to modem self-adhesive. Pre-stamp items included
transit marks and other handstamps plus a squiggly line evidently representing a registered Mark.
Among the labels on show were registered, express, urgent, nachnahme and airmail showing the
changes that had taken place in their composition and size. Other labels included refused, firm closed,
deceased, unknown, left, address insufficient along with a selection for carriage of animals and a
seasonal one 'Only open at Christmas'. Modem self-adhesive labels were shown indicating that there
is still more to collect. Among the instructional handstamps were service suspended marks (1925-26)
for airmail posted outside the summer season period, flight delayed by weather (1933) and air
surcharge reduced (1933). Another instructional mark on a small envelope stated the minimum size
allowed by the PTT while another reminded the recipient to inform the sender to always use the post
code. Also included were large postage due labels still attached to the envelopes plus 'postage paid'
handstamps. An unusual item was a registered letter paid at the ordinary rate with a 'postage missing'
handstamp. Also on show was the book illustrating the variety of labels produced by the Swiss Post
Office. All in all a very interesting and informative meeting. D.H.
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Did you know? M Rutherfoord

- that I have heard, indirectly, that there are.postmasters who find out when a

popular stamp is nearly sold out that they can not order further supplies from Bern,
so to help the image of the SP they, as a private collector, order a number of sheets

direct from the Philatelic Bureau and sell them over the counter at the normal price.

Strictly forbidden. One would think that additional orders would be a good indicator
of the public acceptance of a particular stamp in a particular area - market research!

- that in Horgen at the recent Zimbra Exhibition a group of five from the USA got a
Bronze for their entry in the Swiss Champions Class, four of the disappointed con-

testants are shown in figure 1 (SBZ 11/05). From 1 to r; Ralph Soderberg, Heinrich

Heissinger (a newcomer, with a fantastic Helvetia exhibit), Harlan Stone, Charles
LaBlonde (Michael Peter was the fifth). Harlan has just won the contest from among

the 12 Champions of the 12 biggest Exhibitions of the American Philatelic Society
in '05, and that with a Standing Helvetia exhibit. That put Switzerland on the map;

congratulations to them.

- that for those looking for pre-'de Coppet' non-postal date marks (see p13 of the

Society Newsletter in February this year) I have come across a new example in the

Miller Record Book, Vol. 1, dated
- 25 Aout 82, see figure 2, with dimensions remark-

ably familiar, but 7 years earlier. The Union Vaudoise I think was an insurance
company in Lausanne, home of Frederic de Coppet! What will be the next part of the

puzzle to be found?

- that in Sindelfingen, one of the largest German philatelic exhibitions, Swiss

exhibitors have won more prizes in the mainly Postal History Class..Together with
many Swiss visitors the SP had a philatelic stand with a special non-postal cancel-

lation, see figure 3, for this souvenir for 2.40 euro.

- that Austria, after years of trials; has produced the world's second textile post-
age stamp, following the Swiss NABA 2000 in St. Gallen stamp for CHF 5.-, with an

attractive green stamp for 3.75 euro, shown in figure 4, together with the FD can-

cellation, both having an Edelweiss as motif.

- that the well-known Bernese firm of Zumstein has celebrated its centenary this
year with several articles in the philatelic press describing their many achieve-
ments, especially in publishing leading catalogues, during esentially four gener-
ations of the same family.

- that the first train to cross an international frontier came from Strasburg to
Basel on the 15th of June 1844, and on the 13th of April 1846 the first cross-
border mail bag on the same line. This and a great deal of other information is to

be found in the new TPO 'Bible' just published by Reinhart Stutz (CPhH) of Winterthur.
He has produced a remarkable book by digging deep into many archives and has accumu-
lated a mass of new information. He has looked at his material from a new angle by
using Gfficial contracts, other-historical documents, detailed timetables, PO
circulars and other items. This soft-bound book, A5, 300 pages, in German only, is
profusely illustrated, with many maps, covers and documents in colour. Volume 1 is
now on sale at CHF 120.- plus p&p. (Are any members interested to buy it?)

The troublesome problem of the numbered TFO cancels is treated in detail over
some 70 pages, but is still a complex subject. By treating all cross-border mail

thoroughly he has added a dimension to Swiss philately which is usually ignored,
but here essential. Volume 2 on the Private and Mountain Railways, including the

stations, will appear in autumn 2006 and Volume 3 on the Station Cancels (of Vol.1)
later the same year.
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